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It is my pleasure to welcome you
to the 2019 Ma Murray Awards,
celebrating the outstanding work of
BC & Yukon community newspapers
and newsmedia organizations.
A tradition for almost 100 years,
the Ma Murray Awards honour
excellence in more than 40 award
categories including reporting,
photography, advertising design,
specialty publications, community

While our news business, delivery
and platforms continue to evolve,
the importance of community
remains our central tenet. Our
membership – some 100 titles
strong – give voice to our towns
and cities, providing trusted
news, information, and a sense of
connection in a fragmented media
landscape. We must remember
the importance of community in
the essential work we do for our
community.
The BCYCNA, or BC & Yukon
Community Newsmedia Association
as it is now known, provides a
community for all of us in the
newsmedia industry to share and
learn from our best practices. The
talent is evidenced in the award
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finalists and winners, so please
take the opportunity to read and
look closely at the entries and what
made them outstanding.
Tonight’s gala is a unique
opportunity with almost 300
colleagues in attendance to meet
one another in person and foster
our sense of connections, but
please continue to stay in touch. As
an organization we’ve taken strides
over the past year to advocate
for our industry in Victoria, work
on new marketing initiatives such
as the branding video you’ll see
tonight, and develop new content
for our newspapertraining.ca site.
We welcome and appreciate your
input and feedback.
Thank you for being part of the BC
& Yukon Community Newsmedia
community.
Sincerely,
Sarah Strother
BCYCNA President, 2018-19
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TOFINO-UCLUELET
WESTERLY NEWS

POPULAR BUSINESS CLOSES
Castaways store pushed out of Tofino

7

WesterlyNews.ca

Death in
Ucluelet

Body discovered
near Whiskey Dock
ANDREW BAILEY
andrew.bailey@westerlynews.ca

A 50 year-old woman was found dead near
Ucluelet’s Whiskey Dock on Oct. 19.
Sgt. Steve Mancini of the Ucluelet RCMP told
the Westerly News that police were notified of a
body in the harbour around 5 p.m. and arrived at
the scene along with B.C. Ambulance personnel.
He said the body was retrieved from the water
and the woman was pronounced dead at the
scene. The body was transported to Tofino to
be examined by the B.C. Coroners Service.
“The RCMP continue to investigate with the
assistance of the B.C. Coroner, however the
cause of death is not believed to be suspicious,”
Mancini said.
He said police have viewed surveillance footage
of the area that shows the woman walking onto
the dock earlier that day.
“It appears that the female was alone at the
time,” he said. “She went into camera view and
never returned.”
He said he hopes the tragedy serves as a reminder to West Coast residents and visitors
to be careful around Ucluelet’s harbours and
shorelines.
“The water is a lot colder than it was a few
months ago,” he said. “We urge people, if they
are going onto the docks, to wear lifejackets and
ensure that you’re being cautious.”
The woman’s identity has not been released.
She is believed to have been visiting family in
the area, according to Mancini.

2ND

ANDREW BAILEY PHOTO

SPOOKTACULAR CELEBRATION: Six-year-old Mr. Incredible, Kesler Taron, and dinosaur Bentley Mills, 5, bravely and merrily toured through the Wild Pacific Trail Society’s
Pumpkins in the Mist event on Sunday. The young Ucluelet locals scored some early Halloween candy during their eerily delightful Brown’s Beach walk.

‘UKEE’ THE SEA

CANNABIS LAWS
IN TOFINO

Shot marine mammal dies

Smoking restrictions in town

LIONEVENTS
EUTHANIZED
UPCOMING UCLUELET

2
UPCOMING EVENTS IN UCLUELET

The Tofino/Ucluelet Westerly
News keeps readers informed
with the important issues of
the week. Lots of interesting
local reporting that really
gives readers a sense of the
community. Offers a good, welllaid out package of features that
sets it apart.

3

November
2017 15
THURSDAY, NOV.

SURFRIDER STITCH N’ BEACH 5:30–8:30PM

Midnight Madness Is Coming. Shop Local!
Sponsored by the Judy Gray Team.
Giving back to Ukee! Call Judy at
250-726-2228 to get your event featured.

Let Judy Know Your Event To Print On The Front Page For FREE.

Details: Put on your walking shoes and join the
Ucluelet wide festivities and shopping extravaganza

Date:
Friday
Nov
24th,
2017
FREE
EVENT
including
Come to the Ucluelet Aquarium for a special
edition
free materials,
instruction,
Surfrider’s Stitch and Beach and learn
how to5-ish
make - Midnight
Time:
(late-ish)
sewing machines, and
your own travel pouch for reusable cutlery and
snacks. Will be happening
straws! Nelly Heyduck from Ahoy Bags will also
IN the Ucluelet Aquarium.
be there to share to tricks and tips of the trade.

#StartLivingInUkee

EaglE VallEy

NEWS
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Cody Franson
assigned to
AHL affiliate
Page 7

Snow Fest
on track for
February
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Preparing
for the
worst
Ammonia leak
scenario unfolds
at arena.
Lachlan Labere
Eagle Valley News
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ROCKY MOUNTAIN GOAT
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The Rocky Mountain Goat provides a compelling product
with excellent coverage and sharp photography. It is a
newspaper that readers won't want to miss every week.
Well-produced with a clean, modern front page. Its big bold
photos and teaser headlines invite readers in. Best website
in the category too. Great work!

LachLan Labere/eagLe VaLLey news

Sicamous Fire Chief Brett Ogino maps where different emergency responders will be in the event of an ammonia leak at the Sicamous and
District Recreation Centre.
input from others. For example, Complete
Climate Control manager Jamie Nicol
advised that if there should be a wind
blowing ammonia gas toward the school,
it was better to keep the children in the
locked-down building and only evacuate
when it’s determined to be safe.
Nicol also advised if victim is covered
in liquid ammonia, removal of clothing
should not occur right away during decontamination.
“You cover someone in liquid ammonia,
those clothes are now frozen to them,”
said Nicol. “You try to take their clothes
off, you’re going to be taking skin off like
a sleeve. Not good. If you cover them in
water for a long time, that water will slowly
get that ammonia out of their clothing,
LachLan Labere/eagLe VaLLey news
out of their skin. When their clothes are
Sicamous RCMP Sgt. Murray McNeil and Malakwa and Swansea Point firefighters discuss an
no longer frozen, then you can move them
evacuation response for the neighbouring school and businesses while establishing a safe
somewhere else.”
perimeter in the event of an ammonia leak at the Sicamous and District Recreation Centre.
Summing up the exercise, Ogino stressed
which maintains the refrigeration system stay calm. That’s the best thing you can the importance of communication, with
in the plant.
be doing. Make the right decisions, you’ll the participating agencies working togethWhile going over the details of the be more efficient. You make the better er and sharing resources.
training exercise, Ogino emphasized the decisions and you make fewer mistakes.”
After the training exercise, the “victim,”
importance of keeping calm and sticking
With the emergency scenario set out be- – arena head engineer Cal Franson – took
to protocol.
fore them, the group was divided by their fellow participants for a tour of the plant.
“We’ve all learned over the years, espe- respective agencies, with the Malakwa In the three decades Franson’s been workcially on the responder side, is that people and Swansea Point firefighters joining the ing at the rec centre, it has never had a
who run in generally become victims,” said police, to determine what their priorities leak.
“We are more than up to standard and
Ogino. “That isn’t what’s going to work. would be and how they would respond.
We have to do what’s proper and what’s ac- These were later shared with the group as our plant is, I feel, one of the best in the
cording to your protocol. Slow down and a whole and, in this process, refined with area,” said Franson.

Front Page
/10

ST

What begins as a small ammonia leak
in the ice plant at the Sicamous arena has
taken a turn for the worse; there’s a man
down inside and the toxic, corrosive gas
is escaping the building.
To make matters worse, a semi has collided with a hydro pole nearby on the
highway, knocking out power to the
arena, including the emergency systems
that controls ventilation at the Sicamous
and District Recreation Centre.
The gas is slowly billowing out of the
arena and towards nearby neighbouring
properties, an elementary school and local
businesses among them.
This was the situation facing the different emergency response organizations involved in a training exercise held Thursday,
Jan. 11 at the recreation centre.
“We had this ammonia scenario here
today due to what happened in Fernie,”
said Sicamous and District Recreation
Centre manager Wayne March, referring
to the ammonia leak at the Fernie Memorial Arena that left three people dead
and prompted the city to declare a state
of emergency, forcing the evacuation of
55 neighbouring homes and businesses.
“We just want to let all services know
what their roles are, what their jobs are if
we ever had a major leak in our system.”
Sicamous Fire Chief Brett Ogino co-ordinated and oversaw the exercise that
involved the Sicamous, Malakwa and
Swansea Point fire departments, recreation centre staff, Sicamous RCMP, the
Columbia Shuswap Regional District/
Shuswap Emergency Program, the District of Sicamous, Eagle Valley Rescue
Society, BC Emergency Health Services
and local media. Also involved was arena
contractor, Complete Climate Control,

With superb writing and
coverage of the community,
the Eagle Valley News is a great
little paper full of personality.
Full of great local stories and
interesting reads, with a nice
sharp print quality.
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Boston Bar
community
rallies around
baby girl born
with rare genetic
condition
Page 12

Office: 604.869.2421 www.hopestandard.com

WEDNESDAY, October 31, 2018

REVELSTOKE

REVIEW

Vol. 121, No. 44

2ND

Halloween Fun!

www.revelstokereview.com
➤ WHERE TRADITION MEETS INNOVATION

THURSDAY, JANUARY 25, 2018

FIND THE SCARY ICONS
in the paper - CIRCLE THEM
bring your copy into our office.
CORRECT COPIES WILL BE

PM40050491 $1.25

entered in a draw

for ROXY MOVIE TICKETS
and a year subscription to the Review.

REVELSTOKE
REVIEW

HELIPORT GRAND OPENING
Interior Health was joined by the Revelstoke District
Health Foundation and other community partners
Saturday to celebrate the completion of the Queen
Victoria Hospital heliport. Story on page 3. (Liam
Harrap/Revelstoke Review)

news@hopestandard.com

5 TOWN TO GET 37

Great local content,
and a strong front page
that will get people
to pick up the paper.
Strong engagement
from the community
evident in the Growls
and Hugs feature and
the excellent online
presence. Solid Editorial
section with good use
of online polls. Good
local arts stories and
general community
news.

Support Group

CHILDCARE SPACES

■ Revelstokian hosting a depres-

sion and anxiety support group

Daycare, preschool and
community space a
collaboration between Yale
First Nation, Grace Baptist
Church and Read Right

NEWS 4 >

The new NAFTA

■ Downie Timber happy with the
new trade deal

NEWS 5>

13 A SUMMER SPENT
HIGH ABOVE HOPE

New
skate
park open
■ Construction

Man in his seventies
remembers six months
spent in solitude, searing
heat and storms as a Hope
forest fire lookout man

is completed

SPORTS 8>

What happens when
you die in Revelstoke…
■ It’s the time of year to think
about death.

NEWS 12>

"NOBODY WORKS HARDER FOR YOU THAN RE/MAX"

1850 Westerburg Road

1925 Forest Drive

$629,000

101 Seventh Street East

$729,000

Hope firefighters spent hours battling a stubborn house fire on Friday. Despite their best efforts, the home was lost to the flames.

A truck went through the
window of the Somewhere
Else Cafe in the Dogwood
Valley, owner says the cafe
will reopen as soon as
possible

INSIDE
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Sports
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16
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18

Emelie Peacock
Hope Standard

Despite heroic efforts by police,
fire and the family, a chimney
fire burned a home in Laidlaw
to the ground.
The home at 53900 Anderson
Lane, off of St. Elmo Road, was
engulfed in flames just before 10
p.m. Friday. The family fought
the fire before it became unsafe
inside. The fire department then
spent until 6 a.m. saving what
remained of the home. The family
got out safe as did their dog Lucy.
Their two cats, Rafiki and Pepsi,
are still missing.

Inside the home at the time the
fire started were Stuart Peters, his
wife Crystal Mann and stepson
Tyson Anderson. Tyson alerted
there was a fire starting in the
chimney. Smoke quickly filled the
living room and the fire spread
through heating pipes in the attic.
“It all started from there. Fire,
fire, fire and that’s when we reacted. We went running. It was chaos
from that point on,” Peters said.
There was never a question
whether Peters would fight to
save the home he has known
since birth.
“I was willing to risk my life for
this house because when I was

born at the Hope Hospital, that’s
where I went,” he said.
The family sprang into action,
Peters grabbed three fire extinguishers and sprayed them all into
the air ducts in the ceiling. He then
climbed a ladder and began spraying fire extinguishers into the attic
surrounding the chimney.
His father joined him and began
fighting the fire from the roof,
while Peters fought it from the
basement. At this point, there
were no extinguishers and the
family began using a garden hose.
The first to get to the scene was
a police officer, Const. Gillis, who
began to chop the floor out with

OMREB

Okanagan Mainline Real Estate Board

• FISH FARMS

Kwakiutl Band
Council held a Fish
Farm dialogue at the
U’Gwamalis Hall in
Fort Rupert Jan. 25.
Page 3

Continued on Page A2
North Island Secondary
School’s Social Justice
Expo showcased
numerous social issues.
Page 10

Employment
Services Centre
The Employment Program of British Columbia is
funded by the Government of Canada and the
Province of British Columbia.

895 THIRD AVE HOPE, 2ND FLOOR / 604.869.2279 / info@freereinassociates.ca

3RD

• BANTAMS

The Bantam Eagles
defeated the Port
Alberni Bulldogs.
Page 15

HOPE STANDARD

OPINION
Page 6
SPORTS
Page 15-18

The Hope Standard definitely sets the bar high, boasting an excellent
front page and strongest community news. Enjoyed the additional space
for larger, well-written copy. Excellent community involvement with
streeters and use of online presence with Overheard Online feature.
Good design, easy to read and navigate. Lots of reason for locals to grab
a paper each week. Well done!

YOUR LIFE YOUR COMMUNITY YOUR PAPER

www.northislandgazette.com

January 31, 2018

CLASSIFIEDS
Pages 21-23

North Island
emergenc y
responses put
to test during
tsunami scare

NORTH ISLAND GAZETTE

Great community
content is what a
community paper is
all about. With a good
focus on local features
and a nice selection of
stories for all ages, the
Gazette is easy to read
and clearly reaching
its audience. Lots of
good ads; it seems the
advertising department
is getting it done. Good
work!

HANNA PETERSEN
reporter@northislandgazette.com

The British Columbia coast
avoided a massive tsunami after a
7.9 magnitude earthquake struck
about 279 km south of Kodiak,
Alaska.
The quake, which struck at 1:31
a.m. on Jan. 23, prompted the National Tsunami Warning Centre
to issue a tsunami warning for
Coastal B.C.
Emergency responses were soon
mobilized throughout the North
Island to prepare for the possible
tsunami event.
In Port Hardy, the RCMP and
Port Hardy Fire Rescue were sent
out to alert people of the warning
and to have them report to one of
two evacuation sites, either Avalon
School or the Civic Centre.
The evacuation began before
3:30 a.m. and lasted for roughly
an hour until the warning was
cancelled, before residents were
given the all clear to return home.
Meteorologists have reported
that the warning was cancelled
without any report of tsunami
damage because the displacement
on the ocean floor was horizontal,
which means the water was moved
less than it would be during a vertical displacement.
“Other than not having a tsunami warning siren, I think it went
fairly well,” said Port Hardy Emergency Coordinator Bob Hawkins
of the evacuation.
Hawkins added the emergency
planning committee had sent a
recommendation to council, but
Continued on A2
■
■
■
■

TYSON WHITNEY PHOTO

Brent Vose went full “Blue Steel” at the seventh annual Victor’s Secret Fashion Show in Port McNeill on Saturday. Check
out pg. 20 for more photos from the event and to see how much money was raised this year for local cancer patients.

GRANT MONEY

Council to request Major
Grant in Aid from RDMW
TYSON WHITNEY
editor@northislandgazette.com

The District of Port Hardy will once again
be requesting grant funding from the Regional
District of Mount Waddington (RDMW) for its
multiplex project.
Back in May of last year, the RDMW denied
a $60,000 grant in aid request from Port Hardy
Council, with RDMW Chair Andrew Hory stating he found the decision by the board to be
“consistent with the history of that discussion
— there has been very little support, if any, with
individual board members to finding money in
their own tax base to support the Port Hardy
pool.”
At Port Hardy Council’s Jan. 23 meeting, a

3 Bays for your Convenience
Friendly Knowledgeable Staff
Loyalty Program
Open 9am-6pm, including Sundays

staff report was included in the agenda from Chief
Administrative Officer Allison McCarrick regarding a re-application for a major grant in aid from
the RDMW.
The report stated that “the Regional District of
Mount Waddington Board Grant in Aid policy
allows for the District of Port Hardy to request a
grant in aid for financial assistance for a project
that will benefit the entire Mount Waddington region and will provide a service that is not currently
met by existing services. The Major Grant in Aid
can be reconsidered year to year upon request.”
The report also noted the financials involved.
“The Regional District is limited by the Local
Government Act with regards to the funding available. The amount a Regional District is authorized
to include in their Financial Plan must not exceed
Continued on A2
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• SOCIAL JUSTICE

FIT

$279,000

Gazette

Publications Mail Agreement No. 39127

Peters and then ran to take care
of his father.
“He turned right into firefighter
mode. I gave that guy a big hug
after the whole ordeal because
when he showed up he was right
there with me,” Peters said.
Next on scene was Richard
Wells from the Hope Fire Department, who told Peters he needed
to leave the home as the house
was about to cave in.
“I thought oh my god, I didn’t
realize it had been that far gone,”
Peters said.
“By the time I got out the back

Find your
ONE Stop
Employment Services

#28 - 1200 Oscar Street

$419,000

NORTH ISLAND

Owners are determined to get back to their farm

SLAMS INTO CAFE

1415 Douglas Street

$649,000

209 1st St. West, Revelstoke, BC V0E 2S0
250-837-5121/fax: 250-837-7020
revelstoke-realty.com
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Fire devastates Laidlaw home

3 PICKUP TRUCK

3265 Weird Woods Front Road

$589,000
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Revelstoke Realty
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Call for indoor facility in Squamish

www.saobserver.net
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COSTLY
HOUSES
Top assessments
in Squamish

YOUR TOWN, YOUR NEWS

A6
FUNDS FOR
CRASH
VICTIMS

B9
GRANT
LAWRENCE

Money raised

At the BAG

THURSDAY, JANUARY 11, 2018

SQUAMISHCHIEF.COM

$1.25

SALMON ARM OBSERVER

Skating
in the
sunshine

tax included

Skaters soak up the
sun on the outdoor
rink at DeMille’s Farm
Market on Saturday,
Dec. 30.

JIM ELLIOT/SALMON ARM OBSERVER

Family grateful for help of Good Samaritan
Driver avoids collision only to have car slide down 30-foot embankment.
Lachlan Labere
Eagle Valley News

Joyce Butler is grateful to a
Good Samaritan who came to
her grandson’s aid following a
motor-vehicle accident on Highway 1 near Sorrento.
After spending the holiday
in Salmon Arm celebrating the
marriage of their son Paul Butler
to daughter-in-law Kaya, Joyce
and her husband Wallace, accompanied by the newlyweds,
had just left to drive home to Jasper on Wednesday, Dec. 27, when
they received a telephone call. It
was from their grandson, Adrian
Butler, who had left Salmon Arm
the same day for Victoria.

PHOTO BY DAVID BUZZARD/FOR THE SQUAMISH CHIEF

2ND

Adrian explained he’d been
in a motor-vehicle accident but
was uninjured. Adrian was being
helped by a man who lived nearby and was looking after him.
Joyce said they turned their
vehicle around and were at the
accident scene within 15 minutes.
“He gave us pretty explicit instructions over the telephone of
how to find him and, when we
arrived, there were a couple of
cars pulled off on the shoulder
of the road with flashing lights,
so we knew we were at the right
spot. But we saw no sign of our
grandson’s car or him,” said
Joyce.
Adrian’s accident occurred west

ON THE HUNT FOR EAGLES — TO COUNT: Volunteers looking for eagles from a raft in the upper Squamish Valley during the 32nd annual Brackendale Winter Eagle Count on Sunday. The final total was 962 bald
eagles, which is a better tally than any of the counts from the last three years, according to the Squamish Environment Society.

of Sorrento near Meek’s Point.
A Chase RCMP report states the
driver of a 2013 Kia Rio was
attempting a left turn from Des
Fosses Road into the westbound
lane. The vehicle was unable to
accelerate, however, due to icy
roads.
A westbound Toyota Matrix,
driven by Adrian, quickly approached the slow-moving Kia.
Unable to stop in time, Adrian
pulled onto the right-hand shoulder of the highway.
While Adrian was able to
avoid a collision, the snow-covered shoulder gave way and the
Toyota slid down a 30-foot embankment.

Police say the vehicle did not
roll and the driver was able to get
out uninjured. The driver of the
Kia was issued a violation ticket.
“You cannot imagine how we
felt when we got to the edge of
the road and looked down the
embankment; we couldn’t believe
he was not injured,” said Joyce.
“But he assured us he was OK
and so did the gentleman with
him.”
Following the Good Samaritan’s directions, Joyce and
company made their way to the
stranger’s house on Tate Place,
where they found Adrian in good
health, albeit shaken by the accident.
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A Salmon Arm man is reunited
with his cat after a so-called
rescue of the animal. See A3.

GARIBALDI SPRINGS PASSES FIRST READING IN TIGHT COUNCIL VOTE

Joyce regrets not getting the
man’s name, but says the family is
“immensely grateful for his kindness to our grandson and to us.”
“The best Christmas gift was
that our grandson was able to
walk away from what could have
been a very serious accident,
and that he was supported by
someone who came to his aid,”
said Joyce. “I don’t know who he
is but Sorrento should be very
proud to lay claim to this Good
Samaritan.”
The Butlers wound up staying
the night in Kamloops. The next
day Adrian flew to Victoria and
the rest of the family carried on
to Jasper.

The Salmon Arm Observer
shows well in all categories,
from intriguing front page
stories and photography to the
high-quality advertising content
and design. A good balance of
community news, sports, arts
and entertainment coverage,
and a strong social media effort,
which has seen the Observer
bring in high numbers to their
Instagram and Facebook pages.
A wonderful newspaper all-round.

The Moxie Ladies prove you are
never too old to tap your feet.
See the story on page A15.

More public consultation to come on Polygon development
HALEY RITCHIE

haley@squamishchief.com

S

quamish council voted to allow Polygon’s
ambitious plan to redevelop the Garibaldi
Springs golf course to go forward to public
consultation in a tight 4-3 vote.
Councillors Ted Prior, Doug Race, Karen
Elliott and Mayor Patricia Heintzman voted
to support the development moving ahead
to the next phase.
Councillors Jason Blackman-Wulff, Susan
Chapelle and Peter Kent opposed the
development, citing concerns about building
on private land that is currently designated
as a green corridor.

“For me, I think that it contravenes [smart
growth],” said Kent. “I would rather see us fill
in the downtown... and then start to move
away from the downtown core. We’re
sprawling out across the highway.”
A packed crowd turned out on Tuesday
night for the meeting, held at The 55 Activity
Centre, with extra chairs brought in to
accommodate the more than 60 people in
attendance.
While plenty of discussion has already
taken place – council has received more than
40 letters about the development – the
proposal still faces a public consultation
phase.
“It’s just the beginning of the process,”

emphasized Heintzman. “All of council needs
to keep an open mind prior to public
consultation. I think there are a lot of upsides
to this project, and it comes with some
compromises. We need the public’s feedback
to find out if we’re going in the right
direction.”
The current version of the plan includes 395
units in total, a mix of two and three-storey
townhomes that include 18 affordable units.
Polygon has also agreed to give the district
4.5 acres of parkland and 81.5 acres of
ecological reserve, with an extensive trail
network funded by the developer.
Maintenance fees for the park will be funded
through townhouse strata fees.

While the final vote supported moving the
project forward, councillors had many
questions for staff and asked for additional
information by the second reading.
Among their concerns were the ecological
impact of the paved trail network, traffic
impact on Tantalus Road, the affordable
housing contributions and the final design of
the low-density “cottages” proposed.
The possibility of a permanent daycare
located in the property’s clubhouse was also
suggested.
“Council gave a lot of good suggestions today
that we will go back and look at again,” said
Polygon CEO Neil Chrystal after the vote. “It
has evolved and it will continue to evolve.”
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Powell River
Kings forwards
Ben Thomas
[left] and Carter
Turnbull look on
as their nowformer head
coach and general
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Lewis questions
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in a recent Kings
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the organization
on January 29.
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The highest quality production in the category immediately sets
the Chief above the rest. Colour photography that is original and
obviously of professional standards pairs well with the attention to
design details and a fine eye for typography, and bring this paper
up to the first position with ease. Both the Editorial and Arts &
Entertainment sections are particularly strong and well-written and
the separated Lifestyle section adds even more. An excellent paper!

SEE STORY »12

Storms raise evacuation question
Isolation presents
emergency-response challenges
for disaster planning
DAVID BRINDLE
reporter@prpeak.com

Within a span of five days, residents of the Powell River
region were recently reminded of how vulnerable Malaspina
Peninsula is to natural disaster.

A storm hammered the area from January 19 to January
21, and then again on January 23, with gale force winds of
up to 70 kilometres per hour causing multiple BC Ferries
cancellations. Heavy rain turned creeks and streams into
dangerous torrents and flooded homes in low-lying areas
such as Cranberry Lake.
The storm resulted in power outages that lasted more than
12 hours and an earthquake in Alaska alerted some coastal
regions to a possible tsunami.
Powell River region does not have an evacuation plan, according City of Powell River councillor Maggie Hathaway, who
holds the portfolio for public safety and emergency planning.

“People were asking me during the wildfires last year, ‘How
are we going to get everybody out of Powell River if a fire
is coming over the hill?’” said Hathaway. “My answer was, ‘I
don’t know.’ We do need to know.”
The region’s response to immediate, extreme and prolonged incidents, those events occurring separately or
concurrently, is constantly being analyzed and assessed by
emergency program committees and agencies, including the
city, Powell River Regional District, Tla’amin Nation, first
responders, BC Hydro, Telus, BC Ferries and provincial and
federal government agencies.
“It’s being done repeatedly and is always an open book,”
»2
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Excellent community news
reporting by the Powell River
Peak. The editorial and op-ed
contributions are thought
provoking and well written.
A nice balance of news and
photography on the front page.
One of only two papers in
the category to have an online
link to their own YouTube
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Have you ever dreamed of owning a farm or acreage? This is your opportunity!
Glacier Valley Farms, located just 15 minutes from Squamish, is a 42 acre estate with
a lovely 7 bedroom home & 2 other outbuildings including guest house & barn. This
property has 3 wells & a certified septic system & is currently operating as a farm with
summer group revenue. There are many options for generating revenue on this siteincluding B&B, Conference Center, as well as ALR variance for 10 cabins on the site.
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October 20
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Extreme weather shelter
keeps homeless warm
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Gibsons councillor Silas White (left), Raincity Housing’s Nick Gaskin, Mayor Wayne Rowe, Cayce Laviolette of SCHAC, and pastor Matt Rowan listen
as Rev. Clarence Li takes questions from the audience at a Jan. 22 meeting on a homeless shelter in Gibsons.
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Feb. opening eyed for Gibsons shelter
SEAN ECKFORD
Staff Writer

“All we’re asking for here is give
us 60 days, let’s see what we can do
with it.” That was the message from
Gibsons Mayor Wayne Rowe for the
more than 70 people who packed
the basement of the former Church
on the Rock at 599 Gower Point
Road Monday night to hear details
of a proposed homeless shelter.
Gibsons has not had shelter
space since the extreme weather shelter was moved from the

MSRP $51,384

5.3L v8 | 4x4 | 20” Wheels
Back up camera

Salvation Army on Gibsons Way to
St. Hilda’s Church in Sechelt in 2011.
BC Housing has now come forward with an offer of funding to
run a cold weather shelter, which
would be open nights only, until
March 31.
Although Gibsons council is supportive, the initiative is not being
driven by the Town. The Sunshine
Coast Homelessness Advisory
Committee (SCHAC) applied for
the funding and has been working
with RainCity Housing, operators
of the shelter in Sechelt, to try to

get it up and running by the beginning of February.
Christ the King Church came
forward to offer space in the former Church on the Rock, which it
purchased last November.
Matt Rowan, pastor at Christ
the King, told the crowd Monday
that they recognized the potential
of the building, which has been a
church of one sort or another since
the early ’60s.“One of the ways [the
congregation] talked about serving the community was doing an
emergency shelter,” Rowan said.
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Old Fort landslide, seen from the Peace River, Oct. 6, 2018. See more photos by visiting alaskahighwaynews.ca/photos
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For now, Christ the King plans
to continue using its location on
Marine Drive in the Landing for its
services, and renting out the upper
floor of the Gower Point building.
Cayce Laviolette, a social worker and member of SCHAC, said the
ground floor hall in the building
is well suited for a cold weather
shelter, with office space, two bathrooms and room for about 15 beds.
Some area residents at the
meeting raised questions about
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The Old Fort landslide has
grown to more than six million
cubic metres, but when it will
stop and when evacuees can
return home is anyone’s guess.
Rhonda Mellafont, an engineering geologist with Westrek
Geotech, gave residents an update on the extent of the slide
during a community meeting
Monday morning, saying the
slide is “radiating” in a number
of directions that make it difficult to predict when it will stop
and where it will spread.
“It is a very deep-seated failure,” Mellafont said.
Mellafont was hired by the
Peace River Regional District
and arrived last Friday. She’s
been collecting data through
helicopter surveys and ground
truthing
investigations,
however, the scope and speed
of the landslide has prevented
further data from being collected, she said.
The landslide has been moving between five to 10 metres
a day and doesn’t appear to be
slowing down anytime soon,
she said.
As of Monday morning, the
slide had reached a back chan-

MATT PREPROST PHOTO

Resident Gord Pardy speaks at a community meeting in Fort St. John on Oct. 7.

MATT PREPROST PHOTO

A helicopter takes a LIDAR survey of the Old Fort landslide to assess its
progress and speed, and condition of the hillside, Oct. 6, 2018.

nel next to the Peace River and
reactivated a number of “relic”
landslides in the area. Those
slides can give in at any moment, she said.
“It is still moving significantly,” she said.
Things are expected to get
worse through the winter with
rain and snow, and freeze thaw

conditions.
“With exposed soils in these
existing failures, it has the potential to worsen conditions
and potentially speed up the
process,” she said. “It’s going
to get worse before it’s going to
get better. I hate to be the bearer of bad news.”
Old Fort residents were
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PAVING

ordered to evacuate on Oct. 7,
one week after the landslide
began on Sept. 30. The order includes 54 homes.
Mellafont says the area remains unsafe due to the instability. Further investigation
plans, including drilling, are
being discussed with the regional district, Mellafont said.
But those can’t start until
the slide stops. Even then, it
will take many more months
of study and analysis when it
does, she said. There’s a distinct
possibility the evacuation may
last until spring.
“It’s not safe for habitation
and I cannot tell you it will remain safe to return home at this
time,” Mellafont said.
Officials with Yellowhead
Road & Bridge and the Ministry
of Transportation and Infrastructure say they are studying
a number of different options
to re-establish road access to
Old Fort.
The preferred route is to
re-establish the road close to
where it already is, but that’s
been challenged by the ongoing
movement of the slide. Every
direction is being studied, but
each option comes with its own
challenges, from environmental to private property access.
“This is not a question of resources,” said a ministry official. “This is a question of safety
right now.”
An official with the Ministry
of Energy, Mines & Petroleum
Resources says the ministry
was informed the day of the
slide that the outer edge of a
gravel pit operating above the
landslide on the 240 Road had
dropped eight to 10 metres.
See LANDSLIDE on A3
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The front page has a
strong mix of photo
and text, effective
layout, and good
community coverage.
Photography is great
throughout, with
well-produced local
features. Nice work!

EDUCATION

Taking it
to the top
Student who is upset over cuts
to spare blocks starts petition
and appeals to school board
By Cayley Dobie

cdobie@newwestrecord.ca

More than 1,300 people have signed an
online petition urging New Westminster
Secondary School administration to reconsider its decision to make it mandatory for
Grade 12 students to take a full course load
next year.
Last week, Grade 11 students received
their 2018/19 course selection forms. To
their surprise, the forms indicated that students going into Grade 12 next year would
be required to take a full eight courses in
order to graduate, including English 12,
Graduation Transitions Planning, three
Grade 12-level courses and three electives.
“The principal never told us about it.
Our parents were never emailed; no notice
was given about this,” Kinsale Philip told
the Record.
Philip is the quarterback for the Hyacks
football team, and next year, he’d planned
on taking the required math course and
English 12 in the first semester, leaving him
lots of time to focus on football.
His goal was to have everything wrapped
up by the end of first semester, making him

2ND

Call for a complimentary evaluation.

SPEAKING UP FOR STUDENTS: Kinsale Philip has started a petition calling on administration at New Westminster Secondary School to reverse its
decision to make it mandatory for Grade 12 students to take a full course load in their final year of high school. PHOTO JENNIFER GAUTHIER
available for early admission to Canadian
universities.
“I’ll definitely have to stay until June unless I was able to dedicate a lot of time to
just doing online courses, and that’s just a
whole lot of work for first semester when we
have football season, when we have practice

every single day after school and pressure to
perform on Fridays,” he said. “It will definitely affect me in a large way.”
The change also means a lot of students
will be force to take electives they aren’t interested in just to fill their schedules, Philip said.

“We’re about to be 18, and we’re having
to take eight courses in a year and not focus on our future. I think that kind of goes
against what apprenticeship programs are
trying to do. I think it goes against university admittance and making that easier. It’s
Continued on page 6

YOUR COMMUNITY CONNECTION
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Canada Games Pool sparked levy plan
By Theresa McManus

tmcmanus@newwestrecord.ca

A proposed one per cent capital
levy may appear to have come out
of left field to taxpayers, but it’s
something the city has been pondering for some time in city hall
as a way of addressing New West’s

aging infrastructure.
At its Jan. 8 council meeting,
council directed staff to implement an annual one per cent capital levy, with the funding helping
to address the challenge of replacing infrastructure, buildings and
equipment and investing in new
services and infrastructure to meet

the needs of a growing community. The concept came forward as
part of consideration of the city’s
draft 2018 to 2022 financial plan,
which is proposing a 2.95 per cent
property tax increase this year.
Mayor Jonathan Cote said the
issue of a capital levy arose out
of discussions about the finding
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the community saying we support
the redevelopment of the Canada
Games Pool or other projects, like
the renovation of the library or the
new animal shelter, we have to be
able to demonstrate and be able to
be upfront and talk to the
Continued on page 3
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a way to fund the replacement
of Canada Games Pool and other capital projects that will be required in the city.
“Staff did present an option
that we defer the capital levy until next year, but I actually think
council is showing some leadership – if we want to be out there in

A place to catch up with friends.
Happy hour daily.
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The Record is a great-looking paper. The crisp modern look is

complemented by variety in their coverage and it is clear that advertisers
love to run big colourful ads in a paper that is full of good content. Nice
balance of text and photos overall, with professional quality throughout.
Great Op-Ed section.
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The Yukon News
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to their readers.
It is obvious that
they understand
the importance of
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of their community
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resources to getting
it right.
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Crystal Schick/Yukon News

Wendy Fendrick cuts out a piece of beaver fur from a pelt at Head to Toe Jan. 25. Approximately 15 women took part in the beaver-plucking workshop presented by
UnFURled, where they learned how to make bracelets and toe warmers out of locally trapped Yukon wild furs.
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The Vernon Vipers and seventh man, Gus Linford, 7, stand on the blueline as a touching tribute to late franchise owner Duncan Wray comes to a close on the big screen Saturday night. (Lisa Mazurek/Morning
Star)

THURSDAY JANUARY 25, 2018
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HONKIN’
MAD

Wray service set for Saturday
Kevin Mitchell
Morning Star Staff

On game nights, Duncan
Wray strolled around Kal
Tire Place chatting with
friends and fans while
watching his beloved Vernon Vipers. He got there
early and stayed late.
It was his second home
so it’s only fitting Wray’s
celebration of life will be
held at the facility’s concourse Saturday from 3-5
p.m. There will be a more
formal service for close
family and friends Saturday morning at a local
church.
Wray, who owned the
B.C. Hockey League franchise for 25 years and was

on the board of governors
for the Junior A circuit,
died in his sleep, on his
68th birthday, last Thursday in Victoria.
Born in Montreal, James
Duncan Wray is survived
by: Libby, his loving wife
of more than 40 years; his
brother Fred (Linda); sisters Eleanor and Joanie
(Jim). He also leaves behind five adoring children:
Jonathan (Anna), Andrew
(Eliza), Nicholas (Julie),
Erica (Jason) and Alexander (Ashley) as well as his
grandson and namesake,
James.
Duncan lived in several
cities while pursuing his
education and career. In

1986, he moved to Vernon,
where he practised as an
oral and maxillofacial surgeon until 2011. He often
performed emergency surgery on his players during
the hockey season.
In 1999, Victoria became
his second home for a time,
and again upon retirement.
It was there where he was
overjoyed to welcome his
grandson and was looking forward to welcoming
a second in March.
An avid photographer
and traveller, Wray loved
to share the amazing photos he took with his wife by
his side, across the world’s
seven continents.
His sixth kid was the Vi-

pers, who he purchased in
1992. He was a father-figure and loved seeing the
Vipers advance on college
scholarships or other paths
in life.
In lieu of flowers, people
are asked to make a donation to the Heart and
Stroke Foundation of Canada, the BC Cancer Foundation or another charity
of their choice.
The Vipers honoured
Wray by wearing the Wray
name bar on their jerseys
during warmup of their
game versus the Cowichan
Valley Capitals. A video
tribute was played after executive vice-president Todd
Miller read a touching life

capsule of his boss from
the Viper bench.
“Duncan Wray was instrumental in shaping the
lives of so many individuals who knew him and so
many players who were fortunate enough to wear his
team colors,” read Miller.
“Under his watch, the Vipers claimed six Fred Page
Cup BCHL titles and four
RBC Cup national titles.
He was inducted into the
B.C. Hockey Hall of Fame
in 2011 and his 1999 Vipers
team was also inducted last
year.
“Dr. Wray served the
BCHL faithfully for over
a quarter century and
was the chairman of the

league’s board of governors right up to the time
of his passing this week.
Duncan always wanted his
teams to succeed and provided any tools necessary
to make that happen.
“No one will ever understand the type of commitment he had to his family,
staff, the BCHL, and his
beloved Vipers.
“He was never about the
personal accolades as much
as he was about the victories and the championships
and no one wanted to win
more than him. However,
win or lose, it was his players and the community that
were most important and
close to his heart.
Continued on Page A13
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RICHMOND NEWS

BY ROBERT BARRON

Staff from the Cowichan Valley school
district participate in a mock earthquake emergency drill earlier this week.
(ROBERT BARRON/CITIZEN)

The City of Duncan has denied
funding for an extreme weather
shelter for women.
The United Way and the Cowichan Coalition for Homelessness and Affordable Housing have been working towards
placing the shelter in the former
Charles Hoey school on Castle
Place.
But a standing-room only
group of people who are against
placing the women’s shelter in
the school made their point clear
at the city’s council meeting on
Jan. 8.
Continued on A13
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With a striking front page that grabs your attention, and sleek,
interesting design and layout throughout, the Richmond News is unique
in leading with an op-ed and letters, which seems to tell readers is it
THEIR paper, THEIR VOICE. Strong reporting with lots of well-rounded
local content. The use of the reporter’s headshots with stories is nice
and adds a face to the story. The paper also has a great and unique
website, supplemented by social media. A well-rounded publication that
is succeeding on every level.

CITY OF DUNCAN

Duncan
denies
funding to
emergency
women’s
shelter

Excellent local news
content. The Citizen does
sports exceptionally well,
and features strong local
editorials, proof that the
staff isn't afraid to take
a strong stand on local
issues. A colourful front
page draws readers in
and a beautiful design,
especially with the use
of white space, means
an easy and comfortable
read for the paper's loyal
readers. Nice use of local
photography throughout
newspaper.

Front Page
/10
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www.cowichanvalleycitizen.com
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Serving the Cowichan Valley

Very strong front page
photo choices and layout.
Recognizing the challenges
and necessity of tighter
papers, the Morning
Star still finds a way to
incorporate lots of photos
and make the layout
visually appealing. With a
well-rounded collection
of community news,
there is a good balance
of features and stories
and engaging advertising.
Website is clean and easy
to navigate – great overall
online presence including
Instagram.
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Pot legal but
pot shops
left high, dry
Illegal
dispensaries
shutter on eve
of marijuana
legalization
JANE SEYD AND
BRENT RICHTER
jseyd@nsnews.com

Cannabis legalization
came and went anti-climatically Wednesday on
the North Shore.
In contrast to the situation in recent years, when
up to six pot shops operated in the City of North
Vancouver, on Wednesday,
only one shop – the Herban
Art Collective on Esplanade
– was open.
Business was brisk on
Oct. 17, said owner Kevin
Anderson, whose store
was selling marijuana bud

varieties like Blue Dream,
Pink Kush and Rockstar
starting at about $12 a gram
or $35 an eighth.
“We had three times the
amount of people we normally would,” said Anderson.
He said some customers
were trying cannabis for
the first time, while others
who had been customers of
other North Vancouver weed
shops had made their way to
Herban after the other shops
closed.
Some customers were
concerned all storefront
operations would soon shut
on the North Shore and have
been stockpiling cannabis,
he added.
Herban was operating
this week without a provincial licence, required to sell
cannabis legally in a retail
store.
Anderson acknowledged

KAMLOOPS
THIS WEEK WEDNESDAY

LOCAL NEWS

See CNV page 4

WEATHER

BRENT RICHTER
brichter@nsnews.com

Cloudy and warm
High 6 C Low 5 C

William McEachnie is
charged with one count of
failing to stop at the scene of
an accident involving bodily
harm.
The crash happened on
the evening of June 10, 2017

UNPLUG
AND PLAY

SUN PEAKS
SNOW REPORT
Mid-mountain: 115 cm
Alpine: 146 cm
Snow phone:
250-578-7232

Saturday is ABC
Family Literacy
Day in Kamloops

FLEXING THEIR MUSCLES
City gyms adapting to cut-rate competition

COMMUNITY/A14

BUSINESS/A11

All schools to get
lead-filtration units

PATH FORWARD Residential school survivor Paitsmuck addresses a group of Norgate Community Elementary –
Xwemélch’stn students during a ceremony kicking off a new partnership between North Vancouver School District and the
Gord Downie & Chanie Wenjack Fund Wednesday at the site of the old St. Paul’s Indian Residential School. See story page 39.

See Witness page 10
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FULL ENGINEERING DEGREE COMING TO TRU

NORTH SHORE NEWS

The provincial NDP government is making good on a preelection pledge by the
then-governing B.C. Liberals.
Minister of Advanced
Education, Skills and Training
Melanie Mark was in town on
Tuesday to announce a full
engineering degree program at
Thompson Rivers University.
TRU will receive $400,000 in
start-up funding from the B.C.
government, which will allow
the university to increase the
number of student spaces and

offer a full software-engineering
degree program beginning in
the fall of 2019.
Currently, TRU’s engineering
program requires students to
transfer to another institution to
complete their degrees.
The university is expected to
ramp up to a total of 140 spaces
in undergraduate software engineering by 2022-2023, which
will produce 35 additional graduates per year by 2023.
“More homegrown tech talent is critical to supporting

the growing tech economy in
regions such as Kamloops,”
said Dan De Palma, vice-president of sales and marketing
at Streamline Transportation
Technologies.
“Much of the tech talent in
the Kamloops area are alumni
from the various tech programs
at TRU, so I’m thrilled to see
that they’re expanding.
“By training more of B.C.’s
bright minds in relevant programs, the tech sector will continue to flourish and grow.”

mary students and one for intermediate students.
The reason, Eddy Davis said in his
letter, is because an analysis of the
water coming from the existing taps
have shown the lead content “grossly
exceeds the allowable limits for safe
consumption.”
At the time, School District 73
superintendent Alison Sidow said some
PACs in the region have been opting to
buy filtration systems for their schools.
She said it would cost the district
about $200,000 to provide filtration systems for all schools that need them.
Among all schools in the district,
only Pacific Way, built in 2000, does not
have a lead problem in its water.
Last June, all schools in the
Kamloops-Thompson school district
except Pacific Way elementary were
told to flush hallway fountains and
classroom taps daily to eliminate
elevated levels of lead.
Sidow said the recommendation
to install the units followed continued
concern on the part of parents.
“It’s clear that parents want this
option for their children. More than
17 parent advisory committees had
already found money to have these
units installed in their schools and
other PACs continue to fundraise to
explore the option,” Sidow said.
“This will ensure that all students in
every one of our schools have equitable
access to the safest possible drinking
water.”
See PACs, A4
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Community News
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The North Shore News continues to produce a solid, reliable
newspaper. Well-written editorials, a strong dedication to
community feature stories and relevant local news are supported
by top-notch, attention-grabbing photos, an easy-to-navigate
design, and a strong online presence that shows their ability to
adapt to changing times. The best all-round paper.

The Kamloops-Thompson school
district has decided to install leadfiltered water stations in every school
in the district — but the daily flushing
of pipes will continue.
Trustees approved the capital plan
during an in-camera session prior to
Monday night’s public board meeting.
The project will see one or two filtered drinking stations (the number of
stations is dependent on the size of the
school) installed in every school in the
district.
There are 44 schools in the district,
which stretches from Savona in the
west, southeast to Westwold and north
to Blue River.
The district expects the installation
to be finished by the start of the 20182019 school year in September.
While the project has to go to
tender, based on what it has cost various parent advisory councils (PAC) to
install such units in their schools, the
projected cost for the district-wide
initiative is in the tens of thousands of
dollars. A lead-filtered water station
typically costs $1,800.
The decision comes after concerns
about lead levels were raised by some
parents in city schools.
Last month, a parent of a student
at Marion Schilling elementary in
Valleyview wrote a letter to Premier
John Horgan and Minister of Education
Rob Fleming, arguing the school needs
two filtration stations — one for pri-

Kamloops This Week offers
some of the best community
news coverage of all the
entries, with well-crafted
op-ed and great community
interaction. Its real strengths
are in its commitment to
sports and arts coverage,
which were clearly at the
top of this year's contestants.
Large, bold photos with good
stories and good headlines.
This is a consistently high
quality paper in service of
their community.

Front Page
/10

ST

Minister of Advanced Education, Skills and Training Melanie Mark was in Kamloops on Tuesday to announce that a full
engineering degree program will be coming to Thompson Rivers University.

3RD

KAMLOOPS THIS WEEK

JANUARY 17, 2018 | Volume 31 No. 5

on the 1900 block of Bellevue
Avenue when the driver of a
black pickup truck struck the
victim, Eric Latta, from behind.
Latta testified Monday he
was just minutes from home
following a three-and-a-half
hour triathlon training ride to
Richmond and back when the
crash happened.
Latta told the court he had
no memory of the crash itself

025.32024

30 CENTS
AT NEWSSTANDS

|

Bellevue Avenue hitand-run trial starts
The trial for a West
Vancouver man accused in
a hit-and-run on a cyclist
has begun.

kamloopsthisweek.com
kamloopsthisweek
kamthisweek
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month
of the

Deb Press

What piece of art did you buy?

What do you like best about your artwork?

SOUTH by Nancy Donnithorne

I love the blues, my favourite colour palette. Those
quiet shades are what drew me to the painting.
The cool serenity in the vastness of the outdoors,
mountains, and an open road just makes me happy.

What organization(s) did you volunteer
with to pay for your art?
1. Four Paws Food Bank
2. Canadian Cancer Society
3. BC Winter Games
4. Boys n Girls Club- Powerstart breakfast program at
Beattie School
5. Kamloops Women Resource Society
6. United Way / A Way Home- youth homelessness

What do you like best about the
organization you volunteered for?
I love how they help our communities and bring
together people from all walks of life. I love meeting
new people and to help where ever I’m needed,
and the organizations that I volunteer with give me
purpose. I feel I have been able to do some good in
our community and the feedback from those using the
organizations’ services has been very positive. I am so
grateful to have involved myself with these amazing
organizations and meet the people which we serve.

A3

SPONSOR: CONCORD PACIFIC

1ST

KAMLOOPS THIS WEEK

Tara Holmes & Tim Shoults
An innovative idea now optimized by the involvement of the paper.
A great idea for community engagement. Way to go!

What do you like about
the Timeraiser event?
I love the opportunity it gives you to meet new people,
to find out more about some of the agencies in Kamloops
that need volunteers, and what they do. And well the
art is amazing!! That volunteer time is the currency
linking the art to the need for volunteers is brilliant!
This event came at a perfect time for me as I had
just started with Urban Systems earlier in 2017 and
they made me aware of the event. My wife is new to
Kamloops, so this was a great way for her to meet people
and for us to find out where we could be of service in
our community. Timeraiser has given me an opportunity
to explore something I have been meaning to do but
didn’t know how to go about it. Urban as a company, is
very community oriented, so working here has given me
wonderful opportunities to help out in the community
in so many different ways. It’s been awesome.

HOW TIME RAISER WORKS

Local artwork is
selected and
purchased for auction

Non-profit agencies
gather at the time
raiser event

SPONSOR of
the MONTH

Participants bid volunteer
hours on works of art
they are interested in

The winning bidders
complete their volunteer
pledge over a year

Volunteer
Kamloops

Current Hot
Opportunities
Hot Nite in the City
Barricade & Security Volunteers
Provincial Winter Fair
Kid Zone with Petting Zoo
Volunteers & Parking Volunteer
Highland Valley Copper
Open House Volunteers (Parking & Concession)
North Shore Business Improvement Association
Event set up, Nickel Games, Bike Lockup, Photo
Booth, Food Tickets, & Event Cleanup volunteers.
Camp Grafton
Volunteer Head Cook

FOR DETAILS VISIT

www.volunteerkamloops.org
or call 250-372-8313

Bidders bring
their artwork
home!

The next KTW

TIMERAISER
FRIDAY
NOVEMBER 16
7:00 - 11:00 pm
The Rex Hall
417 Seymour St.
Live Music ~ Appies ~ Art

EVERYONE
WELCOME

No obligation to volunteer

2ND

GULF ISLANDS DRIFTWOOD

Elizabeth Nolan & Driftwood Staff
Great idea and thorough use of
social media. Great engagement
leading to Earth Day.

3RD

NORTH SHORE NEWS

Layne Christensen & Mike Wakefield
A comprehensive, high profile and grassroots initiative
that educates and entertains. The cross-generational
involvement of artists and students and the legacy
created is an example of excellent community service.
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John Collison Memorial Award
for Investigative Journalism


SPONSOR: GLACIER MEDIA

1ST

OAK BAY NEWS

Keri Coles		
A difficult and challenging article to tackle.
The loss of a child in "normal" circumstances
is a tragedy, while filicide is thankfully
incomprehensible. To ask why and be given the
space to explore the answer to that question
gets past the headlines. The reporter asks and
finds answers but never loses sight of the human
stories behind these terrible incidents.

upfront

Langley Advance

www.langleyadvance.com

NEWS

Thursday, April 12, 2018 A3

online
extras

LEARN MORE
Would-be buyers who have
waited years to move into
Murrayville House were
dealt a defeat by the courts
last week. At least 40 units
of the troubled Murrayville
House condo project will
be sold at market rates,
Justice Shelley Fitzpatrick
ruled. The judge has yet to
decide what will become
of the remaining 52 units
in the complex.
• Read full story online:
langleyadvance.com

Scam hits seniors
Police managed to intercept $5,000
that was almost conned out of a Lower
Mainland senior. The scammers also
used a 90-year-old Langley woman as
an unwitting participant in the scheme.
More online at

langleyadvance.com

NEWS

More online
search
‘Chandler’

Crash hits cops
A three-car collision last Friday saw
two cars collide at a busy downtown
intersection, forcing one of the cars
to then slam into an unmarked RCMP
vehicle.
More online at

langleyadvance.com

NEWS

Drunks crash
Langley RCMP are concerned about
mid-day drunk drivers after a pair of
collisions in March. The crashes involved
a woman who drove into a parked
vehicle on St. Patrick’s Day, and another
driver who crashed twice on 16th
Avenue.
More online at

langleyadvance.com

POLL

Protect the trees?

2ND

Langley Township is working towards
a tree protection bylaw. Should this
be a bigger priority for the council?
What does it mean that Surrey and
Abbotsford have had such bylaws for
years?
Vote online at

langleyadvance.com

COURTS

Lawsuit targets Newmark-linked properties
A lake-front house was
allegedly bought with
Murrayville House loans.
Matthew Claxton
mclaxton@langleyadvance.com

A Langley developer and his
wife allegedly diverted funds
intended for local construction to the purchase of several
other multi-million dollar
properties, a lawsuit claims.
Forjay Management and
Reliable Mortgages Investment Corporation launched a
lawsuit against Natalie Lau-

ren Chandler, 208th Street
Yorkson Ventures, and a pair
of numbered companies on
March 9.
The two plaintiffs loaned
more than $34 million to the
Murrayville House condo project. The condos were eventually built, but the long-delayed
project collapsed under lawsuits and is now in the hands
of a court-appointed receiver.
Forjay and Reliable allege
that money from the Murrayville House loans was used to
pay for a $4.25-million waterfront home in Kelowna, owned
by Natalie Chandler.
The lawsuit claims at least

controlled by Mark Chandler
$1,023,756 put towards the
and his Newmark Group.
purchase, mortgage, or imNone of the allegations has
provements to the home came
been proven in court.
from the numbered company
At least one of the properties,
that owned the condo site.
at 208th Street, appears
Two other properties
to be in the process of
were also allegedly purbeing sold.
chased or improved using
The creditors claim that
at least some money from
the funds advanced to
the Murrayville House
project.
Chandler the Murrayville House
project should have been
The properties include a
held in trust and “were to
lot on the southeast corbe used only for the purposes
ner of 208th Street bought for
of purchasing the Murrayville
$12.44 million, and a lot in the
lands and constructing the resi20300 block of 86th Avenue.
dential development…”
All of the numbered companies involved, and 208th Street
> More: langleyadvance.com,
Yorkson Ventures, are allegedly
search ‘Newmark’

EMERGENCY SERVICES

LANGLEY
ADVANCE
City firefighters
take on 2,000% increase in medical calls: councillor
Pachal said the opioid crisis,
Coun. Nathan Pachal dug up a significant factor.
Matthew Claxton
The department responded to which has seen a spiraling
the data from 2000 and 2017
number of overdoses, seems to
116 medical service calls overand crunched the numbers.
Pity
the
who
thinks
thethatstory
isallover
when
media
Langley
City fool
firefighters
are
bear a significant portion
of
in 2000, Pachal
said. the mainstream
Statistics showed
in
responding to 2,000 per cent
the blame for the huge increase.
In 2017, call volume had
2000, the most common types
more medical
calls than attention.
they
“It
shows how muchand
of a criincreased, withClaxton
most of the
of calls forReporter
Langley City Fire Matthew
stops
paying
is
relentless
did less than 20 years ago, says Rescue were alarms and actual increase in medical calls, which sis this truly is,” Pachal said.
a municipal councillor.
Continued on Page A8…
though medical calls were rose to 2,514 for the year.
clearly
pored overfires,
piles
of paperwork to get to this story.
Great work.
Matthew Claxton
mclaxton@langleyadvance.com

Let your smile bloom with invisalign!
We offer ways to improve your smile!
Book a free consultation for braces or Invisalign with
our Certified Specialists at Langley Orthodontics
604-533-6696
604-533-3396
langleyorthodontics.com

3RD

ABBOTSFORD NEWS

Tyler Olsen
Who knew? This reporting exposed a significant gap in Fraser
Health Authority's ability to recoup massive debts, for which
taxpayers are ultimately on the hook.
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Appraisers tasked with putting a value on a community’s history
Toronto duo marvels at
Trail museum’s collection
of sports memorabilia
and Trail Times archives
SHERI REGNIER
Trail Times

As with any new asset - like the Trail
Museum and Archives - comes the
need to place value, for insurance purposes, on contents within.
But how does one place a monetary
figure on artifacts that are priceless
and irreplaceable in Silver City history?
That is what two appraisers from
Toronto were tasked with last week as
they combed through vast collections
housed in the Trail Riverfront Centre
or quietly tucked away at city hall, and
those on display in the arena’s Sports
Hall of Memories.
The last professional appraisal was
in 2004, when the collective was smaller and valued under $200,000.
So it was time for a re-visit, though
a final report is not expected until the
new year.
This was Stephen Sweeting’s first
visit to Trail. His focus of evaluation
was the museum and sports collections, but it was the latter that gave
him much food for thought.
“The extend of the focus on sports,
in Trail, is new to me,” he said. “Most
cities don’t have this sort of focus and
attention, and to be honest with you,
they don’t seem to have this sort of
talent either, which is remarkable.
“So I am trying to wrap my head
around how such a small community
has been such a powerhouse,” Sweeting added.
“That, to me, adds a whole different
dimension to it. And all the attention
that has been paid to assembling things
over time, people keeping artifacts and
making sure they get into an insti-

tution like this, it’s very important.”
As far as placing a dollar value on
any historical antiquity, Sweeting says
it’s all based on looking for comparable sales.
There’s plenty of websites that target
sports memorabilia these days. But
how could he, for example, place a
price on First Nations artifacts found
on the shores of the Columbia River?
Invaluable as far as history, but what
about for insurance purposes?
“There are markets where arrowheads and points are bought and sold,”
he explained. “So what one would do is
look for similar types of properties that
have shown up either at auctions or
through dealers that have been bought
and sold, so there is a sales record.”
From there, adjustments are made
to accommodate factors such as condition and rarity of the artifact.
“If it came out of an important
collection you might bump it up a
little bit,” Sweeting said. “So there is
a combination of objective data collection, and then something that is a
little more subjective, which tends to
be based on the appraiser’s knowledge,
experience and sense of how markets
might respond to the object.”
He says there are big markets on
First Nations artifacts, mostly south
of the border.
“Many of the auction houses that
seem to specialize in First Nations,
what they still call ‘Indian Properties’
in the U.S., are in fact in the U.S.,”
he said.
“We have some up here, but not as
big a scale as in the United States. I
mean they really pay attention to their
heritage more than we do, it’s a bit
strange.”
The second appraiser was Brock Silversides, head of “Media Commons”
at the University of Toronto.
His focus was the museum’s archival
collection, and records he describes as
“anything non-book.”
Silversides just happens to be re-

Sheri Regnier
In reporting the opinion of two visiting artifact
appraisers that the local history passions of the people
of Trail are unique, The Trail Times shares with readers
an intimation of community singularity. The story is also
a memorable statement about the contribution of local
history to community identification and civic pride.

Friday, July 6, 2018

Stephen Sweeting was evaluating the museum’s collections and was very impressed at the Brock Silversides, head of Media Commons at
extent of Trail sports memorabilia that has been preserved.
SHERI REGNIER PHOTOS the University of Toronto, was going through
archives when he came across early photosearching Frederick Steele, a turn-of- impression on Silversides.
graphs of Trail taken by Frederick Steele, a
the-century, Canadian photographer.
“One collection that so impressed turn-of-the-century Canadian photographer.
So he was pleasantly surprised with the me is the Trail Times,” he explained, Frederick Steele’s work has been part of a
earliest photographs of Trail - a col- referring to the archives’ collection long-time research project by Silversides.
lection taken by one Frederick Steele. which dates back to the paper’s first
museum and archives, was thrilled with
“There is a lot of criteria (in placing issue on Oct. 19, 1895.
value on archives),” Silversides said.
“To have the hard copy,” he said the reaction to the archival collection,
“Mostly it’s the rarity or the unique- shaking his head incredulously. “It’s specifically the various photograph
ness of the material … also the condi- fabulous, because for decades now collections.
“He was impressed with our newstion of the material, and a big one is most libraries and archives have been
the informational value it has.”
microfilming the newspapers and get- paper collection, the fact we have kept
Collections also have to show some- ting rid of the originals. Microfilm or two original copies, as well as a comthing, typical grip-and-grins aren’t digitization is good for quick access plete microfilmed set,” Benson-Lord
worth much unless the photo is of a and research, but you’re never going to said.
“And the process did reaffirm for us
person who is extraordinary in some get a good reproduction of the printway.
ing techniques of tone photographs, the uniqueness of our sports collec“You can have albums full of pho- you’ll never be able to reproduce that tion. Both appraisers were surprised
with the completeness, for lack of a
tographs but they have to be showing on microfilm,” he added.
“The combination of original pho- better word, meaning we are able to
something,” he explained. “Albums
that show something like how a plant tographs and the original newspapers, represent key sports victories/events/
or a mine works, are worth a heck that is probably one of the best sources teams/individuals with rare and valuof a lot more than head shots, unless of history for any community. That’s able artifacts,” she said.
“Probably none more important the
the head shots are of people who are the only way to fully understand the
incredibly famous or important in bigger currents and the individual local our collection of 1939, 1961 and 1963
their field.”
currents - those two together – it’s ab- Smoke Eater memorabilia. We have a
wonderfully generous community to
Rare historical photos aside, there solutely wonderful.”
was one collection that left an indelible
Sarah Benson-Lord, manager of the thank for that.”

Jackie Hong
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YUKON NEWS

Jackie Hong
The absence of identification of people in photographs is an enduring source
of photographer/editor conflict. The Yukon Archives is putting names to faces
in 600 Whitehorse Star photographs of local Indigenous people created
between 1959 and 79, and, the purpose of the project, reversing the historical
anonymity of too many of Canada's first peoples in telling the Canadian story
(and not the correction of bad newsroom practice).

•

Not exactly as shown

2ND

hirley Dawson and
Shirley McLean are
sitting on the front
steps of the cultural cabins
behind the Kwanlin Dün
Cultural Centre in Whitehorse, flipping through a
thick binder of black-andwhite photographs. Their
eyes scan the faces staring
back at them from the
pages — the women don’t
recognize any of them.
And then, a photo of
the Skookum Jim/Keish
Tlingit Dancers in their
regalia.
“Hey, that’s you!”
Dawson says, pointing at a
little girl in the front row.
“That’s not me,” McLean replies, but then
leans in to get a closer
look. “Oh wait, that is me!”
Moments like these —
sudden sparks of recognition, a name put to a face
— have come to define
the Yukon Archives’ First
Stainless
Tub identificaNations photo
tion project, an initiative
to identify First Nations
people in photos that
Whitehorse Star photographers took between 1959
$
and 1979. The newspaper later donated nearly
40,000 photos from that
time period to the Yukon
Archives’ collection, but
many of them were missing information about the
subjects in the images.
Earlier this year, Yukon
Archives staff picked out
about 600 photos featuring Yukon First Nations
people and events that
were lacking descriptive
information. They’re
taking these images to
public events this summer
in hopes that attendees
might recognize the people in the pictures and be
able to fill in the blanks on
details like names, clans
and the contexts under
which the photos were
taken.
The project was at the
Adäka Cultural Festival in
Whitehorse, where Dawson, McLean and dozens
of others looked through
the binders of photos, and
will also be at the Moosehide Gathering in Dawson
City later this month.
In a phone interview
June 27, reference archivist Nadine Helm said that
identifying the people
in the Star collection is
important because when
details like names, titles
and the subjects’ relationships to each other are
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Crystal Schick/Yukon News

Jeanie Dendys, Minister of Tourism and Culture, left, helps Shirley Dawson look through a binder of archived photos in Whitehorse on
July 4, in order to identify people they may know. The Yukon Archives First Nations photo identification project set up at Kwanlin Dun
Cultural Centre during The Adäka Cultural Festival.
missing, the images only
tell a partial story.
“All the materials that
we have, they’re used by
researchers, writers …
members of the public,
and so if there’s no identification, it has less value
and (relevance) because
you don’t know who’s in
the photo or where the
photo was taken or an
exact date,” she said. “And
then each photo tells a
story and … you can’t
really know that story or
tell that story if you don’t
have all the information
about it.”
The project is prioritizing identifying First Nations individuals in particular, Helm said, because
First Nations history has
been historically underrepresented in Canada’s
archival collections.
“A goal for us here at
the archives is to help increase the representation
of Yukon’s First Nations in
our archival collections,”
she said.
This is the second time
the Yukon Archives has
run this type of photo
identification project for

the Star collection. The
first version of the project
was run in 2009 to 2010,
when elders, researchers
and other members of
the public helped provide
identification information
for 1,500 pictures.
Helm said she’s hopeful that the project will
be as successful this time
around.
“We’re hoping we get a
really good response from
the public and that we can
just add as many identifications as possible,” she
said.
“The photos in the
Whitehorse Star collection,
the majority date from
the late 1950s to the late
1970s, so as that generation ages, there’s going
to be fewer people that
were around during those
events, that can help recognize the events and help
identify, so that’s another
reason why we decided to
work on it this summer.
We wanted to make sure
we try to get more identification while it’s still in
people’s living memory.”
Yukon Minister of Tourism and Culture Jeanie

Dendys visited the project
at the Adäka Cultural
Festival July 4 and echoed
the importance of having
the full context and identification information for
historical pictures.
“It’s important because
really, we want the full history of the Yukon and we
want the full stories of Indigenous cultures and …
where we were and where
we are today and that
there was a history here
before the Gold Rush,”
she said. “I think that’s an
important part of the story
to tell about the Yukon …
It’s about completing the
whole story, always, you
know?”
Dendys, who spent
some time flipping
through the binders
herself, added that it was
“nostalgic” for her to look
over the photos.
“I am looking for family
faces,” Dendys said. “I am
hoping I’ll see some of my
family, I have a huge family here in the Yukon and
they’re always involved in
the community and I’m
hoping to find some of
them and identify them.”

Crystal Schick/Yukon News

Shirley Dawson stops at a photo to point out people
she recognizes during the Yukon Archives First Nations
photo identification project in Whitehorse on July 4.
Dawson, who was
able to identify at least a
half-dozen other faces,
told the News she was also
there for personal reasons.
“It’s really awesome to
be able to look at some of
the old pictures and see. I
was hoping I could find a
picture of my grandma or
my mom, you know?” she
said.
She flipped to a picture of a young boy and

studied it for a moment.
Someone else had written “Charlie?” or “John
Charlie?” at the bottom of
the image in pencil, but
Dawson said she thought
she recognized him as
someone else.
“That looks like Charlie
Chief,” she said, using her
own pencil to leave a note
on the page.
Contact Jackie Hong at j
ackie.hong@yukon-news.com

3RD

PIQUE NEWSMAGAZINE

Braden Dupuis, Brandon Barrett & Jon Parris
The interviews with men and women who were Whistler's original
civic worthies provides readers with guidance on casting their ballots in
the upcoming civic election, and with a reminder of one of the singular
attributes of the resort town: its relative youth.
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How Sumas
Mountain’s
trails were

Tyler Olsen
A very well researched and reported article on the efforts of several
recreational groups to stop a proposed quarry on Sumas Mountain.
Packed with information and tightly structured, this piece stands out with
a strong lede and storytelling that connects readers to the issue from the
perspective of the key sources involved.

SAVED
The snow was fresh and the early March sun shone
brightly as a four-by-four truck pulled to a stop in
a parking lot atop Sumas Mountain.
The truck’s doors opened and out stepped the man
who held the fate of this part of the mountain in his
hands. He was joined by representatives of several
local recreation groups, including Steve Bennett.
Six months prior, Bennett had veered away from
the busiest part of the Sumas Mountain trail network and come across a sign touting an application
for a mining permit to pull thousands of tonnes of
gravel from the site.
For Bennett, a member of the Fraser Valley Mountain Bike Association, the idea of a quarry in the
area was dismaying. And the more he learned about
the proposal, the more unthinkable it became. The
application was to extend an exploration lease, he
learned, but the end goal of that exploration was
to create a mine that would pull 4,000 truckloads
of gravel annually from the site for up to 50 years.
While quarries already operate on Sumas Mountain, most are on its periphery. But this one was
different: immediately adjacent to Sumas Mountain
Inter-Regional Park and situated directly between
Chadsey Lake and much of the hill’s prime trail
terrain and the parking lot used by hikers and bikers.
The idea of a quarry at the site wasn’t new, and
neither was local opposition. First proposed in
Continued on A4
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Neighbours aim to oust gun club from park
BY SARAH SIMPSON
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Situated next to a popular footpath, the Cowichan Fish and Game Club is under scrutiny from neighbours. (SARAH SIMPSON/CITIZEN)
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Trail groups say they have won their fight against a quarry proposed for Sumas Mountain.
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A group of Glenora neighbours
says it’s time to fix the 7.41-hectare anomaly in Cowichan River
Provincial Park.
Of 1,029 provincial parks and
protected areas, Cowichan River
provincial park is the only one
that allows a private gun club
to operate shooting ranges. The
Cowichan Fish and Game Association operates a gun club
and five shooting ranges at their
Robertson Road headquarters;
including 50, 100 and 200 yard
outdoor ranges, a trap range and
a 20 yard indoor range.
The neighbourhood association says it’s time for the club to
be phased out.
Noise and environmental concerns are two of the main reasons why, according to Cowichan
River Neighbourhood Association president Bob Kopp.
Many people believe the club
is on private property, Kopp explained.
“But B.C. Parks granted a 31year occupancy permit to the
club without any community
consultation or impact assessments. It’s been an issue for a
long time,” he added. “The gun
club is one of the best kept secrets in the Valley. It’s been out in
the Glenora area for many years
and it’s been considered to be
a nuisance for noise for many

“Parks finally did a study in
March of this year and it’s
proven the site is heavily
contaminated with lead.
The whole purpose of
parks is to protect the
environment.”
BOB KOPP, Cowichan River Neighbourhood Association

years.”
Kopp said when the park was
established, the club simply just
became part of the park.
“It was done in a very informal
manner. There was no consultation,” he said.
The neighbourhood leader admits his group has been working
with the gun club for nearly two
years to try to find a way to mitigate noise and that the club has
been working with B.C. Parks to
do the same. But from his point
of view it hasn’t been working.
“We met with the club over
about 18 months, and the idea of
reducing the number of days and
hours, the club basically treated
the residents with indifference
and decided they’d try to some
do-it-yourself ideas to reduce the
noise,” Kopp noted.
Don Cadden, regional director
for B.C. Parks said the province
is working with the Cowichan
Fish and Game Association, and

has been for some time, to try to
mitigate noise.
“The last couple of years, there
has been an increase in the number of complaints from residents
about the noise,” Cadden said,
adding that the club has taken
some steps: reduced number of
hours that the range can be used,
reduced the days of the week that
members can shoot whatever
they want, invested money in
noise-reducing baffles.
“They were built experimentally at first, then they hired a
company to record noise levels,
and the results of that study indicated that when they were using
the baffles, the decibel rating was
within the acceptable range,”
Cadden explained.
But the big question, Kopp
said, boils down to, “is that an
appropriate use for a park and is
it consistent with the purposes of
a park and the mission of B.C.
parks?”
He said the answer is no and
now is the time to speak up because the development of a draft
management plan for Cowichan
River Park is currently underway
by B.C. Parks. Kopp said, however, many people are unaware they
are able to provide their input.
“A notice for public comments to the project has been
surreptitiously posted on B.C.
Parks web pages with minimal
information about the project,”

he said. “Our association hopes
that many members of the public
will send their comments to B.C.
Parks to clearly tell Parks what
they value in the park, and that
they believe that shooting ranges are an unacceptable use of a
provincial park.”
That’s not where the neighbourhood group’s efforts end,
however.
Kopp said the Cowichan River
Neighbourhood Association has
secured the services of the University of Victoria’s Environmental Law Centre to help address
the issue.
The ELC has submitted a report to the province on the neighbourhood association’s behalf. In
their submission, they provide
a number of recommendations
to address issues related to gun
range activities in Cowichan
River Provincial Park, including
legal, environmental and health
concerns. The group hopes the
submission will help to inform
the Park’s current management
plan process.
That report recommends the
club be phased out no later than
2022 to allow for remediation of
the lead-riddled site.
“Parks finally did a study in
March of this year and it’s proven the site is heavily contaminated with lead,” Kopp explained.
“The whole purpose of parks is
to protect the environment. Since

the report has been published
we’ve confirmed that there are
projectiles that have been leaving the club and going into the
park.”
A spokesman for the Cowichan
Fish and Game Club said the
group has been there since 1937
and information about the club
could be found on their website.
He directed those interested in
the park planning information
to B.C. Parks.
Caddon said B.C. Parks’s next
meeting with the gun club is June
14 and afterward he will follow
up with the neighbourhood association.
“What we are looking at is if
we can come up with a schedule
of use that is agreeable to the
parties,” Cadden said. “We will
look at having that schedule as
one of the provisions of the park
use permit. If they are out of
compliance with the schedule, we
can take action on that.”
The neighbourhood association isn’t anti-gun club, Kopp
stressed. It’s not a gun rights
issue at all, he said.
“It’s a land-use issue and the
fact that Parks has never had a
plan, this is the time to get involved to do the plan. We want to
alert people to the opportunity to
participate in the park planning
process. Until June 30, people
can provide their comments to
BC Parks,” Kopp said.

COWICHAN VALLEY CITIZEN

Sarah Simpson
This article does what good news reporting is meant to
do: inform readers, at the right time, about an issue they
can act on. With a solid lede, strong writing, and a deft
balance of quoted, paraphrased and researched material, this
article presents a clear account of competing interests for
recreational space in a provincial park.
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NELSON STAR

Tyler Harper
A wonderful piece that proves a great article doesn't have to be a long one. This
snapshot of a coach helping special needs youth to have new experiences on the
water is beautifully reported. It is written with a precision that pulls readers into a
story that is both informative and engaging.
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is the water safe? Ask the folks in the lab
Lab techs
practise art
of deduction
and detection
Jeremy Shepherd
jshepherd@nsnews.com

The only witness isn’t
talking – probably
because he’s a dead fish.
In a lab on Dollarton
Highway, just next
door to the Maplewood
Conservation Area, a team
of scientists in white coats
ply their trade as biologists and chemists. But in
a broader sense they’re
also detectives, using mass
spectrometers and strong
chemicals the same way
an interrogation room cop
might use a sympathetic
look or a proffered cigarette
to get his witness to talk.
“We’re not a world class
research lab but we solve
world class problems,”
explains chemist Dayue
Shang. “We are here to deal
with any oil spill situation,
any unknown chemical
spill.”
When a cargo ship
slopped approximately 2,700
litres of bunker fuel across

Chemist Pam Brunswick and lab tech Ceara MacInnis analyze an organic sample in the Pacific Environmental Science Centre on
Dollarton Highway. MacInnis recently published a paper examining the long-term effects of oil dispersants. PHOTO mike wAkefield
English Bay in 2015, a sample was rushed to this lab,
the Pacific Environmental

Science Centre, for analysis
that night. The vial hopped
through their triage queue

and moved to the concentration phase, where lab
technicians sometimes

reduce a one-litre sample to
0.1 millilitres, Shang says.
From that miniscule

sample they can find chemical traces on a parts per
trillion scale. If you put a
sugar cube in a swimming
pool they would dilute the
sample before figuring out
if the cube was stevia or
Rogers.
But more challenging
than seawater or even
inorganic samples like heavy
metals or ammonia, are the
fish, Shang says.
Before analysis can
even begin, a fish has to
be “digested,” a process in
which it’s dissolved with
strong chemicals. Following
that, they might use a liquid
chromatography triple quadrupole mass spectrometer.
That mouthful of a
machine uses a solvent and
an adsorbent to help scientists figure out what’s what
in a given sample. Much
like everyone in your family
reacts differently to Game of
Thrones, every component
in the sample has a different
reaction to the adsorbent.
Based on those reactions each component can
be separated. It’s similar to
the way Superman uses his
ultra-hearing to filter out
everything except what Lex
Luthor’s plotting.
Discussing the crises

2

GULF ISLANDS DRIFTWOOD

Gail Sjuberg
Sometimes it’s the obvious, right-in-front-of-you subject that begs to be
reported. This is certainly true for this series on the freighters sitting in
the waters around the Gulf Islands. Sjuberg carefully, methodically and in
glorious detail spells out why they are there, why there are more of these
elephants than ever and who is responsible for it all. The reader’s only
question at the end is, Why didn't I know all of this before? Solid reporting.
NEWS FEATURE

GULF ISLANDS DRIFTWOOD www.gulfislandsdriftwood.com
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FIRST OF TWO PARTS

Parking lot for a port
INDUSTRIAL USE OF
GULF ISLANDS WATERS
ALARMS ISLANDERS

Tarris and other Islands Trust-Area
residents hope that Transport Canada’s
Interim Protocol for the Use of Southern
B.C. Anchorages, which was released to the
public on Feb. 16, will help alleviate their
increasing frustration with sharing Gulf
Islands waters with an international shipping industry.
The new protocol, to be reviewed after
a six-month trial period, gives the Vancouver Fraser Port Authority responsibility for
assigning ships to some 30 anchorage spots
in an area stretching from south of Gabriola Island to Plumper Sound. The idea is
to rotate the anchorage use more evenly,
and more clearly outline responsibilities
of ships at anchor. And now when Gulf
Islands residents have complaints about
vessel activities in their neighbourhood,
they will call or email the VFPA instead of
the pilotage authority. Data will be collected and analyzed.
The interim protocol is part of the federal
government’s $1.5-billion, five-year Oceans
Protection Plan (OPP). The plan aims to
“improve marine safety and responsible
shipping, protect Canada’s marine environment, strengthen partnerships with
Indigenous communities and invest in science for evidence-based decision-making.”

It would be akin to having
a car parked outside your
window through the night
with its high beams going.”
JEFF TARRIS

ADVOCATING FOR CHANGE

Bruce McConchie, a South Pender
Islands Trust trustee, said getting the
anchorages issue included in the OPP is
one positive outcome of lobbying done by
the Islands Trust and community groups.
In addition to Pender-based PSPA, there’s
Gabriolans Against Freighter Anchorages, Anchorages Concern Thetis and the
Cowichan Bay Ship Watch Society.
Anchorage D has unfortunately been
excluded from the interim protocol.
“It’s probably the worst anchorage for
light and noise,” said McConchie.
Anchorage D was created in 2016 to
accommodate extra-large ships like the

Within 100 years it’s quite likely there will be no rattlesnakes in
the White Lake Basin and possibly most of the Similkameen
and South Okanagan.
Dr. Karl Larsen a wildlife researcher at Thompson Rivers
University is heading up research on rattlesnake mortality
rates in the White Lake area,
about 15 kilometres south of
Penticton and 15-kms north of
Oliver. After a large number of
rattlesnakes were noticed by locals dead on the road a research
study was launched about four
years ago.
The study is delving into the
impacts of vehicular traffic on
the 1,200 to 2,000 rattlesnakes
that call the area home.
“When it’s bison or elephants
in the area people will slow
down because they’re afraid of
the damage. Even moose they
say, ‘oh, I don’t want to hit a
moose. I might die.’ But with
snakes you wouldn’t feel anything,” he said, adding. “I’d say
between 400 to 500 snakes are
getting killed each year. We will
lose snakes here (White Lake
Basin) as we have probably have
lost the snakes in other places in
the Okanagan, if we don’t find
something to mitigate it.”
Compounding the population
problems is that female snakes
mature at five to seven years old,
and only have pups every third
year and when they do produce
offspring it’s in usually in small
numbers of between two to three

or for some larger females up to
eight or 10.
At this point mitigation efforts
were focussed on installing culverts along the road to provide
an alternate way for the snakes
to cross.
Research now is focussed on
assessing populations and seeing
if the culverts are working.
“A lot of the snakes along
Highway 97 are gone. We have
an opportunity to at least try to
mitigate the losses in the White
Lake Basin somehow. We started
working with B.C. Ministry of
Transportation and Infrastructure and put in culverts. Culverts
are a pretty common tool to try
and mitigate any animal mortality. They’ve been used a lot
but the effects of them haven’t
been studied that well,” he said.
Research this year is also delving into whether or not rattlesnakes stop on roadways when
it becomes cool at night because
the roads are heat source.
“We can’t say that snakes seek
warmth from pavement because
it hasn’t been proven conclusive
at this point, but it’s kind of an
assumption we’ve had. We’ve
put temp recording devices in
the road and are monitoring,”
he said.
The worst time for vehicular
death is the spring and fall because the snakes are coming or
going from their dens and crossing the road.
Larsen said although many
people might have fear or disdain for rattlesnakes, the reptilia has an important role in the

Red dot = Approved Transport
Canada anchorage.

Hisui Horizon. It’s also an
“MOA” — materials offloading anchorage — used to
transfer gypsum from Canadian Shipping Lines bulk carriers onto barges, which takes
place about 16 times per year.
Plum
per So
McConchie says the noisy,
und
12-hour process often begins
in the middle of the night.
Pender residents are justifiably nervous about the
potential for accidents. In
COWICHAN BAY
1994, a gypsum barge flipped
over in Plumper Sound. On
Nov. 18, 2009, the Hebei Lion dragged
its anchor in a windstorm and ended
up on Conconi Reef. With an estimated
million litres of heavy oil on board,
According to the Islands Trust, in 2009, 23 ships
it could have been an environmental
anchored in the Gulf Islands area for an average of 6.7
disaster. Two similar incidents occurred
days each. By 2014, that number had grown to 170 ships
in 2010 and 2011.
staying for an average of 9.3 days.
Islands Trust Council began seri“The problem is there are more ships and bigger ships,” said
ously advocating for change in 2015.
Bruce McConchie, a South Pender Islands Trust trustee.
That’s when Trust Council chair Peter
Chris Straw is president of Gabriolans Against Freighter
Luckham first wrote to federal TransAnchorages, which formed in response to a proposal in 2015 to
portation Minister Marc Garneau to
add five anchorages to the north-east shore of Gabriola Island.
flag the issue.
Straw points out that spots where ships could safely anchor in
“The growing industrialization of our
the
islands were determined way back in the 1970s, but no one
region through increased anchorage
could ever have envisioned how often they are used now and
use is contributing to loss of residents’
how gargantuan the anchored vessels would be.
quality of life and the region’s character.
“For years those anchorages were hardly used at all,”
Concerns that the Salish Sea is being
observed Straw.
exploited as a parking lot are growing
While GAFA’s focus has been to prevent the establishment of
and the use is contrary to our expectanew anchorages, a few of the existing ones in Pylades Channel
tions for this special place.”
off Gabriola also impact that island’s residents.
Garneau responded that Transport
What are giant freighters doing in the ecologically sensitive
Canada was “well aware of the growIslands
Trust Area in the first place? They are waiting for space at
ing pressures being placed on anchorthe Port of Vancouver, the fourth largest port in North America
ages in the Southern Gulf Islands and is
based on tonnage handled, mainly to pick up grain from the
engaged in an ongoing review.”
Prairies. The Gulf Islands provide a safe place for vessels to
A working group of industry and
anchor.
national government agencies was
And with marine waters being under federal government
subsequently formed, and the interim
jurisdiction, the Trust holds no sway; nor does the provincial
anchorages protocol, National Anchorgovernment.
ages Strategy and Oceans Protection
“It’s like a big loophole,” said Straw.
Plan are three resulting initiatives.
“In Canada, outside a port authority’s jurisdiction, vessels
Three weeks ago Luckham and Garof any size have the right to navigate, and anchor, wherever it
neau discussed the anchorage issue
is safe to do so,” confirmed Danielle Jang, spokesperson for the
face to face in Ottawa. How did LuckVancouver Fraser Port Authority.
ham feel after that conversation?
Straw points out the resulting disconnect between people’s
“Well, they have to deliver . . . but
image of the Islands Trust area as a pristine area for environI believe thoroughly that you have to
mental protection and recreation, and its use as a parking lot
have hope because otherwise there is
for huge cargo vessels.
just despair and I am not really inter“My feeling is that most people don’t think, ‘That’s the place
ested in that.”

H

The “elephants” are huge cargo ships
that sail from across the Pacific Ocean
en route to the Port of Vancouver. The
“room” is Plumper Sound, the sheltered
waters between Pender and Saturna
islands which Tarris’ home faces.
One week this winter, the elephant
was the 299-metre (980-foot) long Hisui
Horizon from Japan that took up residence in Plumper Sound Anchorage D,
half a nautical mile from the Tarris family’s living room window. Last week it
was the Oriental Navigator, from Korea,
at 289 metres. A football field is about
110 metres in length.
Vessels like the Hisui Horizon and Oriental Navigator are not quiet elephants.
According to members of the Plumper
Sound Protection Association (PSPA),
their diesel generators run 24/7, their
anchor chains and engines are noisy, and
crews frequently engage in ship maintenance activities. They worry about
dragging anchors damaging seabeds,
and impacts on birds and marine life.
Perhaps worst of all, the ships have blindingly bright lights that masters seem
reluctant to turn off, down or towards
the ship decks rather than the islands
they are parked beside.
Tarris compares the intensity of the
lights to the argon carbon spotlights of
the Pacific National Exhibition’s “olden
days.”
“It would be akin to having a car
parked outside your window through
the night with its high beams going,” he
adds.
Tarris said he has found some relief in
calling staff at the Pacific Pilotage Authority, a Crown corporation that escorts the
ships to the anchorages, but it is mostly
short-lived. He is always assured that the
ship’s agent will be contacted, and that
the agent will pass on the request to have
the blaring lights dimmed.
But Tarris says most times the lights
continue to blaze away.

INTERIM ANCHORAGES PROTOCOL

MORE AND BIGGER SHIPS

Next week: More from Transport
Canada, industrial groups and the
Islands Trust, and next steps.

where they anchor all those ships.”
“They bluntly tell us it is only going to get worse,” said McConchie. “We’re trying to fight the Goliath.”
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Vehicular deaths rattle snake population

Tara Bowie
Review Staff
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For South Pender
Island resident Jeff
Tarris, it’s hard to
ignore what he calls “the
elephants in the room.”

Jeremy Shepherd
Great lead, great writing. Begins with
a dead fish, weaves in a story around
lab workers in white coats and even
manages to reference Game of
Thrones. Along the way we learn that
oil spills are being investigated in a small
North Shore community lab. Of all the
environmental issues impacting our
world, they won't mean a thing without
a reporter like Shepherd making them
meaningful with the written word. Bravo
to great writing.
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PHOTO BY JEFF TARRIS

Three cargo ships anchor in
Plumper Sound between Pender
and Saturna islands last March.
More and bigger freighters are
staying for longer periods of
time in Gulf Islands waters due to
backlogs at the Port of Vancouver.
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STEPHANIE WINTON

A dead snake lays on the road. Researchers are studying rattlesnakes in the
White Lake Basin specifically looking at the impact of vehicular mortality.
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The Western Rattlesnake is facing extinction in the White Lake Basin largely due to vehicular deaths.
ecosystem.
“(It’s) kind of like an engine.
You can take some pieces out,
but you might not notice for
awhile, but something is changing,” he said.
Snakes eat a variety of small
mammals from mice to moles
to pocket gophers and more
and other animals might feed
on snakes.
“For predators there might
be bobcats, the odd badger and
some birds of prey so they’re
(rattlesnakes) are a big part of
that hot, grasslands ecosystem.”
The study, now in its fourth
year, is an offshoot of a longer
running study in Osoyoos started by Dr. Christine Bishop, that
looks at the impacts of human
development on the health of
western rattlesnakes. That research is in its 13th year.
The first few years of White
Lake study TRU graduate student Stephanie Winton got creative about finding snakes and
tracking those that die by vehicle
and other means.

She first spent time tracking
down the dens in the area where
anywhere from three snakes to
hundreds might winter so they
do not freeze and die.
Larsen said the snakes go back
to the same den year-after-year,
mostly.
“These dens were probably
established over hundreds of
years if not longer. If you’re a
snake and you know you’ve gone
through the winter you think, ‘I
know I can get through the winter in this crack in the ground
and I know I can’t freeze, so I
have to get back there,” he said.
Research also looked at how
far the snakes travel from their
den when they leave in the spring
to hunt and mate. Most snakes
spend the warmer months within one to three kilometers of
their den. He noted they can
travel more than a kilometre in
a single day.
“That’s quite impressive when
you consider they are not going
straight. They are zig zagging
through the grasslands to find

SUBMITTED

prey,” he said.
During the first few years
Winton walked up and down
the rural roadway through White
Lake Basin each summer. She
even spent nights walking and
looking along the ditches and in
the vast grassland looking for
dead rattlesnakes.
“Stephanie Winton not only
looked at how many dead snakes
were out on the road, but also
the disappearance rate due to
scavengers. She put cameras out
as well. The math is elaborate
but it comes out that probably
the snakes we are counting on
the roads only represent 40 per
cent of what is actually being
killed, so it’s a more serious
problem than anyone thought.”
He anticipates it will take less
than 100 years before the rattlesnakes are extinct in the White
Lake Basin.
“When you are on the backroads, try to pay attention to
things that look like old fan
belts, or bungie cords. Those are
snakes and they need your help.”
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NORTH SHORE NEWS

Jane Seyd
Strong writing, compelling lead, great background
and explanation of the issue of contamination.
The innovative mapping and partnerships between
organizations is thoroughly explained.

2ND

SURREY NOW-LEADER

Amy Reid
An intriguing story with a lot of community impact. Well-written
and succinct, with various elements clearly outlined (background,
how it works, and how it affects residents).
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REVELSTOKE
REVIEW

Liam Harrap
Innovative
idea that
has a great
impact on
issues in the
community.
Clear
writing.
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Mt. Begbie Brewery creates bread beer from food waste
Liam Harrap
Review Staff

It may be the first
beer of its kind in
Canada.
The beer is called
Our Daily Bread.
It’s brewed with
bread that was originally destined for
the landfill and supplied by a program
within Community
Connections, called
Fo o d
Connect,
Revelstokes’ food
recovery program.
Part of the proceeds
from the beer will be
donated to the local
food bank.
“It’s an innovative
way to deal with food
waste,” says Jenna
Fraser, Community
Food and Outreach
Coordinator at Community Connections.
Earlier this year,
Fraser says Food
Connect gave 150
lbs of bread, such as
Kaiser rolls and dinner rolls, to a farmer

for pig feed.
“The farmer said
he couldn’t keep up
with all the bread.
He was inundated
by it.”
Not wanting to
throw away the abundance, Food Connect
started to brainstorm
for ideas.
The program aims
to redirect food from
landfills by partnering with restaurants,
food retailers, lodges, and local farmers/gardeners. Food
that’s either close to
or at its best before
date, overstocked,
mislabeled, “ugly”
is redistributed to 18
different programs in
Revelstoke including the food bank,
school breakfast programs, after-school
program, women’s
shelter, and many
other non-profit organizations. In 2017,
Food Connect says
they received 25,000
lbs of bread. Last

A local food waste reduction program supplied Mt. Begbie Brewery with bread for beer. The beer is available for
tasting this week at the Mt. Begbie Brewery’s Tasting Room
LIAM HARRAP/REVELSTOKE REVIEW

Aug. alone, they recovered 2,500 lbs.
“We actually referred to it as bread
mountain,” says Fraser.
According to a

report by the Commission for Environmental Cooperation,
an environmental
watchdog agency set
up under the North
American Free Trade

Broadcasting 24/7 from downtown Revelstoke.
LISTEN LIVE at 92.5
LIVESTREAM on

Agreement, Canadians are one of the
worst food wasters,
with almost 400 kg
of food per capita
thrown away yearly,
costing roughly $30
billion and creating
21 million tonnes of
greenhouse gases.
Every Canadian, on
average, tosses 170
kg of food away a
year.

Fraser says early
this year she watched
a documentary that
featured a British
brewery that takes
bread destined for the
landfill and utilizes it
to create a beer called
Toast Ale.
After seeing the
documentary, Fraser reached out to Mt.
Begbie Brewery to see
if they would be in-
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terested in something
similar.
“And they were,”
says Fraser.
Mt. Begbie Brewery
says they were up for
the challenge and the
excitement of something new.
“ We
l i t e r a l ly
brought a whole
bunch of bread into
the brewery and started to tear it up and
make beer,” says Brett
Coombes, from Mt.
Begbie Brewery.
“In beer, the bread
is used for the sugars,” says Coombes.
While it replaces
some of the malts in
the brew, other grains
are still needed.
“This was a big
unknown. Bread can
be pretty bland, but
the brewers are really
happy with it. It has
a good flavour,” says
Coombes.
Mt. Begbie Brewery started to sell
the beer last Friday,
and say it’s already
popular.
“It has a nice caramel flavour with a
hint of cinnamon,”
says Dallas Moore, a
manager at Mt. Begbie Brewery.
The brewery is also
selling a paired meal
to compliment the
beer.
While there are
beers around the
world made from
bread, such as kvass
in Russia and sahti in
Finland, according
to Mt. Begbie Brewery, there are none in
Canada.

“We couldn’t find
anywhere in Canada
that does it,” says
Moore.
While the aim is to
create a good beer,
it’s also to raise
awareness.
“Once food is sent
to the landfill, it’s
gone. We try to encourage people to
re-use food,” says
Fraser.
For the moment
Our Daily Bread is
just an experimental
beer and there are
no current plans to
make it a mainstay
at the brewery.
While many restaurants, lodges, and
food retailers donate
to Food Connect,
some businesses donate daily.
“Save-On-Foods,
Southside Market,
Tim Horton’s, and
Starbucks donate
daily,” says Fraser.
Save-On-Foods is
unique, says Fraser,
because they donate
not only bread, but
produce, meat, and
dairy.
The next project
for Food Connect is
to focus on reducing waste at home.
Instead of throwing
away a stale load,
maybe make bread
crumbs instead.
“Or bread pudding,” says Fraser.
Our Daily Bread is
available this week at
the Mt. Begbie Brewery’s tasting room.
They are open from
11:30 to 9:00 p.m
Monday to Saturday.

Roxy preshow advertising please contact
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Kootenay Studio Arts instructor Kevin Kratz holds
the only two pieces of art he has left of Darwin
Photo: Tyler Harper
Greyeyes, his former student.

Greyeyes was a prolific student who made more than he was asked to during his time at Kootenay Studio Arts.
Tyler Harper
Nelson Star
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The Kokanee salmon caught his eye.
Six bronze fish struggling to swim upstream in a river of marble surrounded
by inset stones. A piece so exquisite, so
perfectly representative of life in the
Kootenays, that when Jon Meyer saw
it at a local art show he knew he had to
have it. Then he saw the price tag and

was aghast.
The artist had already sold it for $360.
Meyer couldn’t believe it. This piece,
he thought, would sell in a bigger city
like Vancouver for perhaps as much as
$6,000. Meyer pleaded with the artist to
increase the price. If the buyer returned
so be it, but Meyer would pay far more.
Meyer returned the next day to find
the salmon still available. He ended up
convincing the artist, who he had been

friends with for over a decade, to take
approximately $900 for it.
Nearly two years later, Meyer says he
thinks Darwin Greyeyes was completely
aware how much the salmon could have
sold for. “He knew, he didn’t care,” says
Meyer. “The value was in the production,
the creation.”
Today there are precious few examples
of Greyeyes’ art on display. Greyeyes
disappeared without a trace last June,
Ask In-Store for Details

Photo: Bill Metcalfe

shortly after giving away most of the
work he’d completed in a short but prolific period in which he rediscovered his
own astonishing artistic talent.
The salmon, however, remain. Meyer,
who owns the local coffee shop Oso
Negro, gave the fish their own permanent
place of honour in the cafe. Greyeyes’ last
touch on the piece was to give it a name.
He called it “Going Home.”
More on pages 2, 3 and 10

Tyler Harper
Compelling, wellwritten feature that
grabs the reader
from the punchy lede.
The writer portrays
the life struggles
of a local artist
ultimately resulting
in a mysterious
disappearance. Writing
is crisp and well-paced,
and the narrative flows
well. With excellent
research, including
multiple sources who
had worked with and
befriended the feature
subject, Harper weaves
all the pieces together
into a cohesive story.
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News Reporter

S

he was an adult black
bear — you could
tell by her fully-developed and slightly-worn teeth — but she
was gaunt, too gaunt, even
for May. The gaps between
her ribs and the sharp curve
of her pelvic bone were
visible through her scraggly
fur, and her eyes appeared
to have sunken deep into
her skull.
About nine months
after she was put down
by conservation officers
who found her lurking
near a campground, barely
responsive to stimuli, the
bear’s emaciated body was
lying on its side on a metal
table in a Whitehorse lab,
surrounded by a small
group of curious onlookers.
It’s not often the public
gets a peek of what goes on
at the necropsy lab in the
Environment Yukon building at 10 Burns Rd., but
on the evening of Jan. 24,
about a dozen people got
exactly that — and more.
Led by Yukon chief veterinary officer Mary Vanderkop and environment laboratory coordinator Meghan
Laride, the two-hour-long
event, organized by Yukon
Wildlife Viewing, gave
attendees the chance to get
up close and personal with
the insides and outsides of
several Yukon specimens.
“It’s an important part
of the work we do and so I
think it’s important for us
to share that aspect with
people,” Vanderkop said.
After donning nitrile
gloves, lab coats and plastic
boot covers, attendees entered the lab, where a strip
of yellow tape on the floor
divided the “wet” and “dry”
sides of the room.
On one counter sat
three plastic bins, similar
to the ones used at airport
security lines, but holding
precious cargo that would
likely never be accepted as
carry-on items: a whole red
fox, stiff and slightly curled
up; the head of a mule deer,
its large eyes glazed over;
and what almost looked like
a large flesh-coloured pillow with odd stubs sticking
out of it that turned out to
be a skinned beaver, feet
and tail removed.
A raven, wings tucked in,
also sat next to the bins, but
the main stars of the night
were on a metal table about
a metre away — the bear,
on its side but with a clean
cut running down its under-

Submitted/Yukon Governement

Meghan Laride, environment laboratory coordinator, holds up the paw of a Lynx which was shot by a farmer who discovered it
going after his chickens.
side visible, and, in another
plastic bin, a young lynx,
its fur in pristine condition.
Almost all bears killed in the
Yukon by human conflict
will eventually make their
way on to this table, too.
The lynx, Laride explained, was shot by a
farmer who discovered it
going after his chickens.
She encouraged attendees
to run their fingers through
the animal’s thick fur and
to examine the huge paws
— natural snowshoes, an
invaluable asset during Yukon winters — but the lynx
would not be opened up
tonight. The lab is required
to skin carcasses if the pelts
are in good condition, Laride said, so they can be used
for educational purposes or
given to First Nations.
A lab assistant returned
the lynx to its spot in the
fridge as attention turned
to the bear, chunks of its fur
missing or matted. Necropsies begin with external
examinations, Vanderkop
said, guiding attendees’
hands to where the bear’s
bones could be easily felt
through the skin, and most
people prefer having the
animal’s head pointing to

the left to make visualizing
its insides easier.
“It’s a dead body, but
it’s treated with respect,”
Vanderkop said as she lifted
two of the bear’s legs, putting the animal on its back
and revealing its rib cage.
She pointed out the lack of
fat under the skin, a sign the
bear was severely malnourished, and also the hole in
the skin and rib cage caused
by the bullet that killed it.
Vanderkop then used
a pair of pruning shears
to remove the top of the
bear’s ribcage, the crunch
of the garden tool cutting
through bone and tissue
oddly similar to that of
cutting through cardboard
with scissors. One attendee
turned away and left the
lab shortly after. Another
followed suit after the bear’s
glistening organs, in shades
of deep red, beige and, in
the case of the intestines,
a blueish-green, were
revealed.
A bear’s internal anatomy closely mirrors that of
a human’s, so much so that
bears can be used during
training exercises for coroners when human cadavers
aren’t available. Using a

knife, Vanderkop pointed
out and began removing key organ structures,
starting with the tongue,
esophagus, trachea, lungs
and heart. Cartilage rings
running down the trachea
keep the structure from
collapsing, Laride said,
ensuring the airway stays
open even when put under
pressure.
Vanderkop ran a pair of
scissors down the trachea.
There were no obstructions,
she noted, but pointed out
some clotted blood, likely
inhaled by the bear in its
last moments. One of the
lungs, squishy to the touch,
appeared to have taken the
brunt of the shot, fragments
of rib visible in the delicate
dark-pink structure.
Examining the heart and
kidneys, each about the
size of a child’s fist, Vanderkop noted that there was
were no fat deposits on or
around any of those organs,
another indication that the
bear had been food-deprived for a long time. Bear
kidneys are unique in that
they have “compartments”
within them. When cut in
half and then laid flat, little
square chunks, almost like

a mango half that’s been
scored and then turned
inside-out, bulge out from
the surface.
A quick, clean cut to the
bear’s stomach, small and
yellowish-beige, revealed
her last meagre meals — on
one side, a bright red mush,
some berries still undigested, and on the other side, a
green, fibrous pulp, possibly the remnants of grasses
or dandelions. A few green
strands were also caught
between the bear’s teeth.
The raven necropsied
next proved much more
well-fed. Fat bulged from
the incision that Laride
made just below its sternum, a dark red liver,
almost purple, hiding underneath. The bird, Laride
said, was found about a
week ago near a hydro pole.
Burn marks on the underside of its scaly feet seem to
confirm electrocution.
Opening up the raven
further, Laride pointed
out its unique lung structure — birds don’t have
diaphragms, she explained,
and the lungs actually sit
in little compartments between their ribs. Birds also
have special air sacs con-

nected to their lungs which
means they can basically
be holding two breaths at
once, a useful ability when
flying. Vanderkop pointed
out a tiny structure located
in the birds lower half about
the size and shape of a grain
of rice — a testicle, she said,
adding that birds can’t be
sexed from the outside.
In the interview afterwards, Vanderkop said that
the information collected
from the bear and raven
would be entered into
reports, and those, in turn,
entered into a database, as
is done after every necropsy
at the lab.
The eagerness of the
attendees at the event was
encouraging, she said.
“Certainly, the degree of
interest and the variety of
questions is nice to hear,
and I think people are
interested, and we’re very
interested to share what we
do, especially the fact that it
is getting the most from the
animal, and it is respectful
of the wildlife,” she said. “It
is not cutting it up for the
fun of it.”
Contact Jackie Hong at
jackie.hong@yukon-news.com

3

RD

Matt Preprost
A hard news story about
a would-be break-in that
expands into an examination
of community policing. The
snappy lede sets the pace of
a well-organized, well-paced
story. The reporter employs
multiple sources and adds a
layer of depth by also delving
into further research of police
call times and prioritization.
He also cleverly points out
some of the ironies of police
response times and capacity,
which is of certain community
interest and relevance.

YUKON NEWS

Jackie Hong
Jackie Hong is an adept storyteller showcasing
a clear voice in her narrative. Very well-written
story that captivates with its flow and ability to
paint a picture in the truest sense. Reporting
shows clear initiative. Strength of the narrative
makes this more than a dry science and death
story, and morphs instead into a story of
community relevance.
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Emerging from a history of homelessness
By Carli Berry

On the front page of
a Capital News edition
from nearly 20 years
ago, a 15-year-old version of Rhea Montpetit posed for a picture
with change forming
the word “love,” at
her feet.
“It was a big deal
to me at the time so I
made sure I kept one,”
Montpetit said, from
her home in Vancouver.
“I just thought it
was the coolest thing
ever and I enjoyed
what (the reporter
wrote) about us. It was
the only time I’ve been
in the paper so I made
sure I kept it.”
As a teenager Monpetit travelled with
friend Brianna Ferrie
to Kelowna from Victoria in the summer in
order to find work in
the orchards, but that
didn’t end up happening.
She was featured on
the cover of the Aug.
29, 1999 edition of
the newspaper, as she
and her friend Ferrie
begged for change.
Montpetit left her
home in Victoria for
a variety of reasons;
a dysfunctional family life, a mother who
struggled with mental
illness, and she wasn’t
attending public
school, she said.
She then got into
partying, drinking,
and drugs.
“I just didn’t want to
go home, I was kind
of in a tough situation
with my mother… it
nsnews.com north shore news friday, June 8, 2018
just wasn’t a supportive place to be, I felt
like I was better off on
my own.”
- Mike MckiNlay
Montpetit was
Rhea Montpetit holds an Aug. 29, 1999 issue of the Capital News in her apartment in Vancouver. She was feahomeless for about
tured at 15-years-old when she was homeless living on the streets of Kelowna.
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Carli Berry
A thoroughly engaging piece told from a
unique perspective. Well researched, well
written and covers such important topics
facing the community. One of those pieces
that stays with you after reading it.
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“Want to see the judge
face?”
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for me as a younger
person.
Montpetit primarily
stayed in the downtown centre, finding
meals at the Gospel
Mission, but remembers walking across
the Bennett Bridge
with Ferrie in tow.
They found shelter
underneath houseContinued on Page A4
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Judge William Rodgers
sat back and instantly erased
all expression: no smile, no
frown, and no hint of what he
might be thinking.
It’s a face he got used to
wearing during his almost
three decades as a provincial court judge in North
Vancouver.
There’s the way he got
used to speaking too. “You
talk in short sentences. No
polysyllabic words. Lots of
pauses. ... It drives your family nuts,” he said.
Judge Doug Moss gestured
to a filing cabinet in the corner of his office, full of files,
headed to the shredder. It
was one of the few things that
hadn’t been packed away.
It was a week before both
judges officially retired after
27 years in North Vancouver
provincial court, and there
were still cases to wrap up.
Moss listed a few of them: a
custody case from Sechelt, a
criminal case from Whistler
that might get delayed
because the accused had
fallen off his mountain bike, a
civil dispute involving a trucking company.
“Ditto,” said Rodgers.
“Everything he’s got, I’ve got.”
Provincial court judges are
generalists by necessity. They
also hear the lion’s share of
cases that directly impact
people’s lives.
“We do 90 per cent of the
criminal work in the province,” said Rodgers. And 90
per cent of the family law.
Those are among the
reasons neither judge ever
voiced interest in being
appointed to the B.C.
Supreme Court.
After 20 years as a criminal
defence lawyer prior to being
a judge, “I didn’t want to sit
around and instruct juries,”
said Moss, 73.
As a former commercial lawyer, “The last thing
I wanted to do again was
humongous bank against
cutthroat developments,”
said Rodgers, 68. “I wanted
to deal with people. I wanted

she said.
In Kelowna, she
connected
with
other summertime
transients, and they
looked out for each
other.
“Everyone would
hang out (in City
Park) so there was
kind of a sense of
community… I felt
like it was safe there

KELOWNA CAPITAL NEWS
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three years, travelling
between Victoria and
Kelowna where she
spent a few summers.
“Because of the climate, it was a smaller
city so I felt that it was
less dangerous than
Victoria or Vancouver even, where there’s
just so many people.
It’s less safe, especially if you’re a woman,”

1ST

By Kathy Michaels

Judges Doug Moss and William Rodgers recall almost three decades of emotional trials and sober judgments at North Vancouver provincial court. The two judges,
who’ve been colleagues and friends for 27 years, recently retired from the bench on the same day. PhoTo Lisa King
someone in the courtroom
who was interested in the
outcome, other than how it
affected their financial bottom line.”
In North Vancouver
provincial court, both judges
have had that and then some:
drunk drivers and scam artists and child pornographers.
The man who set his friend
on fire. The dog granted
a stay of execution. The
drunken fight on the dock
and the road rager who beat a
stranger with a baseball bat.
There is a heaviness to a
judge’s job.
“No one comes through
the door happy,” said
Rodgers.
There are cases that are
draining: those involving
children or random violence,
for instance. Those involving
mental illness and addictions
for which there are no easy
answers.
Recently, in Pemberton,
a man appeared in front of
Moss who had been one of
his first cases 27 years ago,
on a manslaughter charge.

“He was back on an assault
causing bodily harm charge.
That gets depressing after a
while,” he said.
•••
Family cases can often be
among the most emotional.
Rodgers recalled one case
involving a small change in
the time a father was to pick
up his children that quickly
spiralled out of control in
the courtroom. “He slugged
the mom and he slugged her
lawyer and the rodeo started.
And we didn’t see it coming.”
There have been other
“incidents” over the years.
The youth who broke his hip
trying to make a getaway by
jumping out of the courthouse window. The accused
who strode out of the prisoners’ box and advanced on
Moss before a police officer in
the gallery leapt forward and
tackled him.
Moss and Rodgers were
appointed to the North
Vancouver court within
months of each other in 1991.
At the time, the province
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was looking to appoint local
judges. As longtime North
Shore residents, Moss and
Rodgers fit that bill. They’ve
been colleagues and friends
ever since.
Being a local judge can be
a double-edged sword.
“Some judges don’t want
to preside in the community
in which they reside,” said
Rodgers. In small towns,
especially, the court of public
opinion expressed in the
grocery store aisle can be
wearing. But neither Moss nor
Rodgers have found that to
be a problem.
Once, the girlfriend of a
man Moss had detained went
online to ask if anyone knew
where the judge’s daughter
lived. That woman got a visit
from the police.
In another case, a man
who had violently assaulted
his wife and been released
on bail with conditions not
to contact his family told his
bail supervisor he was going
to kill the judge. “It took three
or four days before the police
found him and arrested him,”

said Rodgers. “I had a police
car outside my front door. My
daughter was nine or 10 at
the time.”
For the most part, “I’m
invisible,” said Rodgers – out
of context, people tend not to
recognize him. “But I always
recognize them.”
Neither Moss nor Rodgers
came from legal families.
Rogers’ father had a Grade
8 education. He didn’t know
any lawyers but got to know
a law student who was in the
same dormitory in university.
“He said, ‘Why don’t you
come to court to watch?’”
Instantly, he was hooked.
Moss took law in high
school and later began
watching trials downtown.
He recalled the case of the
“Milkshake Murderer” – a
CKNW announcer who
secretly poisoned his wife
with arsenic while keeping
up his day job of pulling
radio stunts sitting atop the
BowMac sign. It was a fascinating world.
There have been changes
in the 27 years the judges

have been on the bench –
most of them improvements.
Youth crime has all but
disappeared from court, said
Rodgers. “It used to be every
Monday we’d run a full day of
youth court. Then it went to
half a day. I don’t remember
the last time I did one,” he
said.
They credit programs
directed at helping teens
earlier, and diversion into
restorative justice options.
The programs work, but no
one gets credit for spending
that money, said Rodgers.
“A politician will never get
a thank-you for a crime that
didn’t happen.”
Impaired driving charges
– once a mainstay in North
Vancouver court – have all
but disappeared as well since
the province passed new laws
allowing police to fine and
ban drunk drivers without
criminal sanctions.
Other successes include
the family maintenance
enforcement program, which

See Judges page 5

Jane Seyd
A very enjoyable read about the life and careers of
these two North Shore judges. The writing and message
were clear and entertaining, and the piece also creatively
interspersed research of the changing societal times.

For his first 34 years, Anas Qartoumeh lived
a life that wasn’t his.
“When I was young I had a soft voice and the
way I walked was different,” he said.
“I used to be interested in my sisters’ toys.
My father, he would say he had three daughters
(two sisters) and I was the third.”
Qartoumeh’s father not only took note of
these “feminine traits,” he tried to quash them,
so Qartoumeh changed to avoid being a disappointment.
“I had to prove I was masculine. I was dreaming that I had a moustache. I was trying to
speak with a tough voice … I was meeting
expectations. I was never being me. I was acting,” he said.
As he got older he started to better understand the role he was playing for his father.
“I proved to him I was not gay,” he said.
His need to conform to the sexual norms
of his home country, Syria, extended beyond
meeting parental expectations.
In Syrian culture, being gay is more than
just frowned upon. It’s a Muslim society and
the Koran says it’s something that God will
punish. In Syria’s more politically stable times
it could amount to a three year prison sentence.
In wartime, there’s death.
Qartoumeh said there have been multiple
accounts of ISIS members luring gay men to
the top of tall buildings for a meet-up and then
throwing them from rooftops.
“I was a hopeless guy. I focused on studying
and working and I had a good job in Syria
because I would work 12 hours a day to not
think about it,” he said.
That, in the end, may have been his salvation.
With a successful career in accounting under
his belt, Qartoumeh was in a good position to
leave Syria when the war escalated.
In 2015 he went to Lebanon.
“Lebanon is very liberal, they started having
their first Pride this year, ” he said.
It’s very small — the size of Vancouver Island— and Syrians had flooded in as conditions within their own country became more
severe, making the competition for jobs intense.
He was offered a position with Ernst and
Young but, policy changes aimed at slowing the
volume of Syrians entering the workplace were
implemented. Residency was now required to
get work and to get residency he had to show
he had the money to rent for the long-term. He
could have managed, but it would have eaten
through his savings quickly, and with no guarantee that residency would arrive Qartoumeh
had to make a choice.
“I applied for a job and got work permit and
moved to Kurdistan in Northern Iraq,” he said.
He’d only been there a week when he heard
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Anas Qartoumeh will be Kelowna’s Pride Marshal during this weekend’s march.
from the Lebanese government that an opportunity at residency had come up. He had
to make the decision to stay in Iraq, where he
had a good job, or go back to a country that
had more liberal values.
He chose to stay, but it wasn’t long before he
realized that he hadn’t chosen a country that
would support who he was.
“I lived my whole life hiding my identity, and
while I was waiting there and working I had
a chance to connect with Danny Ramadan,”
he said.
Ramadan is a gay Syrian refugee who made
his way to Canada in 2014. Last year he was the
parade marshall in Vancouver and Qartoumeh
was blown away by his story.
“He posted on a Facebook page where people who want to connect with our personal
stories,” he said. “He said, ‘hey guys I made
it to Canada, I am so happy here. If you need
help let me know.’”
The message was posted with Ramadan’s actual name and profile photo, which was strange
because most people on that page were communicating anonymously for safety reasons.
“I told him my story. I said, ‘I don’t want
to wait, I will regret it… I want to leave this
conflict,’” he said.
The Rainbow Refugee Association in Vancouver heard his story and sent his refugee application to Canada to all NGOs and churches.
The first to offer sponsorship was the Central
Okanagan Refugee Committee.
“They told me ‘a Kelowna group wants to
sponsor you, are you OK coming to small

city?’” he said.
“I didn’t know anything about Kelowna …
but I didn’t want to wait so I said, ‘yes.’”
It was several months before he was able
to make the transition and in that time the
conflicts between the Kurdish people — who
he found to be kind and welcoming — and the

Arab government started to escalate, putting
into some doubt how and when he would make
his way to Canada. He was expected to travel
in July or August in 2017, then he was told
September, and finally it was November.
“I resigned from work, sold my car and my
possessions,” he said.
In the final leg of his journey, he shed the
first layer of the life he’d always known. He
was told that he couldn’t take more than 30
kilograms of luggage back. The rest had to
be thrown out.
“All of my memories and all my 34 years,
they’re gone,” he said. “At that time I didn’t
care, I just wanted to ship myself out, so I
went to Turkey, and waited for 12 hours in
the airport.”
He first stopped in Toronto, then Vancouver
and then Kelowna.
“I was thrilled to be here,” he said, smiling widely while recalling the experience. The
people who met him at the airport carried a
rainbow flag and Qartoumeh felt an immediate relief.
“I cried. All of them were waiting for me. I
didn’t know anything of them. It was unconditional support. They just came to say welcome.”
One month after arriving Qartoumeh got a
job as a senior accountant at KPMG. They not
only have evaluated his work, and placed him
in a position on par with what he left in Syria,
they’ve gone out of their way to support him
and his coming out — something that he did
just weeks after arriving in Canada.
“They will march with me at Pride and made
a shirt for the team (to wear),” he said.
And during that event, Qartoumeh will be
at the head of the pack, having been made the
march marshal.
“Now is my first time in my life I am me,” he
said. “When I look back on my entire life, I feel
sad for the years I wasted, but now is better
than later. I have a choice here… You can not
agree, but it doesn’t make a difference. This is
what distinguishes Canada, that acceptance
of differences.”
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Kathy Michaels
A truly moving piece and a very important story to
humanize Canada's humanitarian role in the world.
This story was so well written and this man's story so
heartwarming it made me emotional.
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PIQUE NEWSMAGAZINE

Joel Barde, Brandon Barrett & Claire Ryan
This series has been given the room and
visual support it deserves. Its first installment
includes a population map graphic and a
thorough contextual kickoff that sets up the
balance of the series. While the threatened
grizzly populations of the Sea to Sky
backcountry make a slow, unsteady recovery,
human activity and land use naturally impacts
the bears. This well-researched and organized
series serves as an articulate call to action.
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ABBOTSFORD NEWS

Dustin Godfrey
The series identifier notes this is a well-worn topic and that the intent is to approach
it from less-typical angles, which it does admirably. Individual stories examine issues
from the homeless perspective, including the value of pets to mental and physical
well-being, the limitations of homeless count methodology and the unique struggles
faced by homeless couples. Colourful storytelling that delivers on the humanizing
intent of the series takes readers into the lives of its homeless subjects as well as
those of their biological and street families. Excellent work.
14 Thursday, March 15, 2018
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SERIES: Finding Success | part one

It’s not the students, it’s the system
For years, Delta’s Indigenous students have been falling behind in test scores.
Now, the school district is re-examining what it can do to support them.
Grace Kennedy
North Delta Reporter

It was halfway through the
school year, and nearly a thousand Grade 4 students across
Delta sat down to write their first
provincially-mandated exam.
Their pencils were poised
over the Foundation Skills
Assessment (FSA), a test that
looks at how well students are
doing in the three R’s: reading,
writing and arithmetic.
For the 40 students with Indigenous ancestry who wrote
the test in February, 2017, the
outcome wasn’t good. Sixteen
didn’t demonstrate the basic
skills expected for reading and
math, and 22 students — or
more than half of the writers
— missed the mark in writing.
Although the numbers
showed slight improvements
for Grade 7 students, it still
didn’t match the non-Indigenous success rates: of the 39
Indigenous students who wrote
the tests, between 27 and 29
students met or exceeded expectations in each of the three
categories — around a 70 per
cent success rate.
It’s significantly lower than
Delta’s overall success (87 per
cent of all Grade 7 students
in Delta who wrote the FSAs
met or exceeded expectations
in writing, and 78 per cent of
all Grade 4s did as well), but
that doesn’t come as a surprise
to Ted Johnson.
As the director of learning
services, equity and success at
the Delta School District, it’s
Johnson’s job to know where
students are struggling and to
come up with ways for the district to support them. He keeps
his eye on trends in the schools,
and notes where students — or
in this case, a subset of students — are falling behind.
“For us, and I think for most
districts, it’s knowing the whole

Although 91 per cent of Delta students graduate within six years, only 80 per cent of Delta’s Indigenous students do. At
Delview Secondary (pictured above), which has around 40 students with ancestry, that means it’s possible eight students
won’t graduate within six years.
GRACE KENNEDY PHOTO

student,” Johnson said about
analyzing data like the FSA
marks. “We look at report
card marks, classroom marks,
what’s going on. We’ll talk to
the teachers who know these
kids specifically and what’s
going on for them.
“I can’t emphasize enough
that while the FSAs are an indicator, there are so many indicators we have in schools, in
the bricks and mortar, that give
us a broader picture of who
the kid is and how we should
be working with those kids.”
But as far as indicators go, the
FSAs are a strong one — pointing to a continuation of stalled
success and academic barriers
for Indigenous students in Delta
and across the province.
In most communities around
B.C., Indigenous students have
difficulty with the FSAs, and
these struggles continue into

the high school years. In Delta,
only 72 per cent of Indigenous
students who wrote the English
12 exam in 2015/2016 had a C+
or higher. (That number was
75 per cent for non-Indigenous
students, the smallest difference
recorded. In the past 15 years,
Indigenous student’s success
rates have been an average of
22 percentage points lower.)
The 72 per cent is a significant improvement over past
years, but an English 12 C+ is
a basic requirement for most
universities in the Lower Mainland. Any students who don’t
make the grade are unlikely
to get a university education.
High school completion rates
are also low. In 2005, when the
province declared that it would
eliminate the graduation gap
between Indigenous students
and non-Indigenous students
in 10 years, only 46 per cent

of Indigenous students graduated within six years. In the
2016/2017 school year, there
was still an 18 percentage point
difference between the two
groups province-wide.
Delta also hasn’t achieved
parity in the graduation rates
between Indigenous and
non-Indigenous students,
although it has had greater
success than the province as
a whole. In 1999/2000, 45 per
cent of Indigenous students
in the community graduated
within six years; that rate has
risen to 80 per cent.
“We’re trying to be inclusive.
We’re focusing on getting everybody’s grad rates up. So it’s
great to see our Aboriginal
kids or kids with ancestry are
doing the same,” Johnson said.
For Juanita Coltman, a member of the Nuxalk nation and
the K-12 policy manager at the

First Nations Education Steering Committee, better graduation rates for Indigenous
students is a positive improvement. But simply reaching parity shouldn’t be the goal.
“We shouldn’t just reach
parity, we should be beyond
that,” she said. “Doing better
than non-Aboriginal students.
Why not?”
It’s not an unreasonable proposition. Between the 2008/2009
school year and the 2013/2014
school year, the Fort Nelson
school district was able to increase its Indigenous student
graduation rate from 55 per
cent to 100 per cent — a number
that was higher even than the
non-Indigenous student rate.
The question is how.
“First Nations know they’re
not doing well, but they can’t
make the change happen on their
own,” Coltman said. “And so, we
really need to help other people
be accountable and to help make
those changes happen.
“And until other people see
that this is the work they have
to do, then it’s not going to get
easier or get better.”
It’s not an easy task. School
districts have been working since
1990s to address inequalities between Indigenous and non-Indigenous students. Aboriginal
Education Enhancement Agreements were first created in 1999
to improve student performance
by forming partnerships between the provincial government, school districts and local
Indigenous communities.
But Rhiannon Bennett, Delta
school trustee and member of
the Musequeam First Nation,
said those agreements saw failure as the student’s problem.
“Enhancement agreements
were really focused on the individual Indigenous students,
with that underlying sort of
assumption or bias that it was
Continued on 15
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Grace Kennedy
Finding the rate of academic success for Delta indigenous high school students to be statistically
lower than for non-indigenous students, reporter Grace Kennedy examines why initiatives to
fix the inequity have not worked. She goes on to examine efforts to change and improve the
system such as a provincial equity scan meant to tackle systemic racism. The series has the feel of
a constructive discussion between students, teachers and administrators about the evolving state
of the public education system as it pertains to First Nations.
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Andy Prest
A gripping and well-written
feature. This is a tough subject
but the writer holds the reader's
interest through the entire article.
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north shore news nsnews.com

Contact sports editor Andy Prest at 604-998-3538 or email aprest@nsnews.com

Thanks to a coach who put players first
Harry Green
fought for his
team while also
battling cancer
ANDY PREST
aprest@nsnews.com

“This is my happy place,” Harry
Green says while standing on
a grass pitch with a soccer ball
in hand. “When I’m out on the
field, life just stands still.”
He’s speaking into a video camera. The man holding the camera is
Tim Hardy, a professional filmmaker
who has credits directing, shooting
and producing content for the likes
of the Discovery Channel and HGTV.
This is different though.
Harry and Tim met a decade ago
when Harry started coaching Tim’s
son Ben in soccer. They grew close,
and got a whole lot closer four years
ago when Harry came to the filmmaker with a request.
“He came knocking on my door,
tears in his eyes, saying that he’d
been diagnosed with cancer and
wanted me to make a team video,”
says Tim. “A video for his team, not
knowing how long he was going to
live. Totally selfless – he didn’t want
Harry Green follows the action while coaching a youth team for the North Vancouver Football Club. Filmmaker Tim Hardy, whose son played for Harry,
me to document his death, he didn’t
started to document the coach and his team four years ago after Green was first diagnosed with cancer. PHOTO SUPPLIED TIM HARDY
want me to document his life, he
A6 Wednesday, May 9, 2018
Surrey Now-Leader
www.surreynowleader.com
video of quick pep talks, spectacular
hidden motivation was to show the
and watched in awe as one season
“He wears his heart on his sleeve
wanted to make sure that these kids
saves and big goals. That wasn’t the
community that didn’t know him
turned into three, as boys turned
and he’s truly motivated by making
had a memory of the season.”
story. The story was Harry.
just how great he was, his approach
into young men all the while guided
these players better human beings
Tim agreed, but as soon as he
“He selflessly didn’t want this to
to coaching,” says Tim. He pinned a
by a coach who always put the playstarted filming he realized that this
A feature that delves deep into the people and issues in our community. Send your
edit@surreynowleader.com
wasstory
not ideas
goingtoto
be an ordinary team be a video about himself, but my
microphone on Harry, backed away
ers first.
See Coach page 40
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Whalley

CHOICES
On Lions’ turf, Surrey kidsFRESH
find outlet
for
energy at a special flag-football tourney
Surrey Savages
among teams at
event held at CFL
team’s facility

I

t’s about 800 paces from
Whalley’s “Tent City” to
the turf. It doesn’t sound
like much, but Tom Binnie
Park couldn’t feel further away
from the Whalley Strip for eight
young men, their CFL player-coaches and the Wraparound
mentors cheering them on.
Today is about flag football.
Not problems at home, friends
joining gangs or worrying about
someone stealing your football
tickets.
The “Lions Pride” event held
Saturday (May 5) is the result
of many hours of practice and
perseverance for the kids from
Surrey, Abbotsford, Burnaby
and North Vancouver who’ve
joined the Wraparound program (Wrap), hoping to find a
positive outlet for their energy.
Jamie Taras, director of community relations with the B.C.
Lions football club, said he’s
proud to see how everything has
come together.
“Today is the culmination of
a lot of hard work and a lot of
fun. Today is about fun, but it’ll
still be a competitive tournament to see who will be crowned
this year’s champion,” Taras
said.
“I think part of why we started Lions Pride way back when,
the reason was that young
people were getting into some
unhealthy things like criminal
activity, gangs and violence. So
we thought about creating this
program called Lions Pride,” he
added.
May 5 marked the ninth year
of Lions Pride, a flag-football
tournament involving at-risk
youth from the Lower Mainland. The CFL’s Lions and
their players annually partner
up with Wrap, the Ministry
of Public Safety, the Solicitor
General and supporting partner
Coast Capital Savings to bring
the kids a day of football, food,
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Have a sports story tip? Tell us about it by calling 250-378-4241 or emailing newsroom@merrittherald.com

If you’re here long-term, this
is your hometown, too,” said
Abdi, his hand beating against
his chest.
“Being here, playing football
with these boys, that’s what
I like. I’m going to be one of
Fair Trade Organic
them
one day,” said Abdi pointGreen Asparagus
Field Tomatoes
ing to Surrey Savages coach and
from Mexico B.C. Lions running-back Jerefrom Washington
5.47kg
7.67kg
miah Johnson.
Johnson said he can definitely relate to what these kids go
through on a daily basis, and is
happy to be there helping out in
Surrey.
“I came from a similar background to some of these kids,
you know, single parent household, my father wasn’t around
and it was tough growing up,
but this is a time where these
kids can have someone positive
in their lives to look up to, “said
Deli Department
Deli Department
Johnson.

Ryan-Alexander McLeod
Now-Leader contributor

3.48lb

2.48lb

Alldo
Natural Dijon
“Whatever little bit I can
Happy Planet Soup
to help in their lives, I amormore
Sundried Tomato
ABOVE: Surrey Savages’assorted
Mohammed
varieties
than happy to be out here with
Turkey
Breast
Abdi during the B.C. Lions’
“Lions
500-650ml
my teammates and my family
Pride” flag-football tournament at
making that happen and it’s
the CFL team’s practice facility at
truly a blessing for to be able to
Tom Binnie Park, Surrey, on Saturday
help.”
(May 5). LEFT: Constable John Wilson
Representatives of the Lions
(left, in blue), B.C. Lions players
and Wraparound Surrey say
Jeremiah Johnson and Jordan
they are hopeful that the lives
Herdman take the field with their
of these boys and girls will be
team, Surrey Savages.
changed for the better. Whether
PHOTOS: RYAN-ALEXANDER MCLEOD
it’s football, camping trips or
just having someone to talk to
on the regular, Constable WilSEE VIDEO, MORE PHOTOS
son and his group are all about
AT SURREYNOWLEADER.COM
prevention and allowing these
kids to flourish.
“Surrey is a funny place. It
edge. Even though Abdi knows
does seem to make the news for
Surrey can be a tough place,
all the wrong reasons, but it’s
he’s still proud of where he’s
not unlike any other growing
from, and doesn’t let negativity
city where you have hiccups and
affect him. But even the young
a few problems,” Wilson said.
receiver isn’t immune to the
Policing in Surrey, Wilson
struggles of life around Whalsaid, is focused on three key
ley.
areas: prevention, intervention
“I’ve had a lot of fun here,
you know. Some guy tried to sell and, if all else fails, enforcement. Wilson’s own career has
my football ticket, but I got to
been spent trying to keep things
see these guys (the B.C. Lions)
from escalating to enforcement,
play anyways,” he said proudly.
but even he admits it’s a strugSo excited about getting to see
his Lions, Abdi couldn’t tell you gle.
“Sadly we know of 10, 12, 14
the score or who they played,
young kids that are no longer
only that he knew for sure
with us because some young
they’d won.
boys and girls have run afoul,
“I feel like Surrey is a hard
gotten involved in criminality
place. If you’re not in Surrey
and ended up shot,” Wilson
that long, it’s a hard place;
said. “It can be heartbreaking,
I say go back to your home.
This place is my home bro, I’m
Continued on A7
telling you this place is home.
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Lifeline extended to at-risk junior players
Part of a wider effort to recognize
Organic struggles with mental
Fair Trade
the ongoing
Seedless
Mini Red
health,
the BCHL arranged forFair
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former from
players who battled addicin Mexico
1 pint package
Divinetions
to visit teams in the league.
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THE MERRITT

At the end of their
season, some members of the Merritt
Centennials will move
on to play college
hockey; their skills on
the ice carving a path
to higher education and
better prospects in their
future.
Others might find
themselves playing
Deli Department
professionally — overseas or in developSaputoment
Bocconcini
leagues in North
assorted sizes
America — earning the
right to count themselves among the lucky
few who are paid to
play the sport they love.
Some will continue
on playing junior hockey, with this franchise
or another, chasing
their dreams in places
miles away from their
hometowns. And as
Steve Bull and Nathan
MacMaster know firsthand, some of these
players — regardless
of their path forward
— will struggle with
addiction.
In recent years,
the deaths of NHL
enforcers like Derek
Boogaard, Wade Belak
and Rick Rypien have
placed a renewed
focus on the plight of
hockey players battling
substance abuse and
dealing with mental
health issues — often
in silence. But what
is often lost in that
discussion is the reality that many of these
problems start to manifest during a players’
formative years playing
junior hockey — just
as they did for Bull and
MacMaster.
Now sober, the pair
of former high level
hockey players work
with Together We Can,
an addiction recovery

4.49

changed a lot of lives and
helped a lot of kids.”
Last Saturday, looking around
the field at the nearly 100
youths, you’d be hard-pressed
to find an unhappy soul. But
come game time for the Surrey
Savages, the rag-tag little group
of kids from the Whalley neighbourhood put their game faces
on.
“Someone just told me in my
school. So I was like well, I’m
an athlete kid, so I might have
to just come here and show
these little kids what’s up,”
laughed Mohammed Abdi, the
Savages’ wide-receiver.
Watching Abdi on the field
is tantamount to watching an
Eagle swoop down on its prey.
His speed is his strength, and he
presents himself with a tough

NOW-LEADER
ND SURREY
Ryan-Alexander McLeod

A nice feature that tells a great story of what happens when
community comes together to support a program.
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aimed at helping men
get back on their feet.
As part of a partnership with the BCHL,
Bull and MacMaster
spent three days touring the Interior, sharing
their story with BCHL
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friends and fun.
The Surrey Wraparound Program is a partnership between
the Surrey RCMP, Surrey
School District and the City of
Surrey aimed at keeping at-risk
youths safe and off the streets
through recreational activities,
providing kids with opportunities that might not otherwise be
available due to financial stress
or any number of other issues.
RCMP Constable John Wilson, with the Wraparound Program, said they even work with
kids who might stray and need a
little help.
“Our mandate is to identify,
work with and support the community’s at-risk-youth, change
their path and put them onto
bigger and better things. It is
very rewarding,” he said. “We’ve

bcclassified.com
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Check back
each week for exclusive Fresh Deals. For even more
savings,merrittherald.com
don’t forget to view our full page ad in this newspaper.
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the WHL — though
in different eras. A
Richmond product, Bull played for
Lethbridge, Billings,
Spokane and Kamloops
in the 1980s, while
MacMaster, 25, was
in the major junior
league as recently as
2012, with the Tri-City
Americans.
They share another
thing in common —
both of their athletic

Merritt
vs
Centennials
Merritt
vs
Centennials
Merritt
vs
Centennials

Langley Rivermen
Wednesday, February 17 - 7 pm

Salmon Arm Silverbacks
Saturday, February 17 - 7 pm

Victoria Grizzlies
Sunday, February 18 - 2 pm

For tickets drop by 2001 C Voght St., or pick one up at a Home Game.

MERRITT HERALD

Cole Wagner
A detailed and well-written piece describing the
problems facing youth sports today.
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SPONSOR: BL ACK FAMILY
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THE TRI-CITY NEWS

Diane Strandberg
A pointed analysis of why all municipal committees need to be open and transparent.

NORTH SHORE NEWS

Brent Richter
A crisp description of the problem and how it affects community residents.

3RD

CHILLIWACK PROGRESS

Greg Knill
Controversy over roundabout art
generates a call for municipalities to
care about more than just services.
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Columnist Award

CHILLIWACK PROGRESS

2ND

PIQUE NEWSMAGAZINE

Joel Barde
Joel Barde delves into the
background of issues and
questions assumptions.
Whether tackling local
or federal governments,
he deftly lays bare the
problems involved and offers
suggestions that would,
hopefully, lead to resolutions.

Greg Knill
Greg Knill's clear and concise columns
cause readers to stop and think. While he
uses a cringe-worthy allegory, it is not done
gratuitously but as a stark wake-up call about
the dangers of complacency. Knill is adept
at taking an issue apart and highlighting the
underlying issues involved.

CAMPBELL RIVER MIRROR

Mike Chouinard
Mike Chouinard's understanding of a sensitive, seldom-discussed issue
allows him to treat the matter with a gentle touch. While he uses a
personal experience, he does not allow it to take over. In a completely
different vein, he demonstrates his ability to pull apart assumptions and
question the rationales behind them.

1ST

3RD
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Feature

Small businesses struggle amid tax, property crunch
As commercial and industrial properties skyrocket, owners are passing down costs to lease holders
John Kurucz

jkurucz@vancourier.com

By almost any metric,
Meredith Coloma can be
looked at as a posterchild for
success in today’s Vancouver.
At just 27 years old, she’s
an educated entrepreneur
with a niche business that
serves customers from
around the world. Between
her and her partner, they
pull in close to $250,000
annually in pre-tax income.
And yet, Coloma is considering closing up shop and
moving her luthier business
to the ’burbs.
Why?
Taxes.
“I earn almost $15,000
a month, which is huge for
this city,” Coloma told the
Courier. “And it almost all
goes to business costs, housing costs and taxes.”
Coloma builds custom
guitars, mandolins and other
wooden instruments out of a
top-ﬂoor commercial space
near Main Street and Second Avenue that’s inhabited
by about 30 other artists:
photographers, painters and
those in the movie business.
Coloma does on-the-spot
repairs for touring bands
the world over, and gives
lessons to clients from all
across North America and
Europe. Her student waitlist
is upwards of a year.
Coloma has been in the
space for three years, and
it wasn’t until the past
12 months that trouble
crept in. The property was
bought by a development
company; tenants were
told the space will be redeveloped and they’ll have
to relocate by the summer.
Everywhere she’s looked
since — Mount Pleasant,
Chinatown, Railtown and
the River District — has
an onerous system known
as triple net. Triple-net
leases see landowners pass
on property taxes, rent
and utility costs directly to
lease holders. Add on the
fact that B.C. Assessment
ﬁgures released earlier this
month point to wholesale
increases — upwards of 50
per cent — for commercial
and light industrial, and it’s
a death knell for many small
businesses in Vancouver.

Costs of
doing business

Coloma’s current rent
costs around $3,000
monthly to operate in
roughly 1,500 square feet.
The places she’s looked at
are three times that cost in
rent alone. The triple-net
stipulation tags on anywhere

Vancouver luthier Meredith Coloma is considering moving her business to Surrey or Maple Ridge in light of massive cost increases
she’s incurred in the last year. PHOTO JENNIFER GAUTHIER

from $18,000 to $35,000
in additional fees. She’s
also seeing a dramatic rise
in cost-of-living expenses at
her apartment in the form
of additional security and
maintenance fees.
“My partner and I make
almost a quarter of a million
dollars a year and we can’t
enjoy the beneﬁts of that,”
Coloma said.
Coloma is far from being
an outlier in Vancouver’s
small business community.
Weekly, if not daily, media
reports signal the closure of
long-standing, legacy businesses in the city: 3 Vets,
Sellution and the Kitsilano
location of Plum have all
gone under in the last three
months alone. The Chocolate Mousse is closing next
year. Store owners at each
business have attributed
increased rents and property
taxes as contributing factors.
Plum co-owner Ed Des
Roches told the Courier that
the Kitsilano location of
his women’s fashion store
closes for good on Jan. 27,
after 37 years. On top of the
closure, the company will
ease its focus on made-inCanada products and four
staffers have lost their jobs.
“A lot of people are disappointed, actually, because
we’ve been in Kitsilano since

the beginning,” Des Roches
said. “We’ll still source Canadian [products] when we
can, but we’re not restricting
ourselves to Canadian. It’s
just uncompetitive.”
Cheaper, overseas labour
is forcing the decision on
the design end. But “high
rents and exorbitant property taxes” are driving the
decision to close in Kits.
The company’s location on
Granville Street and West
12th Avenue will remain
open. Property taxes at the
Kits location came in at
$30,000 in 2017 and that
ﬁgure is expected for this
year as well. Property taxes
at the Granville location
check in at roughly $50,000.
“On South Granville,
in the past we never saw
vacancies,” Des Roches said.
“People rented before it ever
had a for-lease sign. Now I
think there’s probably 10.
And that’s a premium shopping street in the city.”
In Vancouver, the tax rate
for commercial properties
is almost ﬁve times greater
than the tax rate for a residential property of the same
value.
On average, residential
property taxes are going
up 4.24 per cent this year.
Des Roches suggests that
number is closer to at least

19 per cent for businesses.
Those numbers ﬂuctuate
from neighbourhood to
neighbourhood and business to business depending on an array of factors:
property size, age, quality,
view and location. Taxes
are typically more affected
by how assessments change
when compared with
average changes in a given
community. Outside of municipal needs, property taxes
also go towards TransLink,
B.C. Assessment and provincial school taxes, among
other agencies.
Properties purchased as
speculation investments
exacerbate the problem, says
Des Roches. He’s arguing
for a fairer distribution of the
tax and assessment burdens
for properties that have
a mix of commercial and
residential to cut down on
speculative costs: assess the
commercial component only
when a business is in operation in a given space, assess
the value of the residential
component separately, and
then tax the two property
types at different rates.
“That would make it a lot
more reasonable,” he said.
“The commercial tenant
would still have to pay both
taxes, but he’d be paying
the commercial rate on

the commercial part of the
property, and the residential
rate on the residential part
of the property that has no
residence yet.”

Triple threat

For its part, the city acknowledges the threat that
triple net poses to Vancouver businesses.
“What we are seeing in
our market is that real estate speculation has driven
up the value of land
signiﬁcantly and, through
these agreements, property owners are passing on
the increased cost of taxes
to their tenants,” Patrice
Impey, the city’s chief
ﬁnancial ofﬁcer, told the
Courier via email. “While
property owners beneﬁt
substantially from rising property values upon
redevelopment or sale,
small business tenants
continue to shoulder the
entire tax burden passed
on to them by their landlords through triple net
commercial leases.”
Impey said city staff are
consulting with the province, B.C. Assessment and
business improvement
associations to make the tax
system more equitable.
Last summer city staff
requested amendments to

provincial legislation that
would result in land assessment averages changing to
ﬁve years rather than the
current three years. The
move is aimed at properties
where values increase by
more than 10 per cent, and
is intended to “smooth out
the spikes” in property tax
changes from year to year.
NPA Coun. George Afﬂeck introduced a motion
Jan. 17 aimed at small business tax relief via a small
business retention program,
targeted tax reductions and
a small business committee.
The motion passed unanimously, and staff will report
back within 90 days with
particulars around how to
roll those measures out.
In the meantime, staff is
also expected to do an internal audit of sorts to consolidate programs already
in place and get rid of areas
where there’s duplication.
Afﬂeck runs a business
called Curve Communications that employs seven
people.
“We want to create a nimble decision-making process
at city hall driven by the businesses themselves and their
needs and challenges that
we can address in real time,”
Afﬂeck told the Courier in an
interview the day after his
motion was discussed.
The owner of Massy
Books on Main Street and
Sixth Avenue, Patricia
Massy, ﬁnds herself in a
good news/bad news scenario. Her building is being
redeveloped — she knew it
was coming — and Massy
has since secured a viable
alternative location near
Main and Georgia Street.
That’s the good news.
The bad news? It took
her two years to ﬁnd the
new location. During that
search, she saw properties
along Main, Broadway
and Denman Street with
the following monthly
rental price tags: $7,500,
$30,000 and $10,000.
By contrast, her rent is
currently $2,730, while the
new space on Georgia will
be about $3,700, on top of a
property tax rate that’s calculated at $7 per square foot.
The locations on Broadway and Denman eventually both turned into A&W
fast food restaurants.
“There’s a lot of negativity around and I understand
it,” she said. “These places
are affordable enough only
for big chains. These little
mom-and-pop shops and
start-up companies, they’re
disappearing.”
@JohnKurucz

1ST
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John Kurucz
This story shows comprehensive reporting on a critical issue facing
Vancouver small business. Told through a compelling narrative in the voices
of business owners themselves. Opens up an important discussion about the
need for change, offering up at least one possible solution in the mix.

2ND

PRINCE RUPERT, THE NORTHERN VIEW

Matthew Allen
The plight of retail business in Prince Rupert is likely very evident to
city residents. This series delves into all the reasons why the decline
is happening, as painted by the business owners experiencing it in
real time. And it doesn't wallow in a woe-is-me tone, it points to
work being done on resolutions to those problems.
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40 Feature

MODU LAR
HOUSING
IS
COMING
TO THE SEA TO SKY—

AND IT’S HERE TO STAY

Inside the seismic shift in
residential construction
BY JOEL BARDE

I

t’s a bluebird day in March, and
I’m standing alongside a crew of
workers from Whistler builder
RDC Fine Homes. Along with a
handful of other people, they’ve
been waiting patiently for this
moment all morning.
The crane operator fires up his engine,
and the giant, rectangular steel-framed
structure—known as a module—slowly
hovers off the ground.
A ground crew uses long blue ropes
to help steady it. Then, when it’s high up

in the air, the operator begins to move
the module laterally, towards a pre-built
concrete foundation.
Located in Black Tusk, a gated
community 15 minutes south of
Whistler, the lot is surrounded by trees,
and the operator has a difficult time
skirting past two tall ones.
At one point, the module—which is
essentially a fully-finished modern home,
complete with washer, dryer, and modern
kitchen already in place—hits the top of
one of the trees, bending it over.

40 | July 26, 2018 | www.piquenewsmagazine.com
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PIQUE NEWSMAGAZINE

“You’re going to need a plumber!”
someone shouts from the crowd.
It doesn’t look so bad (there’s no
need for a plumber, it turns out) so
the module continues its journey. When
it gets close to the foundation, the
team uses long blue poles to ensure it
sits flush.
Later, the team, which works for
Horizon North Logistics, a Calgarybased company that built the home at its
factory in Kamloops, will drop another
module, forming an L-shaped floor plan.

With the plumbing and electrical
already in place, the home will then be
hooked up to the water and sewer system.
From there, a team from RDC will take
over, installing the roof and carrying out
the finishing touches. Within 45 days,
the owner will be given the keys.
Having recently signed a partnership
agreement with Horizon North, RDC’s
president, Bob Deeks, is adamant that
what I just witnessed—the “landing”
of a modular home—will soon be
commonplace in the Sea to Sky.

Joel Barde, Brandon Barrett & Jon Parris
This was an interesting story about how modular construction methods have applications beyond
the one luxury house being assembled in the lead. It solves problems of efficiency, escalating costs
and labour shortages, which have local housing officials contemplating how it might be used in the
community.
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Growing Up:

DRIFTWOOD FILE PHOTO BY JEN MACLELLAN

Part of the 2015 Salt Spring National
Art Prize finalists’ exhibition held at
Mahon Hall.

Salt Spring’s arts community matures
Salt Spring National
Art Prize puts island
on the map
BY ELIZABETH NOLAN
D R I F T W O O D S TA F F

Salt Spring Island arguably
established its name as an important centre of arts appreciation and development with the
advent of the Salt Spring National
Art Prize in 2015.
The biennial prize attracted
submissions from across the country, and an esteemed panel of
jurors to weigh those submissions.
During the first year it handed
out $30,000 in prize money and
instituted a program of artist residencies through its parent body,
the Salt Spring Arts Council. With
the call for submissions for the
third event announced earlier
this month, that tentative pin in
the map got pressed in a little
more firmly.
As many tourism promotion
bodies are quick to point out,
Coastal Living Magazine has
named Salt Spring as one of its
top 10 artist colonies. Salt Spring
also made it to the top 10 list
of small art towns in John Villani’s 2005 book, The 100 Best
Art Towns in America. (In both
cases the island represented the
sole Canadian entry, with all the
other “towns” found in the United States.)
With the Salt Spring Studio
Tour, an active arts council and
high-quality crafts dominating
the offerings at the Saturday
Market, the island has good reason for its reputation as an arts
haven. However, the injection
of contemporary Canadian art
into the island scene via the first
two SSNAP shows has opened
up questions about the entire
premise.
Is Salt Spring really an arts community? Do Salt Spring artists live
in an insular, self-supporting bubble or can they walk with confidence on the national stage?
What more should be done to
help the local scene get more
sophisticated — and do we even
want more?
“When you think about Salt
Spring Island as an arts community trying to transform from being
a craft community to a visual arts
community, it opens up a really

A12

challenging conversation about
Canadian contemporary art and
its connection to rural and semirural communities,” observed
Patrick McCallum, an artist who
is part of the 2019 SSNAP committee.
McCallum had a successful career as a commercial artist before making the leap to a
full-time fine art practice, returning to his boyhood home on Salt
Spring to accommodate that life
change in 2015. Since beginning
to enter juried shows he’s won
several awards at the Sooke Fine
Art Show and the Sidney Fine Art
Show.
Moving to the island has
allowed McCallum to focus on art,
but also introduced a quandary
around what it means to have success. He’s found the island attracts
visitors who want to bring home
art that speaks to their experience
of the island, and typically that
means representational or decorative abstract work.
“It’s a dangerous thing to
come to Salt Spring because you
become a ‘Salt Spring artist‘ —
or you have to decide if you’re
going to become a ‘Salt Spring
artist,’” McCallum said. “You get
associated with a certain place,
and certain expectations.”
McCallum is cautious about
swinging too far to the other
extreme, though. He feels the
type of contemporary work
favoured by academics and jurors
— which is based almost entirely
on concept and very little on the
basic practical knowledge of how
to draw, paint or sculpt — may
leave casual viewers cold. That
includes people in smaller or rural
communities.
“It can be a challenging relationship, and I think we saw that
at the last SSNAP show, because
there is real bifurcation in visual arts between the art that is
generated in universities and art
schools and their intended audience, and the work that is shown
in smaller commercial galleries,”
McCallum said.
Salt Spring island was “colonized” by artists in the 1960s and
‘70s, when land was still cheap
and the back-to-the-land movement was in full swing. Handmade crafts were at the centre
of the creative scene, with guilds
active in everything from pottery and basketry to spinning

and weaving. The next decade
brought more people who were
educated at art schools and a
fine arts focus supported through
island galleries and co-operatives.
The support for local artists
among their own community is
still marked today. Attendance
at any gallery opening is usually
at least half by other artists, and
the top people’s choice awards at
SSNAP shows to date have gone
to islanders: Nicola Wheston in
2015 and Garry Kaye in 2017. As
well, many locals who attended
the events appreciated the SSNAP
exhibition but said they “liked”
the Parallel Art Show better.
The juried exhibition included a
selection of local artists who had
applied to SSNAP — both those
who were accepted as finalists
and quite a few who were not.
SSNAP’s founding director, the
artist Ron Crawford, said one of
the goals was to bring people to
Salt Spring to see what is happening in island art now. That goal
was successfully achieved: over
800 registered visitors from offisland came through the doors
of Mahon Hall during the 2017
exhibition month.
Creating dialogue about the
art was another goal that was
achieved.

GULF ISLANDS DRIFTWOOD

your arts community from the
outside,” Potter said. “Particularly if you’re an island, you can
often see the same ideas recycled
again and again and again, or
the same people are always having shows, the same people are
always in the market. You need
to know what’s going on in the
rest of the world to be relevant.”
For many artists, SSNAP has
been their first opportunity to
exhibit in a national show, and for
others it has lent important credibility to their ongoing work. Karin
Millson, who was the top viewer’s
choice selection at the Parallel Art
Show, received a Canada Council grant this year that seems at
least partly due to this association.
Kaye, who was the 2017 SSNAP
prize winner for best island artist
and the people’s choice winner,
went on to become a finalist in
The Artist Magazine’s 27th annual
art competition.
Emerging artists from elsewhere in Canada have also used
SSNAP as an important piece of
their resume. Ursula Johnson, a
multidisciplinary Mi’kmaq artist
based in Halifax, won the 2017
Sobey Art Award — Canada’s
largest prize for young Canadian
artists. She was a SSNAP finalist
in 2017.

RONALD
CRAWFORD

NAOMI
POTTER

also emphasizes formal and technical concerns. “And then some
of the artists in SSNAP have come
here, and I’ve gotten to know
them, and that’s been fantastic.
So it’s expanded our creative and
intellectual reach.”
SSNAP’s contemporary focus
has so far not meant the exclusion of island artists, who represented 10 per cent of the finalists
at the first two shows or 10 pieces
out of the 101 pieces exhibited
in total. With 1,330 submissions
received in 2015 and 2,160 in
2017, this is a strong success rate
— even if Salt Springers managed
to contribute 10 per cent of the
submissions.
The lead-up to next year’s show
promises an ongoing engagement with the contemporary
Canadian world, in which funders
and curators are increasingly
opening the door to artists who
have traditionally been shut out:
women, people of colour and
First Nations artists among them.
It remains to be seen how the
local arts community will intersect with this changing environment. SSNAP’s continuing legacy
on the island’s art scene is another unknown.
“I feel SSNAP is doing, and will
continue to do, an outstanding
job of raising the profile of Salt
Spring Island, and establishing
its national reputation as an arts
community,” McCallum said,
before pointing out the local arts
community is not a homogenous
one.
“How this raised awareness
will impact the local artists in the
future is very hard to predict,
and very individualized, as not
all Salt Spring artists work with
mediums or subject matter that
might be recognized by SSNAP
jurors.”

“You need to know what’s going on
in the rest of the world to be relevant.”
NAOMI POTTER

SSNAP 2015 juror and Esker Foundation
gallery director/curator
“Dialogue was a big part of
it, and we got that, in spades —
whether I liked it or not. And it
was great, it really was great,”
Crawford said.
Naomi Potter, one of the 2017
SSNAP jurors, grew up Salt Spring
and went on to curate at the
Banff Centre and at institutions
across Europe. She is now director/curator of the Esker Foundation in Calgary, a privately funded,
non-commercial contemporary
art gallery founded in 2012 by
philanthropists Jim and Susan Hill.
While she’s not sure SSNAP has
elevated the island’s art scene for
the rest of Canada, Potter does
see it as a significant step.
“I think it’s really important
that the prize is not a local prize,
because I think you need to feed

“We’ve added another opportunity for artists, across the country, and that I think is important,”
Crawford said. “We’ve managed
to keep in excess of 40 per cent
of our budget going to artists or
art professionals directly, supplied
over $100,000 to artists and the
arts in Canada — a lot of that
money going to Salt Spring artists, but not all of it, of course.”
A further function of SSNAP
has been to energize the local
scene for artists and art audiences alike by bringing the outside
world in.
“Some of the work in SSNAP
had a conceptual base to it, so it
was thrilling for me to see some
of that work,” said Anna Gustafson, an islander whose art is
often conceptual in nature but

Next week: Part Two will explore
measures suggested by artists and
curators that could help the island’s
art scene continue to grow and
mature.
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Sculptors shaping Canadian culture from East Van studio
Chance encounter reveals hidden world of dragons, geese and one giant air freshener
Grant Lawrence

grantlawrence12@gmail.com
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Elizabeth Nolan
The longest entry in the category and thankfully, beautifully written, every word
contributing to an insightful exploration of a community. Nolan interviews a
number of artists, curators and other art enthusiasts to deliver an astute and
thoroughly reported essay about what it takes to make a great arts community.
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Breast cancer survivor exhibits her experience

VANCOUVER SHAKEDOWN

“What is he building in
there?”
That’s the title of a
cryptic spoken word piece
by Tom Waits, from his
classic 1999 album Mule
Variations.
I’ve asked myself that
very question every time I
cycled past a mysterious,
post-apocalyptic-like workshop studio in Railtown.
Located in the eastern
block of Alexander Street,
a ramshackle wooden
structure sits on a unique,
isosceles triangle-shaped lot,
buttressed directly against
the railway tracks. At any
given time, hammering,
drilling and scraping can be
heard from within its conﬁnes, along with the highpitched whine of saws and
other machinery. Clouds
of white dust sometimes
billow over the back wall. A
chain link fence topped with
coiled razor wire surrounds
the entire property.
Every few weeks, some
giant, outrageous stone
sculpture brieﬂy appears in
the driveway. I rarely ever
saw anyone around, but
promised myself when I did
I would stop and ﬁnd out
— who are they and what
are they building in there?
Finally, I spotted a tall
ﬁgure emerging from the
garage door adorned with
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Mary-Ann Liu and Paul Slipper work out of a mysterious, post-apocalyptic-like workshop studio in
Railtown. PHOTO GRANT LAWRENCE

a STOP sign. The person’s face was obscured
with a mask, and his
clothes were covered in
grey dust. I stopped my
bike and gingerly called to
him through the fence. He
slowly turned towards me
and removed the mask.
“Hi. So, uh… what are
you building in there?”
After explaining my
intentions for this column,
the man smiled, unlocked
the front gate, and invited
me to “come in and ﬁnd
out.” Little did I know I
was entering the domain
of two of Canada’s great
sculptors: Paul Slipper
and Mary-Ann Liu.
Their endangered Van-

couver space is called Slipper Liu Studio. Between
their current studio and a
previous location “down the
tracks,” they’ve worked in
Railtown for decades.
“We’ve been around for
so long this area wasn’t
even called Railtown,”
recalled Slipper. “Yeah,
I think it was just called
Skid Row,” added Liu.
Slipper and Liu share the
space with another Vancouver sculptor. Slipper
works with stone, while Liu
specializes in casting bronze
and other metals. It looked
like they’d been occupying their shed for decades.
Curled photos, notes and
souvenirs covered the walls,

and tables and work areas
were ﬁlled with stone and
metal objects and artifacts.
You might not know it,
but you’ve probably seen
Slipper and Liu’s work.
Permanent art pieces exist
throughout the Lower
Mainland and beyond.
Most notably, in 2000,
Liu created and sculpted
The Tomb of the Unknown Soldier in Ottawa.
And if you’ve ever
looked up while walking
around Chinatown, you’ve
no doubt noticed one of
the beautiful dragon lantern streetlights. There are
more than 350 of them. I
always assumed they had
been there for a century.

Wrong. Liu designed and
sculpted those dragons,
which were installed in
1992. Based on the Vancouver installation, another 60 of Liu’s dragons
were commissioned for the
streets of Chicago.
Slipper and Liu also
have permanent public art
on display at places like
the Coquitlam Skytrain
Station, the Lynn Valley Centre and along the
Mount Seymour Parkway.
And that sculpture of stone
luggage at the Vancouver
International Airport?
That’s Slipper’s work.
When I visited their
crammed studio, the front
yard was ﬁlled with a gaggle
of Canada goose sculptures, each created from
huge, 1,000-pound granite
boulders plucked from the
Cheakamus River. The
geese were bound for a park
in Red Deer, Alta.
Also in the front yard
was a giant stone replica of
a classic tree air freshener
that used to hang from
your car’s rear view mirror. It’s 10 feet tall, weighs
500 pounds and can be
yours for $28,000.
And even though Liu and
Slipper’s art pieces are often
extremely heavy, they’ve
both managed to avoid any
sort of serious injury — not
even a broken toe between
them. The only major occupational threat is silicosis,

known as the “stone lung
disease,” which can impact
anyone exposed to rock
dust for a long period of
time. If you’re a sculptor,
the disease can effectively
turn your lungs into your
medium. Slipper and Liu
are extremely careful with
their safety gear.
Unfortunately, neither of
them owns that special little
slice of industrial land their
studio sits on. The property has been sold and is
of course slated for development. Slipper and Liu
don’t know how much time
they have left on Alexander
Street. “This place is like a
second home, and we’ll ride
it out for as long as we can,”
Slipper told me.
“And even though this
land has been sold,” Liu
added, “we’re not panicking. Yet.”
Before I left, I asked Liu
how it felt to be the creator
of something as emblematic
as the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier.
“I feel really privileged
to be chosen for that,” she
mused. “It’s my little bit
of immortality, but as artists, we can never rest on
our laurels. There’s always
a new challenge for us
around the corner.”
What are they building in
that shack down on Alexander Street? Now you know:
iconic Canadian art.
@grantlawrence

Nanaimo artist Carole Reid was diagnosed with breast cancer last year and turned to art to help cope
JOSEF JACOBSON
NEWS BULLETIN

At difficult times in her life, Carole
Reid has always turned to art. Whether
painting or printmaking, “mucking
around with something creative” was
her way of flushing her anxieties out of
her system.
So when the Nanaimo artist was diagnosed with breast cancer last May,
she returned to that familiar coping
instinct.
“When the oncologist phoned and
told me about the size of the tumour it
just freaked me right out,” Reid said.
“So instead of screaming or crying
or phoning my husband, I went right
to the canvas and I drew a really dark,
dark painting.”
Ten days after her diagnosis Reid
underwent a right-side mastectomy.
She said it took six weeks to recover
from the procedure, which left her right
arm numb, a side effect that continues
to linger. Her surgeon recommended
therapy to help her regain strength. She
suggested that her art would get her
used to using her arm again.
“I said to him, ‘I am an artist and
painting has always helped me through
everything, so I’m just going to continue with painting,’” Reid said.
She returned to hospital to begin
chemotherapy treatment and kept a
sketchbook by her side. Her drawings
from that period reflect the sensation
of being overwhelmed by major surgery
and the subsequent painful rounds of
radiation. Reid said cancer brought expletives back into her vocabulary.
An image that kept coming to her was
that of a woman’s torso with the left
breast exposed and a slash on the right
side. Partially due to the weakness in
her right arm, the drawings took on a
crude style.
“I’d just get up sometimes in the middle of the night and I just had to make
whatever I could feel inside and they
just came out this way,” she said.
The pain and sickness from the chemotherapy became unbearable for Reid

JOSEF JACOBSON/THE NEWS BULLETIN

Nanaimo artist Carole Reid is presenting an exhibit of her work at Gallery Merrick from July 27 to 29.
and she chose to abandon the treatment, even if that decision carries risks.
“I want life. I want to live life and I
don’t care about quantity, I want quality,” she said. “And I’m 62, I’m not 30,
and I had a really good life. So I don’t
feel like if I was to die in the next year
that it was too early. I just feel calm.”
After leaving hospital Reid continued
to create art inspired by her breast can-
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AUTO BODY & FULL DETAIL SHOP

Showtimes: July 20 - July 26
AVENGERS: INFINITY WAR (PG) (COARSE LANGUAGE,VIOLENCE)
RECLINERS FRI-WED 6:30, 8:50
THE EQUALIZER 2 (14A) (VIOLENCE) RECLINERS, NO PASSES
FRI-WED 12:45, 1:45, 3:30, 4:30, 6:15, 7:15, 9:00, 10:00; THURS 12:45, 1:45,
3:30, 4:30, 6:15, 7:15, 9:40, 10:10
INCREDIBLES 2 (PG) (VIOLENCE) RECLINERS FRI,MON-WED 2:00, 4:45, 5:45,
9:55; SAT 11:20, 12:15, 3:00, 5:45, 9:45; SUN 12:15, 3:00, 5:45, 9:45; THURS
2:00, 4:45
INCREDIBLES 2 3D (PG) (VIOLENCE) RECLINERS FRI,MON-THURS 1:00, 3:45,
6:45, 9:30; SAT-SUN 1:15, 4:00, 6:45, 9:30
THE FIRST PURGE (14A) (COARSE LANGUAGE, FREQUENT VIOLENCE,
SEXUALLY SUGGESTIVE SCENE, FRIGHTENING SCENES) RECLINERS
FRI,MON-TUE 1:00, 3:20, 7:30, 9:50; SAT 2:00, 4:40, 7:30, 9:50; SUN 4:40, 7:30,
9:50; WED 3:20, 9:50; THURS 1:00, 3:20, 7:30, 10:10
MAMMA MIA! HERE WE GO AGAIN (G) RECLINERS, NO PASSES
FRI,MON-WED 12:30, 1:30, 3:15, 4:15, 6:00, 7:00, 8:40, 9:40; SAT 11:10, 12:30,
1:30, 3:15, 4:15, 6:00, 7:00, 8:40, 9:45; SUN 12:30, 1:30, 3:15, 4:15, 6:00, 7:00,
8:40, 9:45; THURS 12:30, 1:30, 3:15, 4:15, 6:00, 7:00, 8:40, 10:00
BOOK CLUB (PG) (COARSE AND SEXUAL LANGUAGE,SEXUAL CONTENT)
RECLINERS FRI,MON-THURS 1:15, 4:00; SAT-SUN 1:00, 3:45
THE GREATEST SHOWMAN (PG) (VIOLENCE,COARSE LANGUAGE)
RECLINERS SAT 11:00; WED 1:00
HOW TO MARRY A MILLIONAIRE () RECLINERS SUN 12:55; WED 7:30
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE -- FALLOUT (PG) (VIOLENCE, COARSE LANGUAGE)
RECLINERS, NO PASSES THURS 7:00, 9:50
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE -- FALLOUT 3D (PG) (VIOLENCE, COARSE
LANGUAGE) RECLINERS, NO PASSES THURS 7:00, 9:00

cer experience. Wanting to get bigger
than sketches, Reid moved to multimedia prints, incorporating pastels, braille
paper to represent loss of sensation,
and staples. She said she still hears the
sound of surgical staples being removed
from her chest and dropped into a tray.
“I’ll never forget the sound of them
going ‘ting’ after they took one out because there were like 28 or 29 staples,”

she said.
Over the past year Reid has shared
her story and her art on social media,
starting a blog and an Instagram account. Cancer groups have featured her
work. Reid said cancer survivors have
commented that they are thankful that
the art is “so personal and so raw” and
it has helped them reflect on their experiences. They’ve called her brave for
thus exposing herself.
From July 27 to 29 Reid is displaying a collection of 50 prints at Gallery
Merrick. They will be placed in plastic bags and hung with medical tape
against white walls to give the impression of a sterile, palliative environment.
“I am really nervous about doing
it, but at the same time part of my
goal is educating people and women
in particular,” Reid said. “So I have a
feeling that the show is going to be very
emotional for quite a few people because they’re pretty raw, but I like that
about art. I like that my art brings out
emotion in people because everyone’s
always said that about anything I paint.
They call me an ‘emotional expressionist,’ which I think is great.”
Reid said she hopes her work leaves
people touched and with a new sense
of what women with breast cancer
go through. She said the illness has a
different impact depending on when
it strikes in a woman’s life; that the
healing is harder for older women, but
younger women must re-evaluate all
their future plans.
In Reid’s case she was fortunate to
have a timely mastectomy. And just as
surgery cut the sickness from her body,
art cut the sickness from her spirit.
“When you’re in [situations] like that
it can get really dark and I don’t want
that to be inside me,” she said. “I want
to get it out.”
WHAT’S ON … Opening reception
for Carole Reid exhibition at Gallery
Merrick, 13B Commerical St., on Friday, July 27 from 7 to 9 p.m. Show continues on Saturday and Sunday, July 28
and 29, from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. daily.
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UNFRIENDED: DARK WEB (TBC) 12:55 3:25 7:10 9:30
ANT-MAN & THE WASP (PG)

2D 12:30 3:30 4:00 6:45 7:15 9:35 9:55 3D 1:00
LEAVE NO TRACE (G) 1:10 3:45 6:50 9:40

OCEANS 8 (PG) 6:30 9:15 *no shows on Thursday July 26*

JURASSIC WORLD: FALLEN KINGDOM (PG) 12:15 3:15 7:00
10:00
SKYSCRAPER (PG) 2D: 3:20 7:30 3D: 12:50 10:05
HOTEL TRANSYLVANIA 3: SUMMER VACATION (PG)
12:20 12:40 2:50 3:10 6:30 9:00
SATURDAY & SUNDAY MORNING MOVIES:
ALL SEATS $6.99 3D $9.99

OCEANS 8 (PG): 10:20AM

SKYSCRAPER (PG): 10:20AM

HOTEL TRANSYLVANIA 3: SUMMER VACATION 2D: 10:20AM

from
from
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2019 www.wellsgraytours.com
MA MURRAY COMMUNIT Y NEWS MEDIA AWARDS PRESENTED BY TD • APRIL 27, 2019 • 23

BC Reg. #178

The Wells Gray Tours Advantage

* Early Booking Discounts (EB)
* Single Fares Available
* Knowledgeable Tour Directors
* Affordable Home Pick Up Service Available
* Experience Rewards Program
* Escorted Group Tours
* Tour 25 – Limit is 25 travellers

Feature Photo Award

SPONSOR: TRANS MOUNTAIN

UNDER 25,000

1ST
YUKON NEWS

Jackie Hong
A simple, serene and uncomplicated
composition makes for an immediately
interesting image.

2ND

OAK BAY NEWS

Keri Coles
The emotion and story of this
moment is immediately clear,
thanks to the foresight and hustle
of the photographer who places
herself in just the right place at the
decisive moment.

3RD

SALMON ARM OBSERVER

Lachlan Labere
An eye-catching photo whose action
and light draws viewers right into the
moment. A fun feature picture.
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Feature Photo Award
OVER 25,000

1ST
PEACE ARCH NEWS

Aaron Hinks
This entry took first place because of the
time invested in a respectful, heartfelt image.
Noteworthy was the range of emotions in
the subjects - from the skyward gaze of the
girl to the almost carefree repose of the boy
at bottom centre.

2ND

NORTH SHORE NEWS

Paul McGrath
A simple photo but one that
makes anyone smile. Kudos to the
photographer for being astute enough
to wait for the dog's closed-eyes smile.

3RD

NORTH SHORE NEWS

Kevin Hill
A great weather shot and an expressive,
attention-grabbing picture.
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Portrait/Personality Photo Award
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email: sports@tricitynews.com
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1ST
THE TRI-CITY NEWS
Mario Bartel
A "wow" eye-candy image!
Strong camera skill, beautiful light,
composition and photographer/
subject rapport capture a delightful
mother-daughter portrait that tells a
story.

Amanda Smith works
out at Rocky Point
Crossfit in Coquitlam
with her two-year-old
daughter, Brooklyn, as
she prepares for this
weekend’s CanWest
Games functional
fitness competition
at Coquitlam’s Percy
Perry Stadium.

MARIO BARTEL
THE TRI-CITY NEWS

FUNCTIONAL FITNESS

CanWest Games to find fittest of them all
More than 900
fitness athletes
will be at Percy
Perry Stadium
MARIO BARTEL

THE TRI-CITY NEWS

Amanda Smith wants her
two-year-old daughter to know
she can do anything she sets
out to do. That’s why she brings
Brooklyn along to her thricedaily workouts at the gym and
often hoists her on her shoulders to provide extra weight
resistance during rigorous reps
of squats and burpees.
This weekend, little
Brooklyn will have a front row
seat at Percy Perry Stadium in
Coquitlam when she watches
her mom compete at the third

2ND

fastpitch and her own training
CanWest Games.
at a gym got boring.
The event is the second“I was going to the gym and
largest functional fitness
I didn’t know what to do,” she
competition in North America.
NORTH
SHORE NEWS
said.
More than 900 athletes from
A friend recommended
as far away as Texas and
Cindy
Goodman
Newfoundland will hoist heavy Smith get a personal trainer
who introduced
her tosimple
funcweights, haul themselves over
An
image with
tional fitness, which is also
walls and do walking handelements
but
strong visual
known as
CrossFit.
stands to determine who is the
The fast-paced nature of
fittest of them all. There are
impact.
Themeant
photographer
workouts
Smith could
also team competitions.
push herself for an hour in the
Morgan Ruby, one of the
providers
the
readers
with
gym in the morning and then
organizers of the event, said
on with herperspective.
day. And the
functional fitness doesn’t allow get
a unique
immediate benefits she felt to
its athletes to specialize; they
her strength, stamina and agilall have to be strong, agile and
ity served her well in her career
fast.
“You train all day to not have in law enforcement.
Smith started competing to
a wheelhouse,” she said.
measure herself against other
For Smith, 30, the multifunctional fitness fanatics. She
disciplinary nature of the sport
got good enough to qualify for
where a workout can consist
a regional championship. Then
of 30 different tasks in 30 minshe got pregnant.
utes fills a void left when she
Smtih stayed away from the
stopped playing competitive

gym for 15 months to focus on
motherhood. But the itch to
compete was still there.
Getting back into the gym
with a toddler in tow was
no easy task, Smith said.
Childbirth and breast feeding
had changed her body and
her schedule revolved around
Brooklyn’s needs.
“It’s all about routine,” Smith
said.
Relying on lists and post-it
notes to ensure no chore or errand was undone, Smith made
time for her workouts, often
incorporating Brooklyn into
them. Her strength and agility
improved. She consulted a nutritionist to ensure she was eating the right foods to fuel her
exercise regime that eventually
increased to two or three hours
of the day, six days a week.
The effort paid off when
Smith improved her ranking

from 529th among women in
the Canada West region last
year to 18th this year.
Heading into this weekend’s
competition, Smith said she
wants to “take it to another
level.”
She’s been working out three
times a day. She starts with
strength exercises like lifting,
swinging heavy kettle balls and
doing pull-ups. Then she shifts
her attention to endurance and
cardio fitness by doing handstand push-ups, muscle-ups
and dips on the rings, skipping
rope and riding the “assault
bike” that works her arms
while she spins the pedals.
Usually Brooklyn is nearby,
charming other athletes, playing with the staff.
“I want her to see there are
no limitations,” Smith said.
And that’s kind of the goal
of functional fitness, said

Brian Carter, another CanWest
Games’ organizer.
To prove they’re the fittest,
competitors at the event will
have to complete a series of
challenges in the weightlifting
“garden,” on the track, and on
the main stage that consists of
a 70-foot long rig with pull-up
bars and rings for 12 competitors at a time. The tests are
measured by weight, time, and
to the eyes of judges or a combination.
Carter said the competitors
are split fairly evenly between
men and women.
• Competition at the
CanWest Games begins at 4
p.m. Friday and continues all
day Saturday from 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. Finals are scheduled to
begin at 2:20 p.m. on Sunday.
For more information go to
www.canwestgames.com.

BE A PART OF SUMMER #AtTheNat!

5-game
gamevshomestand
starts tonight
chicago cubs affiliate eugene emeralds
TONIGHT
JULY 27 @ 7:05
Presented by
Port of Vancouver

info: 604.872.5232 | canadiansbaseball.com

TOMORROW, JULY 28 @ 7:05
FIREWORKS EXTRAVAGANZA
& HELMET GIVEAWAY

First 1,000 fans 19+. Presented by hey y'all!
Southern Style Hard Iced Tea

@vancanadians #AtTheNat

SUN, JULY 29 @ 1:05
A&W FAMILY FUN SUNDAY
& BACKPACK GIVEAWAY

3

First 1,000 kids, 12 & under

MON, JULY 30 @ 7:05
MOOKIE WILSON APPEARANCE
& CARD GIVEAWAY

RD

First 1,000 fans. Presented by
BC Sports Hall of Fame/Blakes

TUE, JULY 31 @ 7:05
WATER BOTTLE
GIVEAWAY

First 2,000 fans. Presented by
Wawanesa Insurance

PENTICTON WESTERN NEWS

Mark D. Brett
A compelling, thought-provoking
and ironic image of someone else
other than Santa with a bag over his
shoulder at Christmas time.
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1ST
THE TRI-CITY NEWS

Mario Bartel
Strong variety of storytelling images! The viewer can
almost taste the mud and feel the pain!
DONKEY CROSS

Ride for mud & glory
MARIO BARTEL
THE TRI-CITY NEWS

Leaden skies and rain might
feel like the end of summer.
But for cyclocross racers, the
fun is just beginning.
The Vancouver Cyclocross
coalition kicked off its season
of nine races in the Lower
Mainland Saturday with the
annual Donkey Cross at Castle
Park in Port Coquitlam.
Cyclocross is where road riders go to wallow in the mud.
It was started in the early
1900s in northern Europe as
a way for road racers to stay

fit as their summer season
wound down. The cyclists
would challenge each other
to race to the next town or village in Belgium, France or the
Netherlands and they were
allowed any route to achieve
their destination. That often
meant traversing muddy farmer’s fields, skittering along narrow dirt trails, hopping fences.
By 1924, cyclocross had
become a recognized cycling
discipline when the sport’s
first international competition,
Le Criterium International de
Cross-Country Cyclo-Pédestre,
was held in Paris. But it wasn’t

officially sanctioned by cycling’s governing authority, the
Union Cycliste Internationale,
until the 1940s and the first
world championship was
staged in Paris in 1950.
A cyclocross race is usually
contested on a tight, twisty
route that includes several
obstacles and challenges that
forces participants to carry
their bikes, over a barrier or up
a steep, slippery hill.
Saturday’s event included
races for kids, youth, novices,
masters and elite men and
women.
mbartel@tricitynews.com

Clockwise from top left: Craig
McGarry hoists his bike up a
slippery hillside in the Masters
B race. The bike washing station is busy. A rider shoulders
her bike over one of the set obstacles. Riders wind their way
downhill. Steady rain turned
the course at Port Coquitlam’s
Castle Park to a muddy track,
some of which finds itself onto
Paul Craig. Spectators cheer a
rider through a corner.
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Squad goals: Rendezvous
can-can girls value fun and
friendship over technical perfection
A lot has changed since
the Klondike gold rush days.

Crystal Schick

F

3

RD

PARKSVILLE/
QUALICUM
BEACH NEWS

Peter McCully & Team
A Day in the Life of
Parksville is a truly
memorable photo
essay for readers.

News Reporter

or any Yukon
woman who has
ever had the desire
to wear skimpy, colourful dresses to the bars in
February (for a legitimate
reason), but doesn’t come
from a dancing background, there is hope.
The Yukon Sourdough
Rendezvous Air North
Can-Can Dancers are
some of the most recognizable performers in
Whitehorse, and they
aren’t all professional
ballerinas.
Kate Davidson, Rendezvous board member
and can-can dancer, says
that fancy footwork is the
last thing that the ladies
are judged on.
“It’s based on your personality and your ability
to get along with people
and to be easygoing because everything changes
every two minutes,” says
Davidson, also known as
Calamity Kate.
“You have to be able
to keep a beat but it’s
more so an opportunity
for somebody who isn’t
dance-y to be able to do
stuﬀ like this,” she added.
“Absolutely anybody can
be a can-can girl.”
The dance squad, which
has been around on and
oﬀ for decades and is
known for their playful
attitudes and high kicks,
has been growing in popularity year after year.
There were over 30 girls
who spent three days auditioning last August and
only 12 made the cut.
Andree Reynolds, nicknamed Rendezvous Reynolds, is one of the newbies
on the line, but at 41, is
also the oldest. Unique
opportunities like the cancan dancers are part of the
reason she loves the Yukon
so much.
“I laugh because I say,
‘where else in the world
could you be (41) … and
have no dance experience
and still be a can-can
dancer?’”
Reynolds admits
though, it’s not something
she could have done without the patience of the
choreographers or the help
of the veteran dancers.
Ella Commons, dubbed
Steal Your Fella Ella, is
the youngest of the squad

Come see the modern office
solutions we have for
your business.

Crystal Schick/Yukon News

Audrey Percheron, a.k.a. Lollipop Ginger, left, helps Andree Reynolds, a.k.a. Rendezvous Reynolds, get
her hair and giant feather into place before their kickoff event in Whitehorse on Feb. 8.

(867) 456-3380 • 212 Black Street, Whitehorse
solutions@ttlp.com • www.klondikebusiness.net

Happy

Rendezvous!

Crystal Schick/Yukon News

Nona Whitehouse, a.k.a. Notorious Nona, left, and Liz Sutton, a.k.a. Last Call Liz, practice some high kicks in the green room before
the can-can girls’ first major performance of 2018.
Crystal Schick/Yukon News

A woman takes video of the can-can girls as children cheer along.

April Verch

FROM

Mic Mac Toyota

Crystal Schick/Yukon News

PROUD SPONSOR OF THE

2018
Fiddle
Show

Left: A can-can girl is nothing without her garter belt. Right: One of the can-can lines performs to Katy Perry’s “California Gurls”
during their kickoff event in Whitehorse.
at 25 and one of the few
veterans.
Commons is one of the
girls that comes from a
background of dance, but
agrees it isn’t the most important part about being
in the group.
“That’s part of the fun,”
she says. “We mess up
like every single show, but

as long as you smile and
go through it and don’t
look upset with yourself,
nobody even knows.”
As a matter of fact, no
one will likely be upset,
because all the girls agreed
the best part about being
a can-can dancer is the
close friendships the crew
develops.

“You go into it and nobody knows anybody, but
then by they end of it you
know everyone so well,”
Commons says. “You have
like 11 new best friends.”
The camaraderie comes
largely from so much time
together. Can-can girls
may not have to be the
best dancers to win a spot

on the line in August, but
they do have to have the
time and ambition.
The women rehearse
twice weekly for two
hours from the time they
make the cut in August
until Rendezvous. On top
of that, they do random
shows, events and volunteer work.

Commons says if a
person is nervous about
trying out, they should
just do it, because the
great group of women
makes it worth it.
Plus, you get to learn
how to kick higher than
your head.

Contact Crystal Schick at
crystal.schick@yukon-news.com

Mic Mac Toyota 6111-6th Avenue at Main Street
Crystal Schick/Yukon News

Choreographer Rebecca Reynolds, a.k.a Big Kicks Becky, dances next to the stage during a performance
while the other line of dancers prepares for their next number backstage at the can-can kickoff.

667.7202 • Fax 668.5182 • Email: sales@micmac.toyota.ca
Toll free: 1.877.667.7202 • www.micmactoyota.ca
REGULAR HOURS SALES: Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30 • Saturday 10:00 to 4:00
PARTS & SERVICE: Monday to Friday 7:30 to 5:30 • Saturday 9:00 to 1:00

YUKON NEWS

Crystal Schick
The photographer uses strong camera
angles and perspectives to to provide
readers with a strong black & white photo
story of this unique Yukon event.

2ND
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Sports Photo Award

SPONSOR: HUB INTERNATIONAL

UNDER 25,000

1ST

TERRACE STANDARD

Quinn Bender
This is a difficult shot. Panning with action at
close range, keeping the subject in focus and
varying light conditions is a challenge and
this image has nailed it. Great work.

2ND

YUKON NEWS

Crystal Schick
The action, expression and emotion of the image
draws the viewer in and compels them to ask
questions. A great shot that evokes a reaction.
Good work!

3RD

PRINCE RUPERT, THE NORTHERN VIEW

Matthew Allen
Strong composition, depth of field
and sharp focus come together in this
image to capture a great moment.
There is a strong sense of pride that is
reflected to the viewer. Great emotion.
A very good shot.
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Sports Photo Award

SPONSOR: HUB INTERNATIONAL

OVER 25,000

1ST

PENTICTON WESTERN NEWS

Mark D. Brett
This image has great impact. All
of the elements are there. The
action is palpable, the ball is in
the shot, the viewer can see the
tension. Technically the focus is
sharp, there is emotion in the
shot, exposure is good and the
action is not blurred. Great
capture, in a field of great images
this one was a clear winner.

2ND

kamloopsthisweek.com
kamloopsthisweek
kamthisweek

PEACE ARCH NEWS

Aaron Hinks
Great emotion in this image. There is a good balance of
action and expression that strikes a chord with the viewer.
Strong
depth
of field
OCTOBER
3, 2018
| Volume
31 No.and
79 composition make this a great
image and one of the top in the field. Great work.

30 CENTS
AT NEWSSTANDS

WEDNESDAY

CANDIDATE

Q&As

TODAY’S
WEATHER

Sunshine and clouds
High 10 C Low 3 C

The second in a four-part series of queries
KTW has posed to those running for
mayor, city councillor and school trustee

NEWS/A12-A13

OUT OF
AFRICA
Darlington
Murasiranwa and
his family have
endured a journey
few others can
imagine. Marty
Hastings has the
remarkable story
on Page A25

CUP QUEST
CONCLUDES
It’s decision day as the 2020 Memorial
Cup tournament will be awarded to either
Kamloops, Kelowna or Lethbridge
GO ONLINE TO KAMLOOPSTHISWEEK.COM AND
CLICK ON THE SPORTS TAB FOR THE DECISION

Under USMCA,
B.C. wine loses
its exclusivity

3RD

MICHAEL POTESTIO STAFF REPORTER
michael@kamloopsthisweek.com

As the impact of a renegotiated trade pact

KAMLOOPS
between Canada, THIS
the U.S.WEEK
and Mexico begins to sink

in, Kamloops politicians and business representatives

Allen
Douglas
say they
are relieved to see a deal in place — while
wine shoppers in grocery stores will soon see an
Drive
and determination are projected from this image. The moment is
expanded selection from outside of B.C.
Replacing
25-year-old
North American
exact, andthestrong
depth
of fieldFreeand focus draw the viewer into the action.
Trade Agreement, the United States Mexico Canada
A
very strong
image.
Great
work.
Agreement
(USMCA) was
reached
late Sunday
night

KEEP YOUR EYE ON THE BALL

ALLEN DOUGLAS/KTW

Kamloops Rugby Club speed demon Darsha Thilakarathne fielded this chip kick and ran in for a try against Langley at Exhibition Park on Saturday.
Langley bested Kamloops 50-31 in men’s second-division play and Capilano downed the Raiders 100-12 in women’s action. The Kamloops women
are a first-division team, while Capilano fielded a premier-division side on Saturday. For more sports coverage, turn to page A25.

amid 11th-hour negotiations ahead of the Americanimposed Oct. 1 deadline.
While admitting there is still much information to review, both Kamloops-Thompson-Cariboo
(Conservative) MP Cathy McLeod and Kamloops
Chamber of Commerce president Joshua Knaak said
it’s important an agreement is in place.
“We needed a deal with our biggest trading partner,” McLeod said.
The negotiations, however, were all about making
concessions to U.S. President Donald Trump, with
essentially no gains for Canada, McLeod told KTW.
Knaak echoed that sentiment.
“I think the prospect of a trade war, the uncertainty, is pretty frightening in the business sense,” Knaak
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Spot News Photo Award
UNDER 25,000

1ST
GRAND FORKS GAZETTE

Kathleen Saylors
The focus and idea of this picture was
immediately evident upon seeing it.
The photo does an admirable job of
personalizing a big issue and showing
how it affected individuals - that made it
a storytelling photograph imbued with
emotion, which is an elusive but valuable
goal in news photography.

2ND

WILLIAMS LAKE TRIBUNE

Angie Mindus
It's the little details that make a winning
photograph stand apart. In this case, details like
holding a man's hand and holding an umbrella little details that tell a larger truth.

3RD

SMITHERS, INTERIOR NEWS

Chris Gareau
The photographer chose very well in opting to shoot
this decisive moment from a wide-angle perspective doing so illustrated that this story had a broad appeal
and that this one person mattered to a lot of other
people. The choices a photographer makes are vital to
telling a story with their images.
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Spot News Photo Award
OVER 25,000

1ST
PENINSULA NEWS REVIEW

Arnold Lim
This was the clear first
place winner, no doubt. This
showed genuine, unscripted
human emotion and its
approach put the people
at the heart of a story
fully front-and-centre. It's
immediately gripping and
distills the story down to its
essence: people are being
hurt.

28 Years Helping Thousa

nds of Families

Brent Roberts
Your #1 Choice in Real Esta

te

Call Today for a FREE Ma
rket
Evaluation of your home

604-220-0000

2ND

www.BrentRoberts.com

WEDNESDAY, MAY 30, 2018 Visit us online at surreynowleader.com

This is not intended to cause

City council

or induce breach of an existi

ng agency agreement.

PEACE ARCH NEWS

Hepner lauds new $357M parks plan
Amy Reid
amy.reid@surreynowleader.com

Hepner

SURREY — City council
passed a new parks and recreation plan Monday night
that Mayor Linda Hepner
is calling a “great blueprint
for what the next decade
will look like” for Surrey.
All told, the $357-million

plan includes the creation
of 29 new parks and major
renovation or expansion of
another 17.
Included are new athletic
parks in Fleetwood and
Grandview Heights, as
well as new urban parks in
Newton, Fleetwood and
Guildford.
“Those are really import-

ant to me because if we’re
densifying and people are
living in smaller homes and
townhomes and condos, we
need more parks,” Hepner
told the Now-Leader.
A new performing arts
facility in South Surrey is
another highlight in the 10year plan, Hepner said.
“That stands out for me,”

she said. “It’s also going to
be an Indigenous ceremony
and gathering space.”
As a city that’s criticized
for allowing the clearing
of too many trees, Hepner
said it can be difficult to
portray how council balances growth and development, with the creation of
new public green space.

Aaron Hinks
The drama in this scene is selfevident. The timing was equally
perfect: the moment a man's life
“If was
you’re
going to
inliterally
saved.

crease in population, you
had better have the facilities and services that provide a healthy environment,
and the kind of ecosystem
people expect when they
move here.”
z See full story, page 9

WORTH THE RISK?

IN CLAYTON, TWO FIRES BURN WITHIN AN HOUR

3RD

As the federal government says
it will buy project for $4.5B,
we examine the expansion’s
potential hazards – pages 6, 7

Guildford

Four-week strike
ends at Sheraton

SURREY NOW-LEADER

Curtis Kreklau
If photography is all about light (and it is,
ultimately), then this photo easily earns its placing.
The
light makes
a moment
of hotel
newsy
drama into an
SURREY
— The
city’s largest
is no
longer
behind
a
picket
line.
almost beautiful scene. It was well seen, to capture
Striking Unifor Local 3000 members at the
this
scene,Vancouver
this way. Guildford Hotel have
Sheraton

PHOTO: CURTIS KREKLAU

Surrey firefighters were kept busy in Clayton Heights Saturday night, battling two blazes within an hour. See story, photos on page 11.

voted 92 per cent in favour of a new threeyear collective agreement, ending a fourweek strike at the 104th Avenue property.
The new contract includes reduced workloads for room attendants, a 40-cent-anhour increase to maintain current benefit
levels, and wage increases of up to eight per
cent during the term of the agreement.
Tom Zillich
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2016

General & Cosmetic

Feature Video Award

SPONSOR: KPU

KPU Digital
1ST

SOOKE NEWS MIRROR

Arnold Lim & Dawn Gibson
An intimate look at reporter Dawn Gibson's journey into the
boxing ring and the trials and tribulations she overcomes through
determination and self-discipline to achieve her dream. A reminder for
all to stop doubting and start doing.

2

ND

VANCOUVER COURIER

Michael Kissinger
Sola's work is extraordinary and this feature does
her justice. It's all about the details and the Vancouver
Courier does an exceptional job of capturing the
essence of tapestry artwork and Sola's creative
approach.

3RD

HOPE STANDARD

Ashley Wadhwani
The majority of us know what cannabis is but few are familiar with
the inner workings of a cannabis production facility. This feature takes
audiences on a fascinating and informative tour from the early plant
stages to the final oil extraction.
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Breaking News Video Award



SPONSOR: KPU

Awards
1ST

GOLDSTREAM NEWS GAZETTE

Arnold Lim
The viewer is caught in an uncomfortable and heated
debate - and can't stop watching. This well-edited piece truly
captures the raw emotions of the situation.

2

ND

VANCOUVER COURIER

Michael Kissinger
This digital video really brought a dying flower back to life. Great use of titles
and music. Cleanly shot in a sometimes unforgiving indoor environment.

3RD

OAK BAY NEWS

Keri Coles
Simple and short yet captures the drama of a breaking news
situation. Effective clips from streeters and fire department.
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Multimedia Feature Story Award

SPONSOR: KPU

KPU Digital
NEWS OVERDOSE STATS REFLECT DEADLIEST YEAR EVER 4
OPINION NORTHEAST FALSE CREEK WILL BE VISION’S LEGACY 10
COMMUNITY IS VANCOUVER BIKE-FRIENDLY ENOUGH? 16
FEATURE THE GROWLER HEY, WHAT’S YOUR BEER SIGN, MAN? 26

1

ST

VOTE NOW!
2018

February 8 2018 Established 1908

VANCOUVER COURIER

for your chance to
WIN a luxury getaway
vancourier.com/contes
ts

There’s more online at vancourier.com

PHOTO DAN TOULGOET
T

THURSDAY

Mike Howell, Michael Kissinger & Dan Toulgoet
No Fixed Address grabs readers by the hand and takes them inside the lives of a growing
cohort of Vancouverites forced to live in their vehicles.This feature adds a face to the
affordable housing crisis our city faces and through the use of mixed media, highlights the
lack of resources available to vehicle dwellers and simultaneously raises awareness.
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www.gulfislandsdriftwood.com GULF ISLANDS DRIFTWOOD

The Faces of the
Housing Crisis
on Salt Spring
Island
The following story is the forprint synthesis of a multimedia
presentation created by Driftwood
reporter Marc Kitteringham. Called
No Direction Home - The Faces
of the Housing Crisis on Salt
Spring Island, it uses text, photos
and video interviews to tell the
story of both people in need of
secure housing on the island
and those trying to help
provide it for others.

PHOTOS MARC KITTERINGHAM

Interview subjects, from top: Nikki
Hanssens, Freyja Skye and Janet Marshall. The Taylor family is at left.

It can be seen on our
website at

www.gulfislandsdriftwood.com
and with a link to the story
on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.

No fixed
address

BY MARC KITTERINGHAM
D R I F T W O O D S TA F F

Salt Spring Island is in the
middle of a housing crisis that is
severely affecting the lower and
middle-class population.
Working people with families are
living in housing limbo and being
forced to leave the island they love
while housing projects stagnate
in bureaucracy. Rising property
prices are not helping the situation and a zero per cent vacancy
rate is preventing working-class
people from finding homes even
on a temporary basis. This crisis is
hollowing out the community by
limiting the housing options for
people who provide essential services and make up its backbone.

Faced with sky-high rents and a lack of affordable housing,
a growing number of Vancouverites are taking the difficult road of living in a vehicle. SEE PAGE 12

THE TAYLORS

Local News, Local Matters
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Brett and Tina Taylor are working members of the community
who have called Salt Spring Island
home for four years. Since moving
here, they have had two daughters,
Phoenix and Forest.
After arriving, they moved into
a rental home and were told to put
down their roots. They had a child,
made the rental their home and
were planning on staying for good
when they were told to move out.
Their landlord had decided to sell
their home. They were left without
anywhere to live in the middle of
the summer in 2016. Eventually,
they found a new housing solution
by buying a yurt and moving onto
their friend’s land.
They are part of a vibrant community of people sharing and
taking care of the land. The three
families living there have regular
potlucks and everybody watches
out for each other.
T h e n i n Ap r i l t h e y we re
informed by Islands Trust bylaw
enforcement staff that their living

$

0

HILLCREST BUILDING LOT
85 WEST 26TH AVE.

A23

Arts & Entertainment

No need to fret, Vancouver guitar
festival is back and bigger than ever
Second annual string ﬂing attracts international attention

JANET MARSHALL

Janet Marshall has lived on
Salt Spring for almost 40 years.
For most of that time, she owned
Nikki Hanssens is a single
her home and lived a comfortmother of two. She has lived
able life. However, in December
on Salt Spring Island on and off
2017, she was forced to sell her
all of her life and is a long-term
home to pay off her mortgage.
care worker for the Greenwoods
Since then she has been living
Eldercare Society on Salt Spring.
in a house owned by her friends,
After working there for 16 years,
but she always knew that was a
she should have been able to buy
temporary solution.
a home of her own to raise her
Her possessions, the ones she
children, but instead she is paydid not have to get rid of when
ing over 58 per cent of her wages
she moved out of her house, sat
for rent.
in the garage waiting for a movAfter a series of rentals, none
ing company to take them to a
of which lasted long, Hanssens
storage facility. Finding a place
found relafor her things
tive security
w a s e a s y,
when she
but finding
moved in
somewhere
with a partfor herself is
n e r. How m u c h m o re
e v e r, s h e
difficult.
At
71
needed to
years old,
find a place
Marshall
to live on
JANET MARSHALL
should be able
her own
to move into a
after that
seniors’ facilrelationship
ity, but even
ended. When Hanssens
those are completely full on
was looking, there was not much
the island. The waiting list for
available, and she took one of
the 20-unit affordable seniors
the only options even though the
housing at the Croftonbrook
rent was high.
complex, for example, has 92
Hanssens has a solid job with
names on it, according to its
benefits, but it is still hard for
housing director Kisae Petersher to plan for her future. She
en.
is like many other workers on
“The thing is, it’s really stressSalt Spring. She cannot move forful and really depressing when
ward because she cannot reliyou don’t know where you’re
ably afford a place to live. Hansgoing to go,” said Marshall.
sens believes that if things do not
After being interviewed by the
change soon, the community on
Driftwood in May and living at
Salt Spring is going to fall apart.
an island resort for the month
“We need affordable housing
of June, Marshall was fortunate
for sure. We need it for the workto find a basement suite to rent
ers who live here, because otheras of July 5.
wise Salt Spring is going to die.”

NIKKI HANSSENS

“The thing is, it’s really
stressful and really depressing when you don’t know
where you’re going to go.”

Though the housing situation is bad for many people who live on the island,
there are those who are working to do something about it.
As the community becomes more aware of the crisis, local government on Salt
Spring has been prompted to take action. The Islands Trust has pledged to step
up enforcement of short-term vacation rentals and will be looking at the official
community plan for ways to soften the blow of housing at an unspecified time in
the future. There are also several affordable housing projects in various stages of
completion, but all of them have been hampered by bureaucracy or other issues.
Some may never come to fruition. Finally, some landowners have taken action by
allowing people to live on their land, even if doing so is not fully legal.
As a landowner, Freyja Skye has been able to host a few families who help with
the upkeep and do work around her farm.
Skye has been looking extensively into Salt Spring Island’s bylaws and how
many homes are allowed on a piece of land. Though the Islands Trust has a
mandate to preserve and protect the unique character of the islands, Skye has
found other ways to protect the environment and to accommodate more people
living here.
Looking at housing densities could be a solution, according to Skye. A “density” is
determined by the amount of dwelling units allowed on a particular piece of land.
“If people want to have that in one big house, that’s great,” she said. “If people
want to have a smaller communal house with five tiny homes around it, or three
cottages on the land, it’ll be the same square footage and the same impact on the
land.”
Fernando and Tami dos Santos and Don Gunn have been working to get an
affordable home ownership project up and running. Along the way, they have been
held back by bureaucratic barriers and governmental regulations.
While their original intention was to have the units be for purchase, high costs
associated with subdivision and water access prevented that from happening. They
now plan to build 30 units of affordable rental housing.
Other projects are currently in progress on the island. If all of the projects come
to fruition, more than 200 homes will be added to the island for those affected by
the crisis, Fernando dos Santos said. However, that would not completely solve the
problem.
“As long as it’s not in your backyard, everyone is for it,” said Gunn. “That’s what
we’re up against now. We’re past the crisis point in my mind. I’ve been trying for
12 years to get projects going and we’re just starting to see things shifting now.”
“I wish we could have done more,” said Salt Spring’s Capital Regional District
director Wayne McIntyre in a recent public meeting. He was describing “just how
complicated it is on our island and how fresh ears are needed.”
Some of the multiple projects that are on the go on Salt Spring are getting
traction, but they are still a long way away from completion.

Please recycle this newspaper.

Indian Arm

LUNCHEON CRUISE

John Kurucz

jkurucz@vancourier.com

Meredith Coloma
couldn’t care less about
hockey, but she’s got a lot
in common with the Vegas
Golden Knights.
Coloma is co-founder of
the Vancouver International
Guitar Festival and the parallels between puck pursuits
and six strings are uncanny.
Both the festival and
hockey team accomplished
ﬁrst-year success that few
could’ve predicted. Neither
had a reference point to
guide them, both laid roots
in untapped markets.
The jury’s out on whether
the Knights can return to the
Stanley Cup ﬁnal, but the
guitar festival is undeniably
winning in its second year.
“It went from being
talked about locally, to
across Canada, to being an
international story,” said
Coloma, who’s recognized
globally as one of the most
successful young luthiers.
“These were baby steps that
we were trying to take, saying to ourselves, ‘I hope this
goes well.’ And now there is
that interest.”
Running Aug. 11 and 12,
the second iteration of the
festival can be summed up
by one word — more. More
luthiers, more space, more
demonstrations, more masterclasses, more guitars.
For starters, the venue is
bigger. What was held in
the Chinese Cultural Centre last year will be housed
in the Creekside Community Centre in Olympic
Village. While 2017 saw the
inclusion of luthiers predominantly from Canada
and the U.S., the upcoming
shred fest features guitar
builders and players from
across Europe, Asia and
North America.
Rock stars of the luthier
world who’ll be in Vancouver include Ervin Somogyi,
whose guitars command
upwards of $30,000 a pop;
James Trussart, the builder
behind axes used by Bob
Dylan, Keith Richards and
Eric Clapton; and Vancouverite Michael Dunn, one
of Canada’s longest-standing guitar makers.
It’s Dunn’s 50-plus year
career in particular that gets
the red carpet treatment next
weekend. One of Canada’s
ﬁrst and best-known luthiers,
Dunn will receive the Luthier Industry Builder Award,
which is the equivalent of

situation was illegal and they were
thrust back into housing limbo.

Enjoy Harbour Cruises’ 4 hour cruise
into the spectacular Indian Arm,
a 30km body of calm waters
nestled in the magnificent
coastal mountains.
While onboard enjoy a delicious catered
lunch, panoramic vistas, coastal mountains,
hosts of wildlife, the pristine Silver Falls…
and much more.
GVRD Special! – August 14th, 19th and 31st
(must mention this ad to receive this special)

Only $58.00 + GST per person
Vancouver luthier and festival co-founder Meredith Coloma (right) shows her 14-year-old student
Caitlin McCracken the nuances of guitar building.
To see videos accompanying this story, go to vancourier.com. PHOTO DAN TOULGOET

a Lifetime Achievement
Award at the Grammys.

‘I just like
building guitars’

Now semi-retired, Dunn
has built 660 guitars over his
53-year career. He mentored
about 120 people in the ways
of the wood while teaching
luthiery over an eight-year
span at Douglas College.
Speaking from his East
Vancouver home and shop,
Dunn would rather wax
on about modes and scales
than personal accolades.
“I haven’t really thought
about that, but I guess I’m
going to be called upon to
say something,” he quipped.
“This is really nice to get an
award like this. I’m kind of
humbled by it. But I just like
building guitars.”
Dunn broke into the guitar game in the mid-1960s
while working in a West
Side shop. At ﬁrst, he was
your basic guitar setup guy:
change the strings, adjust
the alignment, make sure
the thing plays in tune.
The shop owner led
Dunn into a room with dozens of guitars that needed
love and, at the age of just
22, Dunn knew why he was
put on Earth.
“The minute I walked
into that room with 35
guitars to ﬁx, I knew that
was what I wanted to do
with my life,” he recalled.
“There was no doubt. I
crossed a threshold and
said ‘I’m going to be a guitar maker.’” A three-year
apprenticeship followed
in Spain, where Dunn
learned under third-generation luthiers. He came

back to Vancouver in
1970 and was a big ﬁsh in
a small pond, given there
were only six to 10 luthiers
in B.C. at that time.
Now there’s somewhere
in the neighbourhood of
120, all of whom have the
beneﬁt of instructional
books, YouTube tutorials
and a generation’s worth of
knowledge to soak in.
“It would be much more
difﬁcult today for a luthier
starting out, simply because
of the scarcity of luthiers
when I started,” said Dunn,
75. “By comparison, we
would have been considered
an endangered species back
then. Now, everybody has a
brother and the family dog
who is building a guitar.”
Dunn estimates the
build process takes somewhere between 100 and
200 hours, though he’s
never made a point to
count. He prefers hand
tools over power tools,
and lists introspection,
playing and patience as
the holy trinity of luthiery.
“You can either learn
patience, or bash your head
against the wall. Learning to
be patient is easier,” Dunn
said. “And the better you
can play the guitar, the more
accurately you’ll be able to
self-assess your work.”

Hands of fury

The words “guitar” and
“work” have been two peas
in a pod for Dave Martone’s entire adult life. A
professional musician for
going on 25 years, Martone has played alongside
masters who have reached
the pinnacle of guitar play-

ing: Steve Vai, Joe Satriani,
Yngwie Malmsteen and
Paul Gilbert.
Martone’s Aug. 11 masterclass “The Combined
Hands of Fury” will speak
to his versatility across every
conceivable genre of music,
including ﬂamenco, classical,
rock and heavy metal. He’ll
inevitably touch on technique
and tone, though Martone’s
ace in the hole can’t be
learned in a book or video.
“It comes down to one
word — conﬁdence,” he
said. “Have conﬁdence in
yourself and what you do.
Have the conﬁdence so that
you can step on the stage and
remember that you’ve practised it and you can own it.”
Those pearls of wisdom
came from Vai, widely considered one of the greatest
guitar players ever. The pair
were playing a workshop
together in California 17
years ago when Martone
asked the elder statesman
for career advice.
Those words stuck and
are applicable in a context
much larger than fretboards and pickups.
“I’m not saving someone’s life. This isn’t brain
surgery or heart surgery
— I’m playing music,”
Martone said. “If I miss one
note in a scale, who cares?
It doesn’t matter. Relax, be
conﬁdent and don’t take it
too seriously. Music is supposed to be fun.”
@JohnKurucz
Tickets for the Vancouver
International Music
Festival are online at
vancouverguitarfestival.com

HARBOUR

GULF ISLANDS DRIFTWOOD

CRUISES

604.688.7246 | www.boatcruises.com
Space is limited. Reservations are required.
Harbour Cruises Marina - between the Westin Bayshore & Stanley Park.

Development
Permit Board
Meeting: August 20
The Development Permit Board and Advisory Panel
will meet:
Monday, August 20, 2018 at 3 pm
Vancouver City Hall, 453 West 12th Avenue
Ground Floor, Town Hall Meeting Room
to consider the following development permit
application:
1551 Quebec Street
To develop the site with a 17-storey, residential
building, over three levels of underground parking
with access off of Switchmen Street.
TO SPEAK ON THIS ITEM:
604-873-7770 or
kathy.cermeno@vancouver.ca
Visit: vancouver.ca App: VanConnect
Phone: 3-1-1 TTY: 7-1-1

3RD

Marc Kitteringham
This striking feature weaves in photography and
video to tell the stories of the individuals and
families directly affected by the housing crisis on
Salt Spring Island. It begs the question: what kind
of community does Salt Spring want to be?

VANCOUVER COURIER

2

John Kurucz, Dan Toulgoet & Michael Kissinger
One thing's for sure: you'll end up with a newfound appreciation for luthiers
by the end of this feature. The mix of visuals in this feature are stunning and
cinematic and really portray the nuances of guitar building.
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Multimedia Breaking News Story Award



SPONSOR: KPU

Awards
1ST

PRINCE RUPERT, THE NORTHERN VIEW

Shannon Lough
"I think they forgot us." Powerful writing
involving compelling newsmakers, an
excellent video, and embedded podcasts
helped propel this story to victory.

2

ND

RICHMOND NEWS

Editorial Team
Election day coverage was bolstered through the ingenious use of a Facebook
Live discussion providing viewers/readers with immediate colour commentary.

3RD

PEACE ARCH NEWS

Aaron Hinks & Tracy Holmes
"The storm of the century" in White
Rock was well-covered from all angles.
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Multimedia Series Award

SPONSOR: KPU

KPU Digital Awards
A16 | THURSDAY, JULY 26, 2018

1

ST

squamishchief.com

COMMUNITY
DARTS & DAFFODILS
Bouquets of very grateful
daffodils to the amazing couple
leaving Tall Tree Bakery on
Saturday morning who rescued
my poor spooked pup when she
tried to run home. Your kindness
and fast action in a very stressful
situation was so very appreciated.
Also to the wonderful Tall Tree
staff who attempted to comfort
my toddler while I was trying to
catch the dog, thank you again for
your calm support during a crazy
moment.

Jennifer Thuncher & David Buzzard
Captivating from start to finish, this feature has all the elements of a good
mystery story. Combination of text, photos, graphics and video provide
context and help bring this once-forgotten story to life again.

A FATEFUL FLIGHT

Pilot Bernie McCormack recalls the day in 1957 when his plane went down in Squamish

Health help

New product is making life
easier for some diabetics
Page A3

NEWS: Report breaks down minimum wage earners /A3
LIFESTYLE: Cycling tours focus on urban agriculture /A7
SPORTS: HarbourCats baseball back for 2018 /A9

VICTORIANEWS
Friday, June 1, 2018

Ray Martin and Bernie McCormack.

JENNIFER THUNCHER

jthuncher@squamishchief.com

F

or retired pilot Bernie McCormack, the
story of the airplane crash on Sunday,
Jan. 13, 1957 in the dense brush at the
northern end of Paradise Valley begins
the day before the crash.
On Saturday, Jan. 12, 1957, Capt. Jim
Burrows and McCormack were departing
Vancouver Airport in a Trans-Canada Air
Lines DC-3 for Victoria and were to turn
around for a flight back home to
Vancouver.

“We were in the mid-evening darkness of
winter, and I commented on the radiation
fog that was forming at ground level in
the grass and across the taxiway. I could
see that by the time we returned, it would
probably be deep enough to prevent us
from returning when we were scheduled
back. I told Jim that I had planned to
attend the wedding reception that
evening of a very sweet and pretty
stewardess friend, Betty Gibson, and that
I had an accordion and some beer in the
trunk of my car to accompany me,”
McCormack, now in his 80s recently

Looking for a place where
girls are empowered to take
the lead, jump into awesome
activities and explore what
matters to them?

Journalists run through stressful scenarios experienced by officers

I

’ve never held a gun, launched pepper spray or used a baton. And I’ve
certainly never hit a police officer.
Until now.
As a part of a scheduled “reality-based training” (RBT) exercise
this week, members of the Victoria
media were invited to partake in real
life, stress-inducing scenarios put on
by the Victoria Police, similar to the
department’s regular training regime.
Officers are required to take part in

Carrier of
the Month!

RBT training every six months. They
take further “active threat training”
every 18 months, which exposes them
to stressful and dynamic situations designed to boost their performance in
critical thinking and reaction.
The invitation sounded intimidating
and our training grounds inside the
Queenswood centre in Saanich didn’t
help calm my nerves.
We were led into a dark and dingy
building with burnt-out fluorescent
lights, graffiti-marked walls, and broken furniture strewn across the rooms.
When we arrived at our training

VICTORIA NEWS

Nicole Crescenzi & Arnold Lim
Lessons on how to use a baton, how to
respond in stressful situations, and how to
maximize and piece together visual elements
to tell a story. It's easy to forget that cops
are humans too and this feature highlights the
personalities and daily risks in this profession.

PHOENIX BABUIN

She’ll explore, create, learn and shine.
Girl Guides create their own story, because
it's their journey to navigate.

Learning the ropes, police style
Nicole Crescenzi
VICTORIA NEWS

Congratulations!

you receive a gift certificate to

Proudly serving Esquimalt & Victoria

City business
owner vying
for Victoria
mayoral seat

Arnold lim/BlAck Press

recalled to The Chief.
“Maybe we could fake a problem for a
half hour or so and then wouldn’t be able
to depart. Jim laughed ‘yeah. Sure’, and
then we departed. As we forecasted, our
return flight was cancelled and we spent
the night at the hotel in Sydney.”
The next morning of that fateful day,
Vancouver was still fogged in so the men
took the scheduled flight out of Victoria to
Seattle before heading back to Vancouver,
which was by then enjoying a beautiful
sunny day.
“I drove over to the Air Force (North) side

’S

When you sign your daughter up for
Girl Guides, you are giving her the opportunity to
discover herself and so much more.

girlguides.ca/jointoday • 1-800-565-8111

vicnews.com

Victoria News mulMcCormack’s last flight as a commercial pilot commemorated in atimedia
photo for
his retirement.
journalist
Nicole Crescenzi
(centre) is flanked by
fellow local media
Brishti Basu, left,
and Katie DeRosa
(right) in a useof-force training
exercise overseen
by members of
the Victoria Police
Department. The
media spent the day
learning the use of
various weapons
while placed in
controlled scenarios
with actors mimicking the subjects in
police calls.

SUBMITTED PHOTOS

Got something nice to say or some
constructive criticism? Send your Darts
& Daffodils:
Email: news@squamishchief.com or drop
off at The Chief office (38117 Second
Ave.) during business hours. Deadline
for submissions is Monday at 4 p.m.
for Thursday’s paper. All submissions
must be signed and include a phone
number for verification. Maximum
length is 75 words. Darts are intended
to be an anonymous critique between
private parties. Darts must not directly
or indirectly identify an individual or
business.

THE SQUAMISH CHIEF

room, there were weapons laid out on
a stained carpet: axes, knives, a bat
with nails, a belt (to tie you back to
mimic an injury), baby oil (akin to
the slippery nature of fresh blood),
and, just to add to the creepiness of
the building, a toy doll (not quite sure
what that was for).
“It’s important for the media and the
public to know what officers are going
through,” said Const. Kris Greffard,
one of the leaders of the RBT.
I was given a thick, heavy belt lined
with pockets and a holster.
Continued on A5

Gary Beyer intent on
ensuring city grows, but
with fiscal responsibility
Kristyn Anthony
VICTORIA NEWS

Gary Beyer has seen a lot of change over his
five decades of living in Victoria.
He wants to make sure it keeps heading in the
right direction, so the local business owner has
announced his intention to run for the mayoral
seat in the October municipal election.
“I want to leave Victoria better than when I
got here,” he says of the city he has called home
since the 1960s.
A run at a council seat in the ’90s garnered
Beyer some 500 votes. But this time around he
feels his near constant presence on the streets of
his neighbourhood – the owner of Tesseract 2.0
Computer Systems and Services lives and works
downtown – is what makes him a good candidate.
“Talking to those people, they will get a better
understanding of who you are,” he says, rather
than hoping a tweet reaches a couple thousand
screens.
Continued on A5

2ND

WHAT AN ELECTION! : A2

We’ve got a thorough election recap that you don’t
want to miss

YOUR TOWN, YOUR NEWS

A19
BEAR
FRIENDS

A13
TRAILER
PARK WOES

A community
rallies for bears

Helping neighbours
leads to some strife

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 25, 2018

SQUAMISHCHIEF.COM

$1.25

A24
WINTER
FIT?
How athletes stay
sharp in the cold

tax included

PHOTO BY DAVID BUZZARD/FOR THE SQUAMISH CHIEF

SWEET VICTORY: Mayor-elect Karen Elliott reacts to the news she will be at the helm of Squamish council at a gathering in her honour held at The Common on election night. For full post-election coverage head
to A2.

CHANGING OF THE SQUAMISH GUARD
As old council meets new, cautionary statements on development
STEVEN CHUA

steven@squamishchief.com

O

n the twilight of Squamish’s current
council, outgoing politicians met with
the newly-elected to dispense some final
words of advice during their last day of
meetings. Some of it was particularly
relevant in a town where the breakneck
pace of development has become the top
issue for many.
“Your zoning bylaw is what gets built, not
the pretty picture,” said Coun. Susan
Chapelle at the meeting held at The 55 on
Tuesday.
It was a cautionary statement about
development proposals and rezoning,
where the ideas presented aren’t always

what ends up getting built. “I look at
Loggers Lane,” she continued. “It’s just a
cement wall all the way down now
because I didn’t think about what the
interface was going to be — because the
picture that was shown to me was this
massively landscaped interface.”
Mayor Patricia Heintzman agreed with
Chapelle’s warning.
“A developer will come in with an
intention, and say, ‘This is what I want to
build,’ but there’s no guarantee that
they’ll be building,” said Heintzman. “A
private property owner can always sell
their property.”
Aside from giving pointers on the
development process, outgoing
councillors explained the other minutiae

NEW PRICE - $999,500

#60-1821 Willow Crescent

1027 Tobermory Way

$615,000

Prior, Doug Race, and Karen Elliott were
present. However, Elliott and Race will be
returning. The former will take the
mayor’s chair while the latter will resume
his role as a councillor.
Outgoing councillors Peter Kent and
Jason Blackman-Wulff weren’t at the
meetings, as they have moved out of
Squamish, Heintzman said.
The outgoing politicians took the chance
to summarize what they felt were the
highlights of their times in office.
Some paid each other and the District
staff generous compliments, while listing
various initiatives they felt proud of.
“It’s one of the most diverse and
compellingly interesting jobs you’ll ever
have,” said Heintzman.

THE SQUAMISH CHIEF

Haley Ritchie, Jennifer Thuncher & Steven Chua
This feature highlights the candidates running for council and
presents their platforms in a way that is visual, relatable, and
easy to digest.

NEW PRICE - $480,000

#

22–41449 Government Rd.

Beautiful & spacious 3 bedroom
town house in sunny Brackendale.
Clean & ready for occupancy

#

325 - 40437 Tantalus Road

Live work condo w/high ceilings &
beautiful mountain views.
Spacious 915 sqft. MLS# R2276189

Barb Gloor

604.892.4428

barbgloor.com

8

Great Value 3 bedrooms, double
Quiet family friendly cul-de-sac,
garage, fantastic patio & yard space new upgrades, 3 bedrooms, 3 bath,
private yard

RE/MAX Sea to Sky Real Estate 38261 Cleveland Avenue Squamish, BC V8B 0A6

06 21 6 00 00 2

1

NEW LISTING - $589,000

related to governing.
This included the intricacies of the
Squamish-Lillooet Regional District and
the feasibility of regional transit, among
other things.
Some advice wasn’t so centred around
specific policy.
“Do put up your hand and look stupid,”
joked Coun. Ted Prior, to laughter in the
room. “There’s no bad questions.”
New councillors John French, Armand
Hurford, Jenna Stoner and Eric Andersen
were present during the meeting.
Chris Pettingill was absent due to a vote
recount that was looking to verify
whether he beat Sacha Fabry by a
hair-splitting margin of two votes.
Of the old guard, Heintzman, Chapelle,

3
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Newspaper Promotion Award

SPONSOR: AFFINITYX

Pique's Annual

O

D E TO

We asked for a snapshot showing

$

Why do you love the white stuff?

800
up to

and show your love and appreciation for Ullr’s winter gift in the most fun and creative way.

,

,

PiqueS

PriorS

winner

winner

in value!

choice

choice

KATIE FAERGE

CHOOSE

JACLYN MARRON

SKIS OR
BOARD

ULLR
Photo CONTEST
priorsnow.com
604-935-1923

whistlerblackcomb.com
1-800-766-0449

blacktieskis.com
604-966-2122

Congratulations
Katie

ziptrek.com
604-935-0001

tandooriwhistler.com
604-905-4900

whistlercraftcrawl.com
604-900-8044

canadianwilderness.com
604-938-1616

You win...

from Prior (up to $800 value)

Snowshoe tour for 2 from Canadian Wilderness Adventures

Twilight Tour for 2 from Ziptrek ($250 value)

($178 value)

Gift card from Nesters Market ($100 value)

A Bungee pass from Whistler Bungee ($140 value)

Oakley Flight Deck Goggles from McCoos ($255 value)

Whistler Craft Crawl for 2 ($178 value)

$100 Gift card, a bottle of premium cold sake and 2 sake

Gift Card from Tandoori Grill ($150 value)

tasting glasses from Sushi VIllage ($125 value)

Gift Card from Quattro ($100 value)
whistlergrocery.com
604-932-3628

whistlerbungee.com
1-877-938-9333

evolutionwhistler.com
604-932-2967

scandinave.com
604-935-2424

Gift card from Teppan Village ($100 value)

Whistler Blackcomb Gift Card ($150 value)

Whistler Blackcomb Gift Card ($150 value)

Two bath passes to Scandinave Spa ($165.90 value)
$50 gift certificate for each Delish & The Grocery Store ($100 value)

sushivillage.com
604-932-3330

mccooswhistler.ca
604-932-2842

nestersmarket.com
604-932-3545

Karl Partington
It’s easier to promote yourself creatively
when you have a unique and interesting
local custom from which to draw on!
Extra points here too for technical
proficiency graphically. That's some
great font-wrangling and logo layout as
well. Beautiful work, interesting contest
and clear and concise copywriting make
this promotion a clear winner.

Choose a topsheet and your favourite ski or snowboard

$200 Instore credit plus an Evolution logo kit (toque, t-shirt and
hoody) from Evolution ($290 value)

quattrorestaurants.com
604-905-4844

PIQUE NEWSMAGAZINE

Congratulations
Jaclyn

You win...

2 day Premium ski/board rental for 2 adults from Black Tie Ski
Rental (422.98 value)

PICK
YOUR
TOP
SHEET

1ST

Two bath passes to Scandinave Spa ($165.90 value)

Thanks to our legendary sponsors and all that submitted some very great photos. It was a hard
choice. You all rock! Bring on the snow Ullr so we may have a stellar season!

teppanvillage.ca
604-932-2223

View all the submissions by searching #piqueullr2018 on Facebook, Instagram and twitter.

A HUGE THANK YOU TO ALL OUR CONTEST SPONSORS

piquenewsmagazine.com

2

ND

THE TRI-CITY NEWS

Shannon Mitchell & Matt Blair
The clean lines and layout really help to get the main message out. It's a great
concept to help get the public involved by showing them how easy it is to
participate. Also love the sparse colour palette - less is more in this case!

2 0 1 8 AWA R DS RECEPT ION
You are cordially invited
to celebrate Tri-Cities finest.
Come enjoy the honour of being voted #1

Join us at the
Molson Canadian Theatre at the Hard Rock Casino
2080 United Blvd., Coquitlam
Thursday, October 25, 2018 | 4:00 - 7:00 PM

PLEASE RSVP BY OCTOBER 12, 2018 TO:

ALIST@tricitynews.com
Kindly please include the name of your business.
Sorry, due to high volume, ONLY TWO GUESTS per business.
If you wish additional guests, we will invoice you $20pp

Love in the
Give me that Beep Beep

Take a trip with your love and get treated
around town
� Ziptrek: Eagle Tour for two ($292 value)
• Four Seasons: Dinner for two at Sidecut
• Caramba: $100 gift card
• Be Beauty: 2 x Pedicures and 100 tanning minutes
to share ($195 value)
• Resort Municipality of Whistler: 2 monthly bus passes
• Rocky Mountain Chocolate: Gift basket

I choo choo choose you!
All aboard the love express

DINNER FOR TWO
(604) 966-5280
sidecutwhistler.com

$100 GIFT CARD
(604) 938-1879
carambarestaurant.com

SNOWMOBILE TOUR FOR TWO
(855) 824-9955
tagwhistler.com

STERLING SILVER EARRINGS
(604) 932-2944
keirfinejewellery.com

MASSAGE FOR TWO
(604) 938-0777
bluehighways.ca

DINNER FOR TWO
(604) 962-9292
stonesedgewhistler.com

GIFT BASKET
(604) 932-4100
rockychoc.com

$150 GIFT CARD
(604) 932-5565
rimrockcafe.com

$75 GIFT CARD
(604) 932-2223
teppanvillage.ca

$100 GIFT CARD
(604) 935-3444
whistlerspa.com

$75 GIFT CARD
(604) 935-4077
wildwoodrestaurants.ca

TWO PEDICURES + 100 TANNING MINS
(604) 962-6900
bebeautywhistler.com

• Rimrock: $150 gift card
• The Adventure Group: 2 passes for our Cruiser or BC
(beginner or intermediate) 2.5 hour tour ($438 value)
• Avello: $100 gift card
• Blackcomb Liquor Store: Gift basket
• Earls: Rib dinner for two
� Imagine Cinemas: 2 movie passes

Gondola Rendezvous for Two

PIQUE NEWSMAGAZINE

Romance at all elevations

• Canadian Wilderness: Medicine Trail Snowshoe Tour
for two ($178 value)
• Elevation Hair Studio: $100 gift card
• La Bocca: Dinner for two
• Teppan Village: $75 gift card
• Whistler Home Hardware: Salton Chocolate Fountain
� Blue Highways: Massage for two

Did you find your love travelling the world by plane or train?
In the bus to work or a day trip to Vancouver? In the gondola to the roundhouse?
Or even riding bikes at a Thursday Toonie ride?
Tell us your stories of finding love while on the move. All modes of getting from
A to B are acceptable. Planes, trains, automobiles, bikes, buses
and yes, even chairlifts and gondolas.

SNOWSHOE TOUR FOR TWO
(604) 938-1616
canadianwilderness.com

DINNER FOR TWO
(604) 932-2112
labocca.com

$100 GIFT CARD
(604) 938-8000
vidaspas.com

SALTON CHOCOLATE FOUNTAIN
(604) 932-1903
homehardware.ca

EAGLE TOUR FOR TWO
(604) 935-0001
ziptrek.com

$100 GIFT CARD
(604) 932-5722
elevationhairstudio.com

RIB DINNER FOR TWO
(604) 935-3222
earls.ca/locations/whistler-village

GIFT PACK
(604) 962-3230
coastmountainbrewing.com

$75 GIFT CARD
(604) 932-3545
nestersmarket.com/whistler

TWO MOVIE PASSES
(604) 932-5815
imaginecinemas.com

GIFT BASKET
(604) 932-9795
blackcombliquorstore.com

TWO MONTHLY BUS PASSES
(604) 932-5535
whistler.ca

Fast & the Furious
Take the fast lane to love

• Keir Fine Jewellery: Pair of sterling silver Celtic
heart stud earrings
• Stonesedge: Dinner for two
• Wildwood: $75 gift card
• Vida Spa: $100 Gift card
• Coast Mountain Brewing: Gift pack
• Nesters Market: $75 gift card
� Imagine Cinemas: 2 movie passes

3RD

Whitney Sobool
Another great promotion from Pique. This is super cute design-wise, and
the idea takes full advantage of Whistler's younger and transient population.
It helps to know your audience! Complete with clever prize names, this
promotion was sure to be a winner in the community.

For a chance to win one of four romantic pamper packages, tell us,
in less than 200 words, your love in the fast lane story.
Submit your story to:
PIQUENEWSMAGAZINE.COM/VALENTINES OR EMAIL TO TRAFFIC@PIQUENEWSMAGAZINE.COM
Contest deadline Feb. 4th at midnight.
CONTEST DEADLINE FEB. 4TH AT MIDNIGHT. WINNERS AND SELECT SUBMISSIONS WILL BE PRINTED IN THE FEB. 8TH EDITION OF PIQUE. BY ENTERING THIS CONTEST YOU AGREE TO HAVE YOUR WORK PUBLISHED IN PIQUE NEWSMAGAZINE AND ONLINE AT
PIQUENEWSMAGAZINE.COM. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO EDIT, CONDENSE OR REJECT ANY CONTRIBUTION. PRIZES TO BE ACCEPTED UNDER MERCHANT CONDITIONS, NO CASH VALUE. WINNERS MUST BE 19 YEARS OR OLDER.
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Ad Design Award

1ST

YUKON NEWS

Heidi Miller
Strong design, impact and graphic.

Monday - Saturday

WE ARE OPEN AT

TWO LOCATIONS!

2ND

NELSON STAR

BED AND BATH
POP-UP SHOP ON
BAKER STREET

3RD

ALL OF OUR
FURNITURE AT
115 HALL STREET

MONDAY - SATURDAY
10:00 - 5:00
SUNDAY
11:00 - 4:00
MONDAY - SATURDAY
9:30 - 5:30
SUNDAY CLOSED

NELSON STAR

Katelyn Hurley
Bold colours and lines
make this ad stand out.

Come find out
about our SPECIALS
in store or call
250-352-5530

WWW.KOOTENAIMOON.COM
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Sandy Leonard
Good graphic and a clean layout

Ad Campaign Award

SPONSOR: ECLIPSE AWARDS

1ST

PIQUE NEWSMAGAZINE

Whitney Sobool
The professional styling of
the sushi, the photography,
the excellent layout and the
font selection all fall into
place in this ad campaign
with excellent results. The
use of a consistent design
across the campaign helps
the reader recognize the ads
and helps builds the Sushi
Village brand. This campaign
is on par with the quality of
work produced at agencies.
Excellent work!

$26 4 COURSES
$13 SAKE MARG JUGS

$26 4 COURSES
$13 SAKE MARG JUGS

BEER & WINE
SPECIALS

BEER & WINE
SPECIALS

AVA I L A B L E
SUNDAY
to
T H U R S D AY
FOR GROUPS
OF 14 OR LESS

AVA I L A B L E
SUNDAY
to
THURSDAY
FOR GROUPS
OF 14 OR LESS

*STARTS MONDAY SEPTEMBER 17
SUSHIVILLAGE.COM
604-932-3330

SUSHIVILLAGE.COM
604-932-3330

2ND

NORTH SHORE NEWS

Birgit Brunner & Courtney Harding
The clean, modern design really makes the ads pop
off the page and capture the reader's attention. The
use of lots of white space highlights the unique pieces
of jewelry. Not a lot of copy was necessary as the
quality of the jewelry speaks for itself. Excellent job!

Where Santa Shops
• P O R T

3

RD

THE TRI-CITY NEWS

TOYS

PARTY VENUES

PET GIFTS

GIFTS FOR HER

GIFTS FOR HIM

GIFT CARDS

W
Where
here S
Santa
anta Shop
Shopss

Over 45 Locally Owned Businesses
• ADD Education
Institution
• Adele Tagirova
Notary Public
• Aldila Fashions
• Backyard Bird
• Bellissima Fashions
• Browns Social
House
• Casa Del Pane
• Casa Dolce
• Citrus Nails
• Classic Cleaners

• Cleopatra Brow Bar
• Dr. Andrew Dawson
• Elena’s Fashions &
Tailoring
• Fresh Slice Pizza
• Gallagher’s Coffee
Shop
• Green Life
Acupunture
• Green Moustache
Juice Co.
• Inlet Seafoods Ltd.
• Kast Hair Salon
• Kin’s Farm Market

D i s c ov e r.
Shop.
P l a y.

• Maritime Travel
• MNP Accounting
• MD Cosmetic and
Laser Clinic
• Monarch Dental &
Orthodontic Centre
• Murasaki Japanese
Restaurant
• My Collection
• Newport Animal
Hospital
• Newport Day Care
• Newport Dental
• Newport Family
Practice

• Newport Liquor
Merchants
• Newport Village
Barbers
• Newport Village
Chiropractor
• 9Round 30 Minute
Kickbox Fitness
• Pharmasave
• Port Moody Flowers
• Royal Bank
• See More Optical
• Smile Telecom

• St. James
Irish Well Pub
• Tea and Paper Nook
• The Bone & Biscuit
• The Little Butcher
• The Runners’ Den
• The UPS Store
• The Village
Toy Shop
• Vera’s Burger Shack
• Vigour Health &
Wellness
• Vive Clothing
• Wish On A Star

Ungless Way
Ioco Rd

Murry St.

rd

ay
W

dfo

uil

G

Barnet Hwy.

TOYS

PARTY VENUES

PET GIFTS

GIFTS FOR HER

GIFTS FOR HIM

GIFT CARDS

• P O R T

M O O D Y •

Over 45 Locally Owned Businesses
• ADD Education
Institution
• Adele Tagirova
Notary Public
• Backyard Bird
• Bellissima Fashions
• Browns Social House
• Casa Del Pane
• Casa Dolce
• Citrus Nails
• Classic Cleaners
• Cleopatra Brow Bar
• Dr. Andrew Dawson

• Elena’s Fashions &
Tailoring
• Fresh Slice Pizza
• Gallagher’s Coffee
Shop
• Green Life
Acupunture
• Green Moustache
Juice Co.
• Inlet Seafoods Ltd.
• Kast Hair Salon
• Kin’s Farm Market
• Maritime Travel

• MNP Accounting
• MD Cosmetic and
Laser Clinic
• Monarch Dental &
Orthodontic Centre
• Murasaki Japanese
Restaurant
• My Collection
• Newport Animal
Hospital
• Newport Day Care
• Newport Dental
• Newport Family
Practice

Amy Newman & the
Christmas Revelers
return to Newport
Village for 2018!
Saturdays, December 8 & 22
From 12:00 - 3:00

• Tea and Paper Nook
• The Bone & Biscuit
• The Little Butcher
• The Runners’ Den
• The UPS Store
• The Village
Toy Shop
• Una Vita Chiropractor
• Vera’s Burger Shack
• Vigour Health &
Wellness
• Vive Clothing
• Wish On A Star

• Newport Liquor
Merchants
• Newport Village
Barbers
• 9Round 30 Minute
Kickbox Fitness
• Pharmasave
• Port Moody Flowers
• Royal Bank
• See More Optical
• Smile Telecom
• St. James
Irish Well Pub

Ungless Way

Ioco Rd

Matt Blair & Mike Kingston
The use of an attention-grabbing image
like Santa draws in the reader and lets
you know the subject of the ad instantly.
The secondary images give a visual of
the shopping area's offerings backed by
the list of shops. Overall a well thought
out and organized ad that is easy to
navigate. Well done.

M O O D Y •

Murry St.

rd
fo

ay
W

ld

ui

G

Sundays, December 16 & 23
From 12:00 - 3:00

Monday, December 24

Barnet Hwy.

From 12:00 - 2:00
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Ad Design Award, Collaborative
UNDER 25,000

1

ST

PIQUE NEWSMAGAZINE

Louise O'Brien
This ad hits all the right notes with effective copy,
tantalizing photography, red colour selection to support
the cut of steak, and creative typography. Definitely has
target market appeal. Classy, refined, and satisfying.

2

ND

PIQUE NEWSMAGAZINE

Karl Partington
Creative typographical layout. Easy to follow and understand the
activities listed. Enjoy the creative "Art is ..." header with the structured
type below. Excellent use of colour. It is unusual yet attractive. Every
element of this layout holds interest and will convert readers to
attendees. Looks like a fun event

A20 Wednesday, April 25, 2018

Cloverdale Reporter

Clo

Mar
Community
open House Weekend

Samantha Anderson
Cloverdale Reporter
Credit: Darby Magill

Cloverdale’s popular Ma
ket Days will return th
summer, with five Saturda
of live music, entertainmen
artisan goods and mo
coming to the the histor
Admission is free all weekend long (5 PM Friday to 5 PM Sunday) downtown.
This year, there will be on
market a month from M
May 4: 5 PM - 7 PM
May 5 - May 6: 10 AM – 5 PM
to September, with vendo
Community
Learn about setting up along 176 Stre
56A and 58 Avenu
Weekend
the museum between
on May 26, June 23, July 2
opening night
and its art August 18, and Septemb
with “docent hotspot talks”
• Welcome and meet our new director
22, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m
12 PM – 4 PM
Dr. Curtis Collins
• Live music with Stephen Vogler
The markets, which are o
• Cash bar with wine and beer
ganized by the Cloverda
FamiLy studio
Arts and Entertainme
programming
12 PM – 4 PM
Association (CAEA), a
put on in order to sho
P r e s e n t off
e d b y what Cloverdale h
to offer to the communit
And there will be plenty
see. This year, CAEA wan
to make the markets bigg
Follow us on Instagram @audainartmuseum for more details and opportunity to win prizes! than ever, and hopes to brin
100 unique vendors to eac
#mypique
#myaudain
market.
Credit: Tourism Whistler/Justa Jeskova

Credit: Roam Travel PR

Credit: Darby Magill

Credit: Darby Magill

Friday

saturday

and sunday

Friday may 4 sunday may 6

EXPERIENCE THE AMAZING WORLD OF THE

3RD

T
B

CLOVERDALE REPORTER
ws

Last modified by:

C o m p l i me n ta ry Va l e t Pa r ki n g

Reservations Required: 604-966-5280
4591 BLACKCOMB WAY • 604-935-3400
Fourseasons.com/whistler

@FSWhistler
/Fourseasonsresortwhistler

Cynthia Dunsmore
The main attraction is
the image. The strong
yellow really drives
attention. There is a
lot of copy here but
the division of text
balances the ad well. It
is easily readable and
informative.

Suite

604.

Day of the Honey Bee

Honey Bee Festival

Join us in celebrating the “Day
of the Honeybee!” Come learn
why honeybees are vital to crop
pollination and the fascinating ways
they do it. Enjoy bee demonstrations
& workshops, free activities, hot
dogs and take home a bee friendly
plant all while learning what YOU
can do to help save the bees!

Come down for our 12th Annual
Honeybee Festival! This Free event has
something for the entire family. Browse
our local artisan vendor marketplace,
enjoy lunch at our Beestro BBQ, then
watch our beekeeping demonstrations
and world famous BEE BEARDS!
There will also be games for kids, face
painting, balloon animals, live music
and much more!

Sat, June 2 10-2pm

7480 - 176 Street, Surrey
604.575.2337 (BEES)
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July 14 & July 15 10-4pm

honeybeecentre.com
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 9am - 7pm

W

SPONSOR: FLINT GROUP

Ad Design Award, Collaborative
OVER 25,000

1

ST

PRINCE GEORGE CITIZEN

Michelle Sandu & Grace Flack
Layout is strong in terms of white space and central images. The title is simple yet
grabs attention. The eye moves to images which support PG Clean service.
7
The target audience would be responsive to this ad. Very clean aesthetic! Excellent!

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 15, 2018 | WWW.PGCITIZEN.CA

ou
Fav

ri
te

ra
ct
or

THANK YOU RIDGE MEADOWS!

t
Builder/Con

TRUE LIGHT
Building & Development
www.truelightbuilding.com

CUSTOM HOMES
RENOVATIONS
COMMERCIAL

MAPLE RIDGE-PITT MEADOWS NEWS

Vipan Aulakh & Maryn Goms
The selected image is strong with its angles and bold
architectural lines. Simple copy is bold and supports the
beautiful photography. Grey dominant colour of the header
and footer design allow for the lighting in image to glow - this
really appeals. The entire design speaks of quality. This is the
right balance of visual appeal and essential message.

2ND

NOW OPEN!

Feel good after
you eat!

3RD

MAPLE RIDGE-PITT MEADOWS NEWS

Karen Derosia
First impression was "clean!" and "fresh!" Design is right on the money. The ad resembles a website layout
and supports the brand. Photos are appealing and memorable, and the green really grabs the eye.

20395 Lougheed Hwy
Maple Ridge, BC

778-670-0409
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Special Section Award
UNDER 25,000

1ST

PIQUE NEWSMAGAZINE

Jon Parris, Brandon Barrett & Andrew Mitchell
A standout piece featuring the best-of
in the community. Engaging layout
with well-rounded content.

Nelson Star

www.nelsonstar.com

Thursday, May 3, 2018 A21

THE NELSON STAR PRESENTS:

“A celebration
of local cuisine”
May 1st - May 31st,
Sunday to Thursday
every week

NELSON
Sunday to Thursday throughout all of
May, participating Nelson restaurants
are offering a multiple course dinner
menu at a fixed price. Each menu is
designed to showcase the expertise of
their chefs and offer locals an exciting
and memorable culinary experience.
See the Indulge Menus in the Nelson Star
every Thursday in May.

2

ND

NELSON STAR

Katelyn Hurley, Marc-Andre Hamelin & Team
A very attractive and interestingly-designed supplement.
Classy and chock full of information.

MAY 2018

Meat
and vegetaria
n
options avail
able!
Ask your
server.

Clinic Closes

Opening Day

P.14

P.17

1ST

2ND

3RD

610 Baker Street, Nelson

320 Vernon Street, Nelson

$150 gift certificate for Culinary
Conspiracy brand spices

P.92

YOUR INNER
MOUNTAIN (WO)MAN

With every Indulge Menu you try, you could
WIN UP TO $575 IN PRIZES FROM NELSON BUSINESSES!!
Bring your receipt to Culinary Conspiracy or Le Grand Fromage and enter to win

All of the $25 gift certificates
from each restaurant

In the Whale at Garfs

$100 gift
certificate

E
INDULG
N
O
S
L
E
N

YUM SON

3RD

25.47

PIQUE NEWSMAGAZINE

Claire Ryan, Vince Shuley & Brandon Barrett
A unique, artful, and interesting feature supplement.

November 22, 2018
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|

WHISTLER’S WEEKLY NEWSMAGAZINE

| www.piquenewsmagazine.com

Special Section Award

SPONSOR: BC CARE PROVIDERS ASSOCIATION

OVER 25,000

1

ST

MAPLE RIDGE-PITT MEADOWS NEWS

Lisa Prophet-Craik, Michael Hall, Multi Media Consultants & Editorial Staff
An attractive, engaging, well-laid out and smartly-branded package
highlighting the best of the community. Interesting and well written.

Recognizing Maple Ridge
& Pitt Meadows’ Finest

NORTH SHORE NEWS

Vicki Magnison & Team
An emotional, well-presented package with informative
historical information with a personal touch.
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 2018

| A25

north shore news nsnews.com

Our Country’s Heroes

LET US REMEMBER THOSE WHO GAVE THEIR TODAY, FOR OUR TOMORROW.

THE

RESULTS

2ND

ARE IN

Congratulations winners. Welcome to life on the A-list.

a tribute to our

Country’s
Heroes
2018

LO CA L LY

PHOTO: METRO CREATIVE

ON NOV. 11 WE WILL REMEMBER

Welcoming all the public and veterans to all of our
Remembrance Day ceremonies
West Vancouver Branch 60
580 - 18th Street, West Vancouver

North Vancouver Branch 118
123 W. 15th Street, North Vancouver

Lynn Valley Branch 114
1630 Lynn Valley Road, North Vancouver

Army, Navy and Airforce Veterans in Canada
Unit 45 119 East 3rd St. North Vancouver

We welcome all veterans and the public to any of our Remembrance Day
ceremonies noted below:
Drive
atat
20th
West
Vancouver
at 10:30
a.m.,
Sunday
MEMORIAL
ARCH Marine
Marine
Drive
20th
Street,
West
Vancouver
at 10:30
am,
Wednesday
MEMORIAL ARCH
Marine
Drive
atStreet,
20th
Street,
West
Vancouver
at
10:40
am Monday
atatLonsdale
Avenue,
North
Vancouver
at 10:30
a.m.,
VICTORIA PARK
Keith
at Lonsdale
Avenue,
North
Vancouver
at
10:30
am Monday
VICTORIA
PARK Keith
Keith
Lonsdale
Avenue,
North
Vancouver
at 10:30
am,Sunday
Wednesday
LYNN VALLEY
Pioneer
Park,
Lynn
valley
Rd
&atMountain
North Vancouver
Veterans
Plaza,
3205
Institute
Rd.,
Lynn
Valley,
Vancouver
at 10:30 a.m., Sunday
LYNN
VALLEYCAIRN
Library
Square,
Lynn
Valley
Village
10:30North
am,Hwy,
Wednesday
Ceremony to be held at Veterans Plaza, 10:30 am Tuesday
We would like to thank all the contributors to the Poppy Campaign and thank the volunteers for all their hard work.

The News serving Maple Ridge and Pitt Meadows invited locally
owned businesses to highlight their history in our communities.
These are their stories.

3RD

MAPLE RIDGE-PITT MEADOWS NEWS

Cheryl Ariken, Lisa Prophet-Craik & Multi Media Consultants
A fun, attractive piece that reads well and presents the best in the community.
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Special Publications Award
UNDER 25,000

1ST

FREE

PIQUE NEWSMAGAZINE

Alison Taylor, Claire Ryan, Karl Partington & Sarah Strother
The entire publication is focused on its target market. Attention to
copy and image balance is very well done. There is flow throughout the
magazine. Excellent typography! The feature story titles really use the
imagery for creative layout and interest. Extremely well done!

WHISTLER’S
BIKE MAGAZINE

AN INSIDE LOOK AT SOME OF MOUNTAIN BIKING’S BIGGEST DISPUTES
Issue 01
2018

Climb the
tallest
peaks

WHEELING

ERA OF

SOARING

MOUNTAIN BIKING
IS A FAMILY AFFAIR
IN SEA TO SKY

WHEN PASSION RUNS
DEEP, INNOVATION
FLOURISHES

HELI-BIKING IS SET
TO TAKEOFF ON
MOUNT BARBOUR

THROUGH THE AGES

EVOLUTION

TO ADVENTURE

99 things to do
Summer 2018
volume 12: issue 2

Nelson
accomodation
on any budget

A run-down of
this year’s local
music festivals

Q&A with
adventure
experts

NELSON ADVENTURE MAGAZINE |2018

2

ND

1

NELSON STAR

Greg Nesteroff & Team
Nelson Adventure Magazine is a very readable publication.
There is strong visual interest in textural backgrounds, expansive
photography, Q&A titles. Ads are displayed throughout but do
not detract from the content. Great flow from beginning to end.
Really shows the fun and adventure to be had in Nelson!

3RD

PIQUE NEWSMAGAZINE

Karl Partington, Alson Taylor, Catherine Power-Chartrand & Sarah Strother
This booklet is a great guide for any visitor to Whistler. Its compact nature
is great to put in a pocket and carry for reference. The colour-coding
throughout is helpful for content organization. Well laid out with maps and
legends that will help any lost tourist find their way.
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the
insiders’
guide to
whistler

Special Publications Award
OVER 25,000

A P R I L / M AY 2 0 1 8

THE GEM OF THE SALISH SEA

PENINSULA NEWS REVIEW

Penny Sakamoto, Dale Naftel, Susan Lundy & Lily Chan
Enjoyed first impressions of this publication. The readability is excellent.
Image choice supports copy throughout. Pearl is consistent in titles,
story layout treatment, and visually appealing ads. This magazine really
speaks to a target market and is a quality read. The design details and
stories make this a magazine to settle in with and read cover to cover.

VANCOUVER

PEARL

1ST

INSIDE
›
›
›
›

PEOPLE
HOMES
HISTORY
ART

DECEMBER 2018/JANUARY 2019

BEYOND COUTURE:
CHINA’S PREEMINENT
COUTURIÈRE
GUO PEI EXHIBITS AT
THE VANCOUVER
ART GALLERY

PORSCHE INNOVATES THE EV ERA I VSO’S NEW MUSIC DIRECTOR I THE FACES BEHIND HERSCHEL

2

ND

THE

e
r
o
l
p
Ex ore
Sh

NORTH SHORE NEWS

Julie Hamilton & Team
This is a very classy publication in its layout, advertisements,
binding, and stock quality. Ads are well-placed and create
a visual balance throughout. Great flow throughout the
magazine. As a lifestyle magazine for Vancouverites, the target
is well served by the quality of the entire publication and
contents. Very well done!

3RD

NORTH SHORE NEWS

Tannis Hendriks & Team
Explore the Shore is a creative and exciting publication. It is focused well on the North
Shore area and does show fun and exuberance. Excellent use of negative space and care
with the layout.
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Eric Dunning Award for Dedication and
Service to the Community NewsMedia Industry

SPONSOR: LEDCOR

Lorie Williston
Lorie Williston's newspaper career started 37 years ago in Williams Lake as a
data clerk at the Williams Lake Tribune. She became a payroll clerk in 1988,
comptroller six years later, and publisher in 2001.
When the interior was split into Cariboo North and Cariboo South in 2003,
Lorie became Vice President of the North.
Bob Grainger, president of Cariboo Press at the time, said: “Our company is
very fortunate to have such a multi-talented person as Lorie.”
In 2005, Lorie had proven herself to be such a force in our industry, that
she became the president of Black Press North, from Ashcroft in the south
to Kitimat in the northwest. Papers in Barriere and Clearwater and in Prince
Rupert and Haida Gwaii were soon added to her portfolio.

While work is a driving force for Lorie, it’s family that is key, and she and her
husband Mike – lifelong residents of Williams Lake – are active members of
the community, volunteering at events and staying involved with the Williams
Lake Rotary Club and the Williams Lake Stampede Association.
Lorie decided to retire in 2018 so on June 30 last year, she hung up her hat.
Knowing Lorie – it was probably a cowboy hat.
She spent her career growing with, then leading a team where her absence
now leaves a large hole. Lorie’s guidance, patience, her sense of humour and
her love of the industry are dearly missed, but it’s those qualities that made
Black Press North what it is today. And it’s those qualities that make Lorie
Williston this year’s very deserving recipient of the Eric Dunning Award for
Dedication and Service to the Community News Media Industry.
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BCYCNA Honourary Life Membership

Doug Foot
Doug’s legacy of service over the past four decades to his hometown
newspaper, the North Shore News, to his parent company of Glacier Media
and to the BC and Yukon Community Newsmedia Association as board
member and treasurer is one we all should aspire to.
From his beginnings in accounting at the North Shore News under the
tutelage of publishing legend Peter Speck, to succeeding him as publisher
of that famous paper, to moving to the new role of VP Finance for Lower
Mainland Publishing, Doug has distinguished himself in every role and proven
time and time again his dedication and service to the industry.

Doug brought that same dedication, talent and leadership to the service
of the industry in the almost two decades that he served on the board of
the BCYCNA, guiding our organization through triumph and adversity with a
steady hand on the financial tiller and taking a leadership role in helping us
shape a sustainable future in service of community news media across our
province.
On occasion the BCYCNA board may grant an Honourary Life Membership to
an individual who has performed distinguished service to the Association or
to the community newspaper industry. There is no doubt that Doug has done
both, and upon his retirement, the BCYCNA would like to show our thanks by
presenting him with an Honourary Life Membership.
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New Journalist of the Year

SPONSOR: COAST CAPITAL SAVINGS

KERI COLES

Oak Bay News
In a category filled with excellent
journalists, Keri Coles stands out for
an amazing breadth of talent, from
deeply emotive stories about horrific
child murder to quirky stories about
cycle art. Her compassionate and
engaged storytelling comes shining
through in all cases.

Cloverdale Reporter

www.cloverdalereporter.com

GRACE KENNEDY

RCMP member Alice Fox on her struggle with PTSD

‘We don’t feel no more’

Grace Kennedy
Cloverdale Reporter

Alice Fox stood in front of her Cloverdale apartment building, the plaid sleeve
on her left arm rolled up to the shoulder.
“This one is, ‘Our lives begin to change
the day we’re silent about things that matter,’” she said, looking down at the cursive
words tattooed along her arm. “Right.
That hit me so hard.
“And this one’s God’s work in my life,”
she added. It’s hard to tell whether she’s
referencing the shackled hands clasped in
prayer, the church steeples hiding behind
rays of light or the dove rising in flight
along her inner bicep. She points to more
and more. The words “PTSD Warrior”
spilling down past her elbow. The image
of St. Michael, archangel and patron saint
of police officers, looking down to her
wrist and fingers.
“And then angel wings back here,” she
said, turning her head to catch a glimpse of
her back, “but that’s going to be, feathers
of my fallen friends … That’s my tribute.”
As an RCMP member, Fox has seen her
friends fall under the strain of post-traumatic stress disorder. She attended the
funeral of one friend on her birthday, after
that RCMP member committed suicide.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 14, 2018 | 11

GULF ISLANDS DRIFTWOOD www.gulfislandsdriftwood.com

HomeGarden
Wednesday, March 14, 2018

SHOW

APICULTURE

She’s responded to late night phone calls
Fox experienced that firsthand.
from countless others.
“I lost everything,” she said. “I lost
As a member suffering from post-trau- someone I was with for a very long time,
matic stress disorder herself, she said “the because they couldn’t handle my PTSD,
my symptoms.
miracle is the fact that I’m still here.”
PTSD isn’t uncommon in the RCMP
“I couldn’t handle — like, you know
and the Canadian Armed Forces, where they’re lying about you,” she added, refFox worked before she became a Mountie. erencing management members in the
According to a 2013 Canadian Forces RCMP. “What do you do?
“You go crazy.”
Mental Health Survey, 11 per cent of peoFor four and a half years, Fox has been
ple in the regular forces met the criteria
for PTSD at some point in their life. Clin- on stress leave from the RCMP, which
ical psychologist Greg Passey said RCMP she said was related to conflict between
“rates of PTSD are actually higher than herself and her supervisor, Staff Sgt. Marc
the (Canadian) military.”
Alexander.
According
to
Fox alleged her
Passey, 46 per cent
Rates of PTSD are higher among RCMP supervisor Alexharassed
of people with PTSD
members than the Canadian military, ander
will think about suiher based on her
according to a 2013 Canadian Forces disabilities during
cide, and up to 19 per
Mental Health Survey.
cent will attempt it.
their time at the
Individuals with
Greater VancouPTSD have an 80 per
ver Integrated
cent higher risk of other mental health Road Safety Unit (IRSU). Fox has dysproblems such as depression, anxiety and lexia, dysgraphia and visual perception
alcohol abuse, and their reports of phys- disorder; under her previous supervisor
ical ailments skyrocket. Dysfunctional Insp. Manjinder Kaila, she received addirelationships are also more common with tional support in dealing with files related
PTSD: the divorce rate doubles, and 15 to her above-average number of impaired
per cent of relationships for people with driving cases.
PTSD are in trouble.
According to Fox’s notice of civil claim

Samantha Anderson
Cloverdale Reporter

Last Wednesday morning
(May 31), a 13-year-old girl on
her way to school was assaulted
by an adult male.
She was walking to school in
the 18700 block of 59th Avenue
when she was approached by a
stranger who got out of an SUV.
The man asked for her age before touching her buttocks.

The girl yelled, ran to Sunrise
Ridge Elementary and told
school officials, who then contacted RCMP. The suspect fled
the scene before officers arrived
and has not been located.
The suspect has been described
as a 6-ft Caucasian male, between 25 to 40 years old. He has
a slim build and was wearing a
blue sweater or hoodie, khaki
cargo pants, a baseball cap and
round glasses.

Small-scale apiaries
prefer raising local bees
BY MARC KITTERINGHAM
D R I F T W O O D S TA F F

PHOTO BY MARC KITTERINGHAM

Bees feed on sugar to help them survive until flowers arrive.
that number could be much higher
because the yearly survey of beekeepers is not mandatory, so many
colonies go unreported. The majority of these colonies are used in commercial apiculture.
For industrial beekeepers, it makes
financial sense to order bees from
other parts of the world. Having a
queen that is ready to lay eggs and
start population growth means the
season can start sooner and the
mortgage can be paid. However,
the industrial model of beekeeping
increases the risk of disease, the use of
chemical treatments for the bees and
faces a litany of problems associated
with overcrowding, pesticides, herbicides and myriad other issues related
to industrial agriculture.
The prevalence of disease in bees
is a product of the industrial system,
said Gilson, with the varroa mite a
major disease for bees.
“When varroa first came, bee-

keepers started treating them with
chemical products right away, one
after another, which always eventually failed, and so they would have
to get a new product,” she said. “If
we had just left the bees to develop
resistance on their own, they would
have by now.”
For smaller-scale beekeepers
who are not invested in large pollination operations, waiting for the
local bees to be ready is enough.
Those operators can also use organic practices much easier and they
promote food security. Since it is
impossible to tell where the bees go
and which plants they collect nectar
from, it is difficult for an apiary to be
certified organic. Only very remote
areas can have that kind of certification. Gilson and other beekeepers
follow organic practices.
Even though it is difficult to raise
bees organically, it’s easier to do that
on Salt Spring and Vancouver Island

EFFORTLESSLY ACHIEVE THE IDEAL LAWN
WITH A
AUTOMOWER

PHOTO BY MARC KITTERINGHAM

Beekeeper Wendy Gilson of Black Horse Apiary, who is also the Ministry of
Agriculture apiary inspector for Vancouver Island and the Gulf Islands.
than in other parts of the province.
“I did work last summer for the
national bee disease centre as a
technician and . . . we took out
pollen samples and they checked
the samples for neonics [pesticide
ingredients that are toxic to both
bees and humans] and there aren’t
any here, which you might guess,”
she said. “There’s a lot of really
good farmers here on Salt Spring.
It’s not that bad.”
Though the honey production

is not as high as those of commercial beekeepers, Gilson says it sells
very quickly.
“We just sell it at the market and
our farm stands. It just sells like
hotcakes.
“I don’t want to be any bigger,”
she said. “I don’t have any plans
to expand. Some people always
think that if you’re really big and
you have 2,000 colonies then that
means you’re really good, but
that’s actually not the case.”

Beautiful Floors
for your Home
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Come and see our
demo at the

Now featuring

Home and Garden
Show
Owners, Andrew & Tracy Little

By reputation, for fine floor and
window coverings

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

carpet
wool carpet
linoleum & vinyl
hardwood & laminate
cork
tile and stone
Hunter Douglas
window coverings

Karen Shergold
In-house Design
Consultant

EXPERTISE IN:
• Integrated home
styling
• Stone and tile
design

This is the first in a series of articles on
Alice Fox’s journey through the RCMP
and her struggle with post-traumatic stress
disorder. Next week we’ll be looking at her
experiences as an RCMP member, and why
she feels the RCMP has let her down.

13-year-old girl assaulted while walking to school

Keeping bees on Salt Spring helps nourish local food
In her quiet yard on Salt Spring
Island, beekeeper Wendi Gilson
of Black Horse Apiary stood and
watched as the bees slowly started
emerging from the hives.
The weather was still too cold for
them to come out in any big numbers, but a few of the braver ones
would fly out now and then.
“They’re not really foraging right
now. You can see that they’re coming
out but they’re not really going anywhere. They’re just doing orientation
flights,” she explained.
The bees will not start their season
until the temperature stays around 10
degrees Celsius, but that day is coming soon. For now, they’re just starting
to warm up.
Gilson’s bees were all grown by her
on Salt Spring Island because locally
raised bees tend to do better with
the climate of the west coast than
their imported brethren. Though the
season starts a bit later for local bees
— they have to wait for the drones
to wake up and start mating with the
queen before any population growth
can occur — the pace is just fine for a
small-scale operation.
“One of the reasons people have
been bringing in bees from New Zealand is because they can get them
now,” she said. “But that is just copying what commercial beekeepers do.
It’s not necessary at all for small-scale
beekeepers like us to do that. There’s
no reason why we can’t wait.”
Commercial beekeeping is a
big business in Canada. There are
5,932 reported bee colonies in the
Vancouver Island area, which Salt
Spring Island is part of. Gilson thinks

GRACE KENNEDY

RCMP member Alice Fox describes her tattoos outside her Cloverdale home.

Cloverdale Reporter & North Delta Reporter
The perfect example of what a reporter
in 2019 needs to be. Grace Kennedy
is persistent, consistently demonstrates
initiative and innovation, and always works
to find new ways to tell stories that are
important to the communities she serves.
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against Alexander, she was “often openly
chastised for (her) paper work, file management, hand writing and exhibit handling.” Alexander could not be reached
for comment, but his response to Fox’s
civil claim stated he met with her “approximately twice per month” because she
made mistakes in her exhibits.
Neither claim has been proven in court.
In January, 2013, Fox took a leave of
absence from the RCMP. In February,
she filed a formal harassment complaint
against Alexander.
At that time, Fox had been dealing
with nearly a decade of low-level PTSD.
It started small back in 2004, she said,
when she worked in general duty at the
Ridge Meadows detachment.
On her first night shift, she confronted a
man with a sawed-off shotgun. On another
shift, her partner was dragged across an
intersection by a car. She could hear the
screaming over the radio.
Later, Fox was called out to a domestic
dispute and found herself surrounded by
six Rottweilers, two of which she said were
involved in the attack on three-year-old
Cody Fontaine in December 2004.
“I could feel the shift,” she said. “A little
more nervous.
“In hindsight, that would be probably
when the PTSD was starting.”
It wasn’t impairing back then, she said.
It was the series of bureaucratic and legal
struggles that happened after she filed
the harassment complaint which Fox said
left her with PTSD symptoms that were
“through the roof.”
“How do you deal with this?” she asked.
One answer: “Medication. It changes
you forever,” she said. Another: running.
Hanging above her computer are overlapping medals from marathons across
North America. At one point she said she
ran a marathon a week — “lost a couple
toenails,” she said. “That was a crazy year.”
Her third coping mechanism? Tattoos.
“I never had a tattoo before that and I
can’t stop,” she said.
“We need to. We just got to bleed out
our pain, we don’t feel no more.”
These have helped her avoid becoming a
suicide statistic — they haven’t dealt with
all the symptoms of PTSD.
“I couldn’t settle,” she said. “Dude, I
wasn’t sleeping. For days on end.
“And my nightmares, when I did get
sleep, was me fighting the RCMP in court,
saying, ‘Why did you do this?’”
For four and a half years, fighting Alexander and the RCMP in court for damages,
that’s what she’s been trying to figure out.

His vehicle is described as a
blue or green Honda CRV and
has been sighted in the area before.
“If you have seen this vehicle
in the same area in the morning
hours of school days, we want to
hear from you right away,” said
Surrey RCMP Corporal Scotty
Schumann. “Any information
you have may help police identify the suspect in this assault.”
A letter from the Surrey School

District notifying parents of the
incident was sent home with students.
Surrey RCMP recommends that
students walking to school follow
these steps to stay safe:
• Don’t take short cuts.
• Use main routes and avoid
lanes, forested or secluded areas
• Walk with friends
• Tell someone where you are
going and when you will be back
• Phone home when leaving a

friend’s house and say when you
will be home
• Trust your instincts and your
feelings
• Phone if you are going to be
delayed, or if your plans change
Anyone with more information is
asked to contact the Surrey RCMP
at 604-599-0502 or Crime Stoppers,
if they wish to remain anonymous,
at 1-800-222-TIPS or www.solvecrime.ca.

MARC KITTERINGHAM

Gulf Islands Driftwood
Marc's digital work
stands head and
shoulders above the
crowd. His command
of platforms like
Adobe Spark to tell
complex and compelling
multimedia stories is
admirable and his writing
is informed and engaging.

BCYCNA Coast Capital Savings
Community Journalism Scholarships
Langara College - Journalism

NICHOLAS LABA

CLOE LOGAN

LISA STEACY

In his second year of the Langara Journalism
program, Nick has shown a flair for community
reporting, going beyond and digging deep into
issues. He is described as a leader of thoughtful
discussions and is looking forward to working in
community papers.

Cloe is in her second year of the Journalism
program at Langara. Described by her professors
as mature and professional, Cloe is a strong writer
and thorough researcher, who is looking forward to
moving to, and reporting in, a small town.

With an innate sense of story and a balanced
approach, Lisa has been described as mature,
thoughtful, and intelligent. She has shown
leadership in her two years in the Langara
Journalism program, and sees a career for herself
in the community newspaper industry.

A toast to you.
Yes, you.

Congratulations to all of tonight’s winners.
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Growing up: Salt Spring's arts community
ELIZABETH NOLAN
Gulf Islands Driftwood
Salt Spring Island arguably
put itself on the map as an
important centre of arts
appreciation and development
with the advent of the Salt
Spring National Art Prize in
2015.
The biennial prize attracted
submissions from across the
country, and an esteemed
panel of jurors to weigh those
submissions. During the first
year it handed out $30,000 in
prize money and instituted a
program of artist residencies
through its parent body, the
Salt Spring Arts Council. With
the call for submissions for the
third event announced earlier
this month, that tentative pin
in the map got pressed in a
little more firmly.
As many tourism promotion
bodies are quick to point out,
Coastal Living Magazine has
named Salt Spring as one of
its top 10 artist colonies. Salt
Spring also made it to the
top 10 list of small art towns
in John Villani’s 2005 book,
The 100 Best Art Towns in
America. (In both cases the
island represented the sole
Canadian entry, with all the
other “towns” found in the
United States.)
With the Salt Spring Studio
Tour, an active arts council and
high-quality crafts dominating
the offerings at the Saturday
Market, the island has good
reason for its reputation as
an arts haven. However, the
injection of contemporary
Canadian art into the island
scene via the first two
SSNAP shows has opened
up questions about the entire
premise.
Is Salt Spring really an arts
community? Do Salt Spring
artists live in an insular, selfsupporting bubble or can
they walk with confidence
on the national stage? What
more should be done to help
the local scene get more
sophisticated — and do we
even want more?
“When you think about
Salt Spring Island as an

arts community trying to
transform from being a
craft community to a visual
arts community, it opens
up a really challenging
conversation about Canadian
contemporary art and its
connection to rural and semirural communities,” observed
Patrick McCallum, an artist
who is part of the 2019
SSNAP committee.
McCallum had a successful
career as a commercial artist
before making the leap to
a full-time fine art practice,
returning to his boyhood
home on Salt Spring to
accommodate that life change
in 2015. Since beginning to
enter juried shows he’s won
several awards at the Sooke
Fine Art Show and the Sidney
Fine Art Show.
Moving to the island has
allowed McCallum to focus
on art, but also introduced
a quandary around what it
means to have success. He’s
found the island attracts
visitors who want to bring
home art that speaks to their
experience of the island,
and typically that means
representational or decorative
abstract work.
“It’s a dangerous thing to
come to Salt Spring because
you become a ‘Salt Spring
artist‘ — or you have to
decide if you’re going to
become a ‘Salt Spring
artist,’ ” McCallum said.
“You get associated with a
certain place, and certain
expectations.”
McCallum is cautious about
swinging too far to the other
extreme, though. He feels
the type of contemporary
work favoured by academics
and jurors — which is based
almost entirely on concept
and very little on the basic
practical knowledge of how to
draw, paint or sculpt — may
leave casual viewers cold. That
includes people in smaller or
rural communities.
“It can be a challenging
relationship, and I think we
saw that at the last SSNAP
show, because there is real

bifurcation in visual arts
between the art that is
generated in universities and
art schools and their intended
audience, and the work that is
shown in smaller commercial
galleries,” McCallum said.
Salt Spring island was
“colonized” by artists in the
1960s and ‘70s, when land was
still cheap and the back-tothe-land movement was in full
swing. Handmade crafts were
at the centre of the creative
scene, with guilds active in
everything from pottery and
basketry to spinning and
weaving. The next decade
brought more people
who were educated at art
schools and a fine arts focus
supported through island
galleries and co-operatives.
The support for local
artists among their own
community is still marked
today. Attendance at any
gallery opening is usually at
least half by other artists,
and the top people’s choice
awards at SSNAP shows to
date have gone to islanders:
Nicola Wheston in 2015 and
Garry Kaye in 2017. As well,
many locals who attended
the events appreciated the
SSNAP exhibition but said
they “liked” the Parallel Art
Show better. The juried
exhibition included a selection
of local artists who had
applied to SSNAP — both
those who were accepted as
finalists and quite a few who
were not.
SSNAP’s founding director,
the artist Ron Crawford, said
one of the goals was to bring
people to Salt Spring to see
what is happening in island art
now. That goal was successfully
achieved: over 800 registered
visitors from off-island
came through the doors of
Mahon Hall during the 2017
exhibition month.
Creating dialogue about the
art was another goal that was
achieved.
“Dialogue was a big part of
it, and we got that, in spades
— whether I liked it or not.
And it was great, it really was

great,” Crawford said.
Naomi Potter, one of the
2017 SSNAP jurors, grew
up on Salt Spring and went
on to curate at the Banff
Centre and at institutions
across Europe. She is now
director/curator of the
Esker Foundation in Calgary,
a privately funded, noncommercial contemporary art
gallery founded in 2012 by
philanthropists Jim and Susan
Hill.
While she’s not sure SSNAP
has elevated the island’s art
scene for the rest of Canada,
Potter does see it as a
significant step.
“I think it’s really important
that the prize is not a local
prize, because I think you
need to feed your arts
community from the outside,”
Potter said. “Particularly if
you’re an island, you can
often see the same ideas
recycled again and again and
again, or the same people
are always having shows, the
same people are always in
the market. You need to know
what’s going on in the rest of
the world to be relevant.”
For many artists, SSNAP has
been their first opportunity
to exhibit in a national show,
and for others it has lent
important credibility to their
ongoing work. Karin Millson,
who was the top viewer’s
choice selection at the Parallel
Art Show, received a Canada
Council grant this year that
seems at least partly due to
this association. Kaye, who was
the 2017 SSNAP prize winner
for best island artist and the
people’s choice winner, went
on to become a finalist in The
Artist Magazine’s 27th annual
art competition.
Emerging artists from
elsewhere in Canada have
also used SSNAP as an
important piece of their
resume. Ursula Johnson, a
multidisciplinary Mi’kmaq
artist based in Halifax, won
the 2017 Sobey Art Award
— Canada’s largest prize for
young Canadian artists. She
was a SSNAP finalist in 2017.
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“We’ve added another
opportunity for artists, across
the country, and that I think
is important,” Crawford said.
“We’ve managed to keep in
excess of 40 per cent of our
budget going to artists or art
professionals directly, supplied
over $100,000 to artists and
the arts in Canada — a lot
of that money going to Salt
Spring artists, but not all of it,
of course.”
A further function of SSNAP
has been to energize the
local scene for artists and art
audiences alike by bringing the
outside world in.
“Some of the work in SSNAP
had a conceptual base to
it, so it was thrilling for me
to see some of that work,”
said Anna Gustafson, an
islander whose art features
a strong conceptual base
but also emphasizes formal
and technical concerns. “And
then some of the artists in
SSNAP have come here, and
I’ve gotten to know them, and
that’s been fantastic. So it’s
expanded our creative and
intellectual reach.”
SSNAP’s contemporary focus
has so far not meant the
exclusion of island artists, who
represented 10 per cent of
the finalists at the first two
shows or 10 pieces out of
the 101 pieces exhibited in
total. With 1,330 submissions
received in 2015 and 2,160 in
2017, this is a strong success
rate — even if Salt Springers
managed to contribute 10 per
cent of the submissions.
The lead-up to next year’s
show promises an ongoing
engagement with the
contemporary Canadian
world, in which funders and
curators are increasingly
opening the door to artists
who have traditionally been
shut out: women, people
of colour and First Nations
artists among them. It remains
to be seen how the local arts
community will intersect with
this changing environment.
SSNAP’s continuing legacy
on the island’s art scene is
another unknown.
Edited for length
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Feature
Small businesses
struggle amid tax, property crunch
JOHN KURUCZ
Vancouver Courier

to wholesale increases —
upwards of 50 per cent — for
commercial and light industrial,
and it’s a death knell for many
small businesses in Vancouver.

are driving the decision to
close in Kits. The company’s
location on Granville Street
and West 12th Avenue will
remain open. Property taxes
at the Kits location came in
at $30,000 in 2017 and that
figure is expected for this year
as well. Property taxes at the
Granville location check in at
roughly $50,000.

different rates.

to them by their landlords
through triple net commercial
leases.”

Small businesses struggle amid tax, p

By almost any metric,
Meredith Coloma can be
looked at as a posterchild for
success in today’s Vancouver.

“That would make it a lot
more reasonable,” he said.
“The commercial tenant
would still have to pay both
taxes, but he’d be paying
the commercial rate on
the commercial part of the
property, and the residential
rate on the residential
part of the
property that
has no
residence
yet.”

Impey said city staff are
consulting with the province,
B.C. Assessment and business
improvement associations to
make the

Costs of doing business
As commercial
and industrial properties skyrocket, owners are passing dow
Coloma’s current rent costs

At just 27 years old, she’s an
around $3,000 monthly to
John Kurucz
educated entrepreneur with
operate in roughly 1,500
a niche business that servesjkurucz@vancourier.com
square feet. The places she’s
customers from around the
looked at are three times
any metric,
world. Between her and her By almost
that cost in rent alone. The
Meredith
Coloma
can be
partner, they pull in close to
triple-net stipulation tags on
lookedanywhere
at as a posterchild
for to
$250,000 annually in pre-tax
from $18,000
income.
success$35,000
in today’s
Vancouver.
in additional
fees.
At
just
27
years
old,
she’s
And yet, Coloma is
She’s also seeing
a dramatic
entrepreneur
considering closing up shopan educated
rise in cost-of-living
expenses
with
a
niche
business
that
and moving her luthier
at her apartment in
the form
serves of
customers
business to the ’burbs.
additional from
security and
aroundmaintenance
the world.fees.
Between
Why?

“On South Granville, in the
past we never saw vacancies,”
Des Roches said. “People
rented before it ever had a
for-lease sign. Now I think
there’s probably 10. And that’s
a premium shopping street in
the city.”

In Vancouver, the tax rate
her and her partner, they
“My
partner
and
I
make
for commercial properties
Taxes.
pull in close to $250,000
almost a quarter of a million
is almost five times greater
in pre-tax income.
“I earn almost $15,000 a annually
dollars a year and we can’t
than the tax rate for a
yet, Coloma
is conmonth, which is huge for this Andenjoy
the benefits
of that,”
residential property of the
sidering
closing
up shop and
city,” Coloma told the Courier.
Coloma
said.
same value.
“And it almost all goes to moving her luthier business
On average, residential
to the Coloma
’burbs. is far from being an
business costs, housing costs
outlier
in
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small
property taxes are going
and taxes.”
Why?
business community. Weekly, if
up 4.24 per cent this year.
Coloma builds custom guitars,Taxes.
not daily, media reports signal
Des Roches suggests that
almost $15,000
mandolins and other wooden“I earn
the closure of long-standing,
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...Small businesses struggle
relief via a small business
retention program, targeted
tax reductions and a small
business committee. The
motion passed unanimously,
and staff will report back
within 90 days with particulars
around how to roll those
measures out.
In the meantime, staff is also
expected to do an internal
audit of sorts to consolidate
programs already in place and
get rid of areas where there’s

duplication.
Affleck runs a business called
Curve Communications that
employs seven people.
“We want to create a nimble
decision-making process
at city hall driven by the
businesses themselves and
their needs and challenges
that we can address in real
time,” Affleck told the Courier
in an interview the day after
his motion was discussed.

The owner of Massy Books on
Main Street and Sixth Avenue,
Patricia Massy, finds herself
in a good news/bad news
scenario. Her building is being
redeveloped — she knew it
was coming — and Massy
has since secured a viable
alternative location near Main
and Georgia Street.

location. During that search,
she saw properties along
Main, Broadway and Denman
Street with the following
monthly rental price tags:
$7,500, $30,000 and $10,000.

The bad news? It took her
two years to find the new

By contrast, her rent is
currently $2,730, while the
new space on Georgia will
be about $3,700, on top of
a property tax rate that’s
calculated at $7 per square
foot.

does so without accountability
and transparency, such as,
at the very least, the public
release of meeting minutes,
does Coquitlam a disservice.

We would like to see more
transparency and openness
from our public bodies, and
as a civic election approaches,
we will be returning to this

That’s the good news.

The locations on Broadway
and Denman eventually both
turned into A&W fast food
restaurants.
“There’s a lot of negativity
around and I understand
it,” she said. “These places
are affordable enough only
for big chains. These little
mom-and-pop shops and
start-up companies, they’re
disappearing.” 		
§

ED IT ORI AL

Time to open up, Coquitlam
DIANE STRANDBERG
The Tri-City News
For 130 years, the principle
under which municipal
governments are supposed
to operate is openness and
transparency. That’s not just
us saying that, this is how the
BC Ombudsman describes
the legislative history that
lays the groundwork for how
local councils should function
under the Community
Charter.
It is, therefore, somewhat of
a surprise to learn that there
is a committee of Coquitlam
council — Strategic
Investment Advisory Panel
(SIAP) — that operates
behind closed doors with a
select group of people from
the development and real
estate sectors.
Is this committee operating
illegally? No it is not,
according to the city. Indeed,
the 2012 BC Ombudsman’s
report on meeting best
practices notes that
workshops and shirtsleeve
sessions can be closed to the
public if they don’t deal with
issues that form the basis of
council business, don’t require
a quorum, no voting occurs
and those in attendance are
gathered “strictly to receive
information or to receive or
provide training.”
Those appear to be the
operating rules for SIAP,

which was established in
2010 to advise the city on
development issues.
But at a time when the real
estate and development
industries are under
scrutiny because of housing
affordability concerns, and
trust in institutions appears
to be waning along with
voter turnout, these types of
gatherings, once completely
acceptable, should be
rethought.
While we’re not accusing
Coquitlam council of
being beholden to the
development industry
(despite political fundraising
records that show developers
do indeed back certain
politicians), the optics of
this closed door committee
are too opaque to let pass
without comment.		
Indeed, it could be argued
that Coquitlam is doing good
work on the affordability front
with its Housing Affordability
Strategy, which seeks to create
more housing types and rental
opportunities for people
struggling to rent or buy in the
city.
Notwithstanding this good
effort by the city, SIAP needs
to be reconsidered and
the fact that it gets rubberstamped every year by council
is disappointing.
In our opinion, the fact that
such a committee exists, and

issue for both councils and
school board over the coming
months.			
§

Congratulations to all
the winners & nominees!
Together we are leading the future
of community media.
blackpress.ca
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Complacency is never the right response
GREG KNILL
Chilliwack Progress

shocking before is now sadly
familiar.

There’s that story about a
frog in a pot of water: the
temperature of the water is
increased so slowly that the
frog doesn’t know what’s
happening until it’s too late.

It was only a couple of years
ago that a discarded needle in
our parking lot was so unique
I photographed it.

It’s a grim little allegory, but
one I couldn’t help thinking
about after chatting with a
former co-worker on the
weekend.
She was asking about the
impact of the opioid crisis on
Chilliwack. She said she had
heard it had grown much
worse since she left.
I tried to allay her concerns,
but quickly found I couldn’t
even convince myself. This
daily reality has turned the
unusual into the ordinary.
What might have seemed

Since then, needles abound
– not just around my
workplace, but throughout
the community. They are the
telltales of a larger problem
that has gripped all of North
America.
Hardly a day passes where we
don’t read something about
the proliferation of narcotics
that kill three to four people a
day in B.C. In fact, so common
are these stories it takes
something particularly tragic
– like the recent overdose
death of a teenager in Victoria
– to shake us.
But what a frightening

thought: that the drip, drip,
drip of statistics eventually
makes us deaf to the waves of
stories behind those numbers.
An incident outside our office
a couple weeks ago got me
thinking.
Four people hunkered down
in the alley next to our office.
As we watched from the
window above, they began
sorting through what was
likely stolen merchandise.
(Who carries around several
unopened packages of dryer
beads?)
Then they did something else.
The couple on the end shared
a crack pipe. The man in the
middle injected a needle into
his arm. And the person on
the right…, well that took me
a while to figure out. At first,
I thought he was looking at

himself in the broken mirror
he pulled from his pack.
However, after watching the
video (yes, I shot video; I’m a
journalist), I realized he was
using the mirror to locate a
vein in his neck to inject the
syringe he held in his other
hand.
It was a sad tableau.
But it was made sadder by my
initial jaded reaction.
Obviously, the water in the
pot was getting warmer.
Complacency is a dangerous
thing because it leads to
acceptance. And the tragedy
of someone injecting street
drugs into their neck on a
sunny afternoon in an alley
outside your office window
should never become the
ordinary.

Sure, there are those who
have lost all patience with
the addicted. Their anger is
understandable, given the
tangential impacts of crime
and homelessness.
But anger won’t fix the
problem. Action will – action
like a new 46-unit supportive
housing project which moved
closer to reality in Chilliwack
this week. Or the new
temporary modular shelter
units opening at the Salvation
Army. Or the addictions
treatment facility for youth
that Fraser Health will build in
Chilliwack next year.
These are important steps
that would never happen if
we let our desire for change
be dulled by apathy and
acceptance.		
§

ENVIRO NME NTAL I N I T I AT I V E

Ocean Pollution Tracker Launched in West Van
JANE SEYD
North Shore News
From the beach just outside
the Department of Fisheries
and Oceans’ lab in West
Vancouver, the waters of
Sandy Cove sparkle in the
sunlight.
But the picture-perfect scene
masks a less pristine reality.
Not far from this site, mussels
on the shores of West
Bay measured the highest
levels of dioxin and furan
contamination among 54
sites in coastal B.C. sampled
by scientists with the Coastal
Ocean Research Institute
who work in the lab. Nearby,
mussels off Eagle Harbour
ranked second for dioxin
and furan contamination
and most contaminated
for hydrocarbons. A
site in Burrard Inlet off
Altamont ranked No. 1 for
mercury levels. Pesticides,
pharmaceuticals, flame
retardants and synthetic
chemicals used in soaps and
industrial processes were

other common contaminants
found in local mussel and
sediment samples.
But the waters off Burrard
Inlet and Howe Sound aren’t
unique.
Of the 54 sites sampled
by scientists, “Every site in
B.C. was contaminated by a
variety of different pollutants,
including remote locations”
said Peter Ross, vice-president
of research and executive
director of the Coastal Ocean
Research Institute.
Ross’s research team, which
works under the Vancouver
Aquarium’s Ocean Wise
umbrella group, is now
working in partnership with
the federal Department of
Fisheries and Oceans and
other groups including the
port authority, regional Metro
Vancouver government and
the Tsleil-Waututh Nation to
more fully identify possible
contaminants and their
potential to impact the marine
environment.
Data from the first round

of sampling has now been
mapped and can be viewed
on an interactive online map
at pollutiontracker.org.
On Monday, the federal
government announced
continued funding for the
next phase of the $1.3-million
project, which will further
research contaminants in
coastal waters, including micro
plastics, and their impact on
southern resident killer whales
and other marine species.
The announcement was made
at the West Vancouver lab
by West Vancouver-Sunshine
Coast-Sea to Sky Country MP
Pamela Goldsmith-Jones and
Burnaby North-Seymour MP
Terry Beech, parliamentary
secretary to the fisheries
minister, along with TsleilWaututh Nation Chief
Maureen Thomas.
Thomas said it’s hard to
believe looking at a beautiful
scene in Burrard Inlet that
there are “hurtful things in the
water.”
Thomas said her nation is

keenly interested in finding
out more about pollution in
the inlet. “You think about all
the industry along there. How
much is too much?” she said.
“How do you know that if
you don’t know what harm its
doing underneath?”
According to the pollution
tracker information, sediment
off one site near Lonsdale
Quay came back as the fourth
most contaminated among
the samples.
Even a site in the remote
reaches of Indian Arm showed
pesticides and heavy metals.
Ross, who has been studying
marine pollutants for 30 years,
said that’s not surprising.
Some of the contaminants
are coming from continuing
industrial and household
sources while in some cases
substances being detected
have been banned for
decades but still persist in the
environment.
Those include various kinds
of pesticides and flameretardants which are either

being phased out or have
already been banned.
Southern resident killer
whales are “among the most
PCB-contaminated marine
mammals in the world,” said
Ross, even though PCBs were
banned in North America 40
years ago.
That’s because those
pollutants persist in the
environment and bioaccumulate at higher levels in
the food chain.
In the case of many
chemicals, “we really lack an
understanding” of possible
impacts, said Ross. “There is
a bit of a big black box out
there.”
Tracing hydrocarbons from
fossil fuels is one component
of the research. Having a
baseline of data is important
because in the event of an
oil spill, the fuel will leave
a unique hydrocarbon
“fingerprint,” said Ross. In the
case of the Marathassa English
Bay oil spill in 2015, scientists
traced the oil all the way to a
Continued on next page
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...Ocean Pollution
beach in Port Moody.

in the Strait of Georgia.

weight in plastic every year.”

Another important focus of
the research is examining
micro-plastics and their role in
the marine environment.

More recent research has
shown zooplankton at the
bottom of the food chain are
mistaking the micro-plastics
for food.

Much of that is plastic
packaging that breaks down to
tiny particles.

“Where is it coming from? All
of us,” said Ross. “Estimates
are most Canadians use two
to three times their own body

Ross’s research team
is working with Metro
Vancouver’s sewer treatment

The ocean research institute
published an earlier study
showing there are about
3,200 plastic micro-particles
per cubic metre of sea water

Some of it is fibre from
clothing, ropes or nets.

operators and with companies
like Arc’teryx, Mountain
Equipment Co-op, REI and
Patagonia to see how much
fibre from polyester clothing
like fleece is washing into the
environment in laundry and
makes it through the water
treatment process.

information on contaminants
in the marine environment
will be the start of “difficult
conversations.” But he added
those are preferable to
“naively and blindly assuming
everything’s going to be fine.”
			

§

Ross said having the scientific
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Is the Water Safe? Ask the Folks in the Lab
JEREMY SHEPHERD
North Shore News

figuring out if the cube was
stevia or Rogers.

may have to use it again,”
Shang says of the dispersants.

The only witness isn’t talking –
probably because he’s a dead
fish.

But more challenging than
seawater or even inorganic
samples like heavy metals or
ammonia, are the fish, Shang
says.

By cutting globs of oil
into microscopic, floating
droplets, the dispersants are
tantamount of a divide and
conquer approach when it
comes to diluting spilled oil.

In a lab on Dollarton
Highway, just next door to
the Maplewood Conservation
Area, a team of scientists in
white coats ply their trade as
biologists and chemists. But
in a broader sense they’re
also detectives, using mass
spectrometers and strong
chemicals the same way an
interrogation room cop might
use a sympathetic look or a
proffered cigarette to get his
witness to talk.
“We’re not a world class
research lab but we solve
world class problems,”
explains chemist Dayue Shang.
“We are here to deal with any
oil spill situation, any unknown
chemical spill.”
When a cargo ship slopped
approximately 2,700 litres
of bunker fuel across English
Bay in 2015, a sample was
rushed to this lab, the Pacific
Environmental Science Centre,
for analysis that night. The vial
hopped through their triage
queue and moved to the
concentration phase, where
lab technicians sometimes
reduce a one-litre sample to
0.1 millilitres, Shang says.
From that miniscule sample
they can find chemical traces
on a parts per trillion scale.
If you put a sugar cube in a
swimming pool they would
dilute the sample before

Before analysis can even begin,
a fish has to be “digested,” a
process in which it’s dissolved
with strong chemicals.
Following that, they might
use a liquid chromatography
triple quadrupole mass
spectrometer.
That mouthful of a machine
uses a solvent and an
adsorbent to help scientists
figure out what’s what in
a given sample. Much like
everyone in your family
reacts differently to Game of
Thrones, every component
in the sample has a different
reaction to the adsorbent.
Based on those reactions
each component can be
separated. It’s similar to the
way Superman uses his ultrahearing to filter out everything
except what Lex Luthor’s
plotting.
Discussing the crises that
have kept the lab’s 45-50
technicians busy since the
place opened, Shang mentions
the 2007 pipeline puncture in
Burnaby that spewed about
224,000 litres of heavy crude
into the environment.
Approximately 78,000 litres
of oil seeped into the Burrard
Inlet, prompting crews to use
oil dispersants.
“If something happens, we

It’s a subject of interest for lab
technician and chemist Ceara
MacInnis.
“We’re looking at how long
it persists in the environment
and what we should be using
as an indicator to trace it,” she
says.
With a little help from Shang
and fellow lab technician
Pam Brunswick, MacInnis
recently published a paper
on oil dispersants and how
they affect the environment,
specifically fish like rainbow
trout, coho, chinook and
chum.
While critics have paid
close attention to possible
environmental impacts in the
event of a diluted bitumen
spill from an expanded Kinder
Morgan pipeline, it is also
“essential to study effective
oil spill response techniques,”
MacInnis writes.
To better understand the
issue, the lab turned 20-litre
glass tanks into microcosms
with seawater, rainbow trout
from Mission, chum from the
Capilano Salmon Hatchery, as
well as an assortment of coho
and chinook. Oil dispersant
and lightly-weathered dilbit
were introduced into the
environment.

“Because of the high viscosity
of the dilbit, chemical
dispersion did not occur
readily,” MacInnis wrote in the
paper, noting a 1:10 ratio of
dispersant to dilbit needed to
be used.
The amount of dispersant
used was intended to
determine the toxicity
associated with a single
application of dispersant in
the Pacific Northwest.
“All of the fish species under
study died within 24 hours of
experiment start,” MacInnis
wrote.
The study also found that
the percentage of recovery
of the dispersant, dioctyl
sulfosuccinate, dropped from
98 per cent to 19 per cent by
the fourth day of the study.
By day seven, the percentage
of recovery dropped to one
per cent.
On the other side of the
lab, Pam Brunswick is at the
quadrupole time-of-flight mass
spectrometer.
“This is my favourite,” she says.
“It’s not just a normal mass
spectrometer that only goes
to one digit at the decimal
place.”
This spectrometer has been
a key tool in measuring
naphthenic acids in the
Athabasca River.
As oil is extracted from the
Athabasca oil sands there’s
concern of naphthenic acids
leaching into the groundwater
and causing long-term health
risks.
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But finding out just where the
problem is coming from can
be a problem, particularly if
there are a number of tailings
ponds in close proximity.
But the specificity of the
spectrometer should allow
researcher to determine the
guilty tailings pond like they
were pointing out the criminal
in a police lineup.
“We think it’s going to be
really useful in the field for
determining which ponds
anything in the ground has
come from” Brunswick says.
For his work, Shang has
worked on unknown chemical
identification of pesticides,
herbicides, “every cide,” he
says.
But generally, a major focus
of the lab is Canada’s Ocean
Protection Plan.
“Any oil spill, if it’s large
enough, samples will be sent
to this lab,” he says.
Earlier in June, the lab recently
opened its doors for a rare
public open house, marking
a different approach to
community relations than in
previous years.
“It’s much more open,” Shang
says, discussing a shift that
came with the current federal
government.
“We want the public to
be aware that there’s a
government lab hidden in the
North Shore which is ready
for all eventualities.”
§
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The pieces of Darwin Greyeyes
TYLER HARPER
Nelson Star
The Kokanee salmon caught
his eye.
Six bronze fish struggling to
swim upstream in a river of
marble surrounded by inset
stones. A piece so exquisite,
so perfectly representative
of life in the Kootenays, that
when Jon Meyer saw it at a
local art show he knew he
had to have it. Then he saw
the price tag and was aghast.

available. He ended up
convincing the artist, who
he had been friends with
for over a decade, to take
approximately $900 for it.

place of honour in the cafe.
Greyeyes’ last touch on the
piece was to give it a name.
He called it “Going Home.”

a dad and just working hard,
but now that the door is open
again, it’s like the flood gates. I
love it. It is part of my healing.”

Nearly two years later,
Meyer says he thinks Darwin
Greyeyes was completely
aware how much the salmon
could have sold for. “He
knew, he didn’t care,” says
Meyer. “The value was in the
production, the creation.”

***
Kevin Kratz stresses he isn’t
exaggerating when he says
Darwin Greyeyes was his best
student in 15 years of teaching
blacksmithing.

His art, which often reflected
his Plains Cree heritage, was
so good that the college
commissioned him to make
ornate furnishings for the
Aboriginal Gathering Place
at its Castlegar campus, as
well as 21 bronze feathers
given as gifts to its Indigenous
graduates.

Today there are precious few
examples of Greyeyes’ art on
The artist had already sold
display. Greyeyes disappeared
it for $360. Meyer couldn’t
without a trace last June,
believe it. This piece, he
shortly after giving away most
thought, would sell in a bigger
of the work he’d completed
city like Vancouver for perhaps
in a short but prolific period
as much as $6,000. Meyer
in which he rediscovered his
Friday,pleaded
February
2018
Vol
10 • Issue 64
with the9,artist
to
own astonishing artistic talent.
increase the price. If the buyer
Hanging
The salmon, however, remain.
returned so be it, but Meyer
up theMeyer,
cellwho owns the local
would pay far more.
coffee
shop Oso Negro, gave
Meyer returned the next before class
the
fish
their own permanent
day to find the salmon stillSee Page 4

Greyeyes enrolled in
Kratz’s class for the 2015
fall semester at Nelson’s
Kootenay Studio Arts at
Selkirk College. Then already
in his 50s, Greyeyes stood
out among his far younger
students. He was quiet and
kept to himself, but was also
willing to help others.
It was his talent, though, that
immediately impressed Kratz.
Polly the
Generally, Kratz’s favourite
rescuearedog
students
the ones willing
safe
tofound
fail several
times on a
See Pageuntil
11 they get it right.
project
That didn’t apply to Greyeyes.
“Darwin didn’t go through
as many failures as most of
us do,” says Kratz. “He pretty
much nailed it on the first
or second try. But you really
need to practice and that
was one of the things he
loved doing, was being in here
working.”

reet
C

89

said Greyeyes also struggled
with the medications he was
on, and that he only lasted
about a month into his
second year of studies before
dropping out.
Before his departure,
Greyeyes told Kratz he’d
lost his drive to make art.
In retrospect, Kratz says he
wasn’t surprised by Greyeyes’
disappearance, and wishes he
could have done more for his
friend.

At the same show he sold the “I think I was the only guy he
salmon to Meyer, Greyeyes
let give him a hug.”
told a Star reporter he was
***
finding what he referred to as
Greyeyes was last seen at a
his aboriginal voice. “I want to
local business on June 4, 2017,
th
present it in a way
that is14
not
February
With Brent
beating people
over the
theoyster
headman but wasn’t reported missing
~~~
for another 17 days.
with it, but just so people get
Call for reservations
the feeling,” he said. “One of
When police searched his
778-463-2234
my pieces today made a lady
apartment at Anderson
cry, which is what I want to
Gardens, they found his
Victoria St. Nelson
evoke.522
”
personal belongings, including
his keys, wallet and cellphone,
Greyeyes also bonded with
had been left behind. Sgt.
Kratz. In the summer of
Dan Markevich, a 12-year
2016, Kratz asked Greyeyes
veteran of the Nelson Police
to spend a weekend with
Department, says Greyeyes
him in Nakusp working as
wasn’t working at the time but
blacksmiths at a Society For
had a list of things he wanted
Creative Anachronism event.
to accomplish that summer,
Unaware they needed to be
including volunteer work and
wearing period-appropriate
taking part in an art show.
clothing, the pair spent their
time fixing armour for knights
Markevich admits he’s hit a
and making jokes about the
roadblock in the search for
surreal setting.
Greyeyes, who left behind no
clues of where he might have
“We were like a couple of
voluntarily, or involuntarily,
school kids,” says Kratz. “We
disappeared to. “He didn’t
giggled the whole way there.
give any direction on what
‘We’re going to this medieval
he might be doing, where he
fair, maybe we’ll see some
might be going, anything like
maidens.’ That kind of goofy
that,” said Markevich.
boy stuff.”

❤ Valentine’s ❤

OYSTER NIGHT

The pieces
of Darwin
Greyeyes

elus.net
lty.com
lty.com

Greyeyes was meticulous in
everything he did. He had the
hands for blacksmithing and
bronze casting after spending
30 years in construction,
and put as much effort into
making his tools as he did with
his sculptures.

DAY

AY
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F
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He also wasn’t starting from
square one. Greyeyes had
previously sold and taught
stained glass art for five years
before leaving the arts for
over two decades to work
and help raise his three
daughters.

E AT

.com

work
goals”

All that Kratz has left of
Greyeyes now are memories
and two small figures of
a horse and bison his
student gifted him. Greyeyes
completed the initial
10-month sculptural metal
certificate and enrolled to
continue his studies in the fall
of 2016.

If someone in Nelson wants
to vanish, it’s easy to do so.
Kootenay Lake is big enough
to make searches difficult, and
the forest surrounding the city
is equally vast.

A local
artist went
To illustrate that point,
In a May 2016 missing
interview
Markevich recalls a case six or
Greyeyes did with Selkirk
seven years ago of a 16-yearCollege, he described
how
old boy who’d gone missing.
last year.
terrified he’d been returning
Police searched for two
he returned to Kratz’s
to art.
weeks and came up empty,
This is When
class, however, something in
only for the teen to come
Greyeyes
had changed.
He’dKevin Kratz
“I didn’t even doodle or
Kootenay Studio
Arts instructor
what
he
outholds
of hiding despite staying
suffered
anxiety
anything,” he said. “It was like
the only from
two pieces
of artand
he has left of Darwin
in
a
homeless camp that had
was
diagnosed
withstudent.
bipolar
Greyeyes,
his former
I closed that door. And I was
left
behind
already
been canvassed. “So
disorder in 2014. But Kratz
OK with it. I was happy to be

aton

654

mail.com
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y
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Greyeyes was a prolific student who made more than he was asked to during his time at Kootenay Studio Arts.
Tyler Harper
Nelson Star

The Kokanee salmon caught his eye.

Continued on next page
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...Darwin Greyeyes
yeah,” Markevich says, “it’s
pretty easy.”
Further complicating the
search is that Greyeyes was
living alone in Nelson. He has
no family in the area — his
ex-wife, who declined to be
interviewed for this story, and
his daughters live outside the
Kootenays — and he also had
an arms-length relationship
with those who raised him.
Greyeyes grew up with nine
other siblings in Marcelin,
Sask., a small community
north of Saskatoon in the
Muskeg Lake Cree Nation.
His parents and three older
siblings attended a residential
school in Saskatchewan, which
traumatized the family.
In his interview with Selkirk
College, Greyeyes said he
had repressed memories of a
difficult childhood.
“Residential schools destroyed
the family system. Us 10
kids were raised never
knowing what affection was,”
Greyeyes said. “We couldn’t
communicate with each other
because we didn’t know how.”
***
Fragments of Greyeyes remain
throughout the city.
In 1999, Greyeyes and his
family moved to Nelson
where he started working for
Cam Mathieson’s construction
company. Mathieson’s injured
shoulder necessitated the hire,
and he quickly came to trust
Greyeyes. The pair revelled in
on-the-job problem solving as
a creative outlet.
“We were both in the same
situation,” says Mathieson.
“We both lived before kids
as artists and then you get a
mortgage and you try to keep
that little flame alive.”
Greyeyes worked for
Mathieson until 2007. One

of their biggest projects was
the construction of several
buildings and a gymnasium at
the Nelson Waldorf School
between 2000 to 2003.
That work was funded by
a job creation grant, and
Mathieson put Greyeyes in
charge of a crew with no
prior construction experience.
“These jobs all got done with
really one person who knew
what they were doing,” recalls
Mathieson.
Greyeyes also had a special
gift for working with concrete.
In 2003, Jon Meyer was
renovating the land that
would become Oso Negro’s
new home but ran into a
problem with the plans for
curved stairs leading up from
the street to the cafe. Meyer
knew how he wanted them to
look, but had no idea how to
install them.
He was eventually
recommended Greyeyes,
who initially turned him down
for lack of time. But Meyer
persisted.
“Within a week he arrived
with his belt on, which was
a godsend because I had no
idea what I was up against,”
says Meyer. “I was just being
ignorant and brutish and it
would have been a mess.”
Meyer spent a little time
describing what he wanted as
Greyeyes stood and listened
quietly. Then he got to work.
The beauty of the finished
product, which is walked over
by hundreds of people each
day at the popular spot, is by
its nature easy to overlook.
But Meyer still speaks in awe
of the stairs, something he’d
envisioned but couldn’t realize
without Greyeyes.
Greyeyes also brought
creativity to more mundane
projects. In 2007 he was

tasked with being the lead
carpenter for Terence Buie’s
house and later a pair of
greenhouses. In that time he
became friends with Buie.
Buie has two pieces of
Greyeyes’ art. One is a bust of
a woman with a baby on her
back called “Huckleberries and
the sun at my back.” The other,
Buie likes to joke, is his house.
“His presence is there,” says
Buie. “He’s very much on that
land and there were times
when he came up just to
be there. If I wasn’t around
I would say, ‘Darwin, feel
comfortable to come there
and be on the land.’ ”
Reconciling Greyeyes’
disappearance has proven
difficult for the people who
still live with his work every
day. He’s gone and he’s not,
he’s past and present, he was
and he is.
“I don’t see him but he’s
still here. I don’t drive by
Anderson Gardens without
thinking…,” Buie says before
his voice fails to finish the
thought.
***
The first Greyeyes art Tamara
Morgan saw was technically a
failure.
Morgan, a blacksmith and
artist herself, is a regular
at Kootenay Studio Arts.
Although she graduated
in 2006, she still drops in
occasionally to give talks and
check on what students are
doing.
Once she arrived to find
Greyeyes working on what
was supposed to be a belt
buckle. He’d made two old
hands holding a cane, a piece
that was far too large to
work as a buckle but stunned
Morgan for its detail. She still
swoons thinking about it.

“The advantage he took
of the clay to make every
knuckle wrinkle, and it wasn’t
smooth hands, it was an old
farmer’s working hands,”
she says. “The nail beds, the
cuticles, the wrinkles between
the knuckles.”
Morgan and Greyeyes slowly
bonded, mostly at Morgan’s
insistence. He was reserved
and humble. She was
energetic and boisterous. They
were an odd pair, but had
a mutual love for craft and
creation.
They also shared the same
demons. Morgan suffers from
social anxiety, and found
Greyeyes was willing to open
up to her about his health in a
way he wouldn’t with others.
Once he did, she made a
point of regularly asking for
updates.
“You had to massage
conversations with him,” says
Morgan. “There was an art
of communicating with him
where he would respond to
questions, and if you asked the
right ones he would share. But
I think vulnerability was really,
really hard for him and not
safe. I think when you feel like
you’re crazy, it doesn’t make
you feel like you can relate to
other people.”
Not all their talks were about
mental health. They spoke
about their kids and art and as
she thinks about him now she
remembers the embarrassed
grin he wore one day while
she posed nude for his class.
In the months prior to his
disappearance, Greyeyes gave
away the art he didn’t sell.
Hindsight being what it is,
Morgan only now sees that
as a red flag. But there were
other signs as well.
Meyer received a long email
from Greyeyes in January
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2017. His friend spelled out
what was going on, but Meyer
thought Greyeyes was just
going through a cycle. Now,
he says, he feels guilt every
day for doing nothing.
Greyeyes also previously
reached out to Mathieson in
the fall of 2016. Mathieson
decided to take his friend on a
trip to Duncan Lake.
“I thought with Darwin, we
could go and get a piece of
wood together, spend a day in
the wilderness together and
then make a light. …,” says
Mathieson. “Metaphorically
and tangibly it worked as a
good symbol. We went and
got the piece of wood, but
then it never happened just
because both our lives didn’t
mesh.”
Mathieson still has the piece
of wood he planned to work
on Greyeyes. He ran into
Greyeyes on the street on
June 2, and Greyeyes told him
how poor his health was. The
pair made plans to return to
Duncan Lake. Greyeyes was
last seen two days later.
Recently, Buie dreamt about
Greyeyes. They were at a
party. As people danced
around them, Buie felt as
though Greyeyes wanted to
leave. “I didn’t see him, it was
as if he was withdrawing,” says
Buie. “I left and it was like I
was following that energy.”
When he woke up, Buie was
alone in the house Greyeyes
had built. Wherever Greyeyes
had gone, Buie’s offer still
stood: his friend could always
come back home.		
§
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Emerging from a history of homelessness
CARLI BERRY
Kelowna Captal News
On the front page of a Capital
News edition from nearly
20 years ago, a 15-year-old
version of Rhea Montpetit
posed for a picture with
change forming the word
“love,” at her feet.
“It was a big deal to me at
the time so I made sure I kept
one,” Montpetit said, from her
home in Vancouver.
“I just thought it was the
coolest thing ever and I
enjoyed what (the reporter
wrote) about us. It was the
only time I’ve been in the
paper so I made sure I kept it.”
As a teenager Monpetit
travelled with friend Brianna
Ferrie to Kelowna from
Victoria in the summer in
order to find work in the
orchards, but that didn’t end
up happening.
She was featured on the cover
of the Aug. 29, 1999 edition
of the newspaper, as she and
her friend Ferrie begged for
change.
Montpetit left her home
in Victoria for a variety of
reasons; a dysfunctional family
life, a mother who struggled
with mental illness, and she
wasn’t attending public school,
she said.
She then got into partying,
drinking, and drugs.
“I just didn’t want to go
home, I was kind of in a tough
situation with my mother… it
just wasn’t a supportive place
to be, I felt like I was better off
on my own.”
Montpetit was homeless for
about three years, travelling
between Victoria and Kelowna
where she spent a few
summers.
“Because of the climate, it
was a smaller city so I felt that
it was less dangerous than
Victoria or Vancouver even,
where there’s just so many
people. It’s less safe, especially
if you’re a woman,” she said.
In Kelowna, she connected

with other summertime
transients, and they looked
out for each other.
“Everyone would hang out (in
City Park) so there was kind
of a sense of community… I
felt like it was safe there for
me as a younger person.
Montpetit primarily stayed in
the downtown centre, finding
meals at the Gospel Mission,
but remembers walking across
the Bennett Bridge with Ferrie
in tow. They found shelter
underneath houseboats that
had been docked on land.
“The one thing I did have
going for me then, I was young
and I thought nothing could
touch (me),” she said. “You do
get a lot of guys coming up to
you offering money or a place
to stay and it’s obvious what
they wanted is some sort of
sexual favour. Even with my
friend, I would still have men
approach me and ask for that
kind of stuff.”
She got a dog to protect
herself once she parted ways
with Ferrie.
“If someone was coming, (the
dog) would start growling and
that was a trigger with me,”
she said. “You do kind of have
to watch your back all the
time.”
Montpetit also wore baggy
men’s clothing in order to
hide herself.
“You don’t want to look
attractive,” she said. “I tried
to blend as much as you
could. Those as just kind of
coping skills as a woman you
develop.”
Eventually, she tired of the way
she was living.
“It’s just a daily grind of being
wet, being cold, being tired,
being hungry and fortunately
I qualified for independent
living… and fortunately, I lived
in a time where I could still
get an apartment for $300,
because nowadays what
people get for welfare, you
can’t rent an apartment on
that. But back then you could,
and I was able to get a place,

Kelowna Capital News

Emerging from a histor

and from there I went to an
alternative school, which was
for at-risk youth, and I started
getting through high school
again,” she said.

By Carli Ber

Montpetit stayed away from
the partying and slowly built
herself back up, attending
online classes while she
worked in the service industry
in her 20s.
She now works as a paralegal
in Vancouver.
“Which is hilarious, because
15-year-old me would have
never thought that would
happen; working in the law,”
she said.
Montpetit agrees with a
housing first initiative, saying
she was able to get on her
feet after she found housing.
“Nowadays it just doesn’t
exist. For people who are
critically homeless… to be
able to find a place is a huge
barrier, and if you’re housed in
a place surrounded by others
with drug addictions, it’s not
a place where you can get
better,” she said.
“You have to provide people
with a nice clean place, with
other people who are also
trying to change their lives
and provides a service to
them and not make them
seek it for themselves because
even if you can get a place to
live, you still have to go, for
instance in Vancouver, to the
Downtown Eastside to access
your services so you’re always
in the mix, you don’t have a
chance to extricate yourself
from the situation so I think
having housing that actually is
affordable and a nice place to
live also builds people’s self
esteem.”
In June, a housing strategy
was presented to council
recommended by the Journey
Home Task Force which
proposes a $46.7 million
effort over five years, with
$18 million providing 300
units of long-term housing in
buildings with supports onsite for people with complex
needs such as addiction,

mental health and medical
Avenue.
- Mike MckiNlay
Rhea Montpetit holds an Aug. 29, 1999 issue of the Capital News in her apartment in Vancouver. She was feaneeds.
tured at 15-years-old when she was homeless living on theAnother
streets of Kelowna.
complex, located
Another $26 million would
be earmarked for 500 new
program spaces supporting
people in rental housing
across the city, including
VALLEY
MITSUBISHI
assertive
community
www.valleymitsubishi.ca
treatment,
intensive
care
2350 Enterprise
Way
Kelowna
management,
rapid rehousing
250-860-6300
and prevention. The support
would be based on the
Housing First model, which
advocates getting people
into housing before providing
supportive programs.
B.C. Housing has committed
to the development of two
buildings in Kelowna this year
with a total of 88 units, and
is in discussion with the city
about 100 additional units in
future buildings throughout
the city.
One of the complexes, called
Hearthstone, has already
opened on Commerce

across Highway 97 in the
former North Pointe Inn
motel, will open later this
month.

Gospel Mission executive
director, Randy Benson said
it’s not as common to see
seasonal travellers from the
coast visit the Gospel Mission.
While he said it’s too soon to
see how effective the opening
of the two new housing units
on Commonage Road, he’s
supportive of the housing first
intuitive.
“The journey home plan is
just getting started and we’re
seeing this new housing so
obviously, that’s going to be a
great help for people housed
there,” he said.
He called it a good overall
model that serves a
segmented part of the
population.		
§
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Grizzly bears
JOEL BARDE, BRANDON BARRETT &
CLAIRE RYAN
Pique Newsmagazine
Last month, John Buchanan
was driving along the
Squamish River when
something caught his
attention.
A group of tourists emerged
from a tour bus and were
taking photos of a bear and its
cub located on the opposite
side of the river.
At first, Buchannan thought
they were black bears, but the
sow's behaviour was odd. She
was digging holes in the sand.
Maybe buried fish, he thought.
Buchanan reached for his
camera and zoomed in with a
telephoto lens to get a better
look at the mother bear.
Quickly, he identified a large
hump between her shoulder
blades, a dished face, and,
finally, what he considered the
"real telltale sign" that this was
no black bear.
"That thing had huge claws
on it," he says over the phone
following the sighting. "I'm
like, 'OK. This is a grizzly I'm
dealing with.'"
According to Buchanan, it was
an ideal viewing scenario. He
kept a safe distance, with the
bears across the water. He
didn't feel he was disturbing
the animals, and if he needed
to leave, he could. Quickly.
Buchanan watched the bears
for about 10 minutes. A
couple times, the sow looked
up, appearing to stare directly
at him. According to Buchanan,
her message was clear: "I see
you, and I can come over and
tear you apart anytime I feel
like it."
For Buchanan, it was a oncein-a-lifetime experience.
Having grown up in Squamish
and explored the Upper
Lillooet River for the past 40
years, he has seen many black
bears, but never its cousin.
While still rare, grizzly-bear
sightings like Buchanan's
are becoming more and
more common in the
Sea to Sky. This fall, the

Resort Municipality of
Whistler (RMOW) closed
down several alpine trails
on Rainbow and Sproatt
mountains, west of the village,
following several sightings
and at least two reported
encounters.
By most accounts, the rise
in grizzly bear sightings
and encounters is a trend
that's going to continue
going forward. People
are heading into the Sea
to Sky backcountry in
unprecedented numbers, and
the corridor's grizzly bear
populations—all of which are
considered threatened by the
province—are making a slow
recovery.
Yet, according to experts who
have been working directly
with grizzlies and pushing for
actions to protect key habitat,
it's no time to celebrate.
They warn that, across the
corridor, recovery efforts
have been uneven. They are
particularly concerned about
one population to the east
of Whistler, which they say
is critically endangered and
requires direct intervention
from the province. Moreover,
some are raising concerns
about the competing interests
of grizzly-bear management
and recreational use, and our
willingness to live in harmony
with North America's apex
predator.
A GRIZZLY HISTORY
Within the last few hundred
years, humans have decimated
grizzly-bear populations, which
were once found as far south
as Mexico and as far east as
Hudson Bay.
Considered vermin and
highly dangerous at the time,
the animal was persecuted
throughout the 1800s, yet
managed to survive, allbeit
in precarious numbers, in
the Sea to Sky. There are an
estimated 15,000 grizzlies
in B.C., though the bears
have been wiped out of
large swaths of the province,
including the Sunshine Coast,
Fraser Valley, and the Interior.
In order to better understand

the province's overall grizzlybear population, the province
has segmented them into
56 individual grizzly bear
population units (GBPUs).
While relatively arbitrary—
grizzly bears, particularly
males, have large ranges and
often move from one unit to
another when there are safe
corridors to pass through—
the units provide insights into
how populations in specific
areas are doing.
According to the province,
there are nine populations
considered "threatened" in
B.C.— meaning that the
number of grizzlies in the
individual GBPU is less than
half of what scientists believe
to be the area's carrying
capacity—and four of them
can be found in the Sea to Sky
corridor.
According to provincial figures,
there are an estimated 59
bears in the population unit
to the west of Whistler (the
Squamish-Lillooet GBPU), two
to the south (the GaribaldiPitt GBPU), 203 in the South
Chilcotin GBPU, and 24 in the
Stein--Nahatlatch GBPU.
Those figures, however, do
not paint an entirely accurate
picture of the reality on
the ground, as much of the
information that researchers
rely on is outdated. The
province's grizzly-bear
accounting—or lack thereof—
was an area of focus in last
year's auditor general's report
on grizzly-bear management
in B.C., which slammed the
province's management of the
species and lack of dedicated
funding for it.
"The population information
is from 2012, and although
there is some discussion at
MFLNRO (the Ministry of
Forests, Lands, and Natural
Resource Operations) on
updating the estimate, there is
no policy requirement to do
so," reads the report.
"Grizzly bear populations in
some areas of B.C, are now
increasing. Our report shows
that this is likely happening
independently from an
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adequate management
framework."
The report also found that
the government had yet to
develop a Comprehensive
Grizzly Bear Conservation
Strategy (despite publicly
committing to do so), or
follow through on the
strategic direction of a 2010
high-level Wildlife Program
Plan.
Auditor General Carol
Bellringer pointed to
bureaucratic mismanagement
as hampering recovery goals,
noting that the two ministries
who have been charged
with recovering the species,
the Ministry of Forests and
Ministry of Environment,
have failed to fulfil one of
their most basic mandates—
delegating responsibility.
The "overlapping roles and
responsibilities ... creates a
tension between the two
ministries that is unresolved,"
she wrote.
According to Tony Hamilton,
a recently retired government
scientist who served as the
province's large carnivore
specialist, the province now
has information that shows
that the Squamish-Lillooet
GBPU numbers were
"probably an incorrect
estimation from the
get-go."
Speaking from his
boat in Victoria, he
says the province
failed to fully get
behind grizzly bear
recovery despite
signing off on the
Sea-to-Sky Land
and Resource
Management
Plan, a
land-use
strategy that
received
a broad
base of

stakeholder support. It calls
on the province to "Achieve
and maintain a Viable status
for each of the four Grizzly
Bear Population Units that
overlap the Plan Area."
"The decisions are expensive,"
Hamilton explains. "It has to
be politically driven to get any
traction."
Hamilton adds that, while
there are some hopeful
signs for local grizzlies, one
shouldn't draw too broad of
a conclusion, as population
density tends to be
concentrated to certain areas.
He also fears that an increase
in population and recreation,
around Squamish and the
Sunshine Coast, is hampering
recovery.
"There is an expectation that
occupancy and recovery is
GDPU-wide and I don't think
it's there yet," Hamiton says.
DWINDLING POPULATION
IN THE STEIN-NAHATLACH
Since forming in 2012, the
Coast to Cascades Grizzly
Bear Initiative has advocated
on behalf of the corridor's
grizzly-bear population.
Continued on next page
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The organization works with
a wide range of stakeholders,
including local government,
First Nations, and industry,
and has been instrumental in
raising the profile of grizzly
bears among policymakers
and the public.
The group has helped push
the province to act on a
number of key conservation
strategies, such as a seasonal
closure of the Birkenhead
and Upper Lillooet River
areas (which boasts some
of the best berry patches in
the corridor) to recreational
vehicles.
To get out its message—that
grizzlies are here and we
need to adapt our behaviour
to facilitate their recovery—
the organization has hosted
presentations throughout
the corridor, in which leading
grizzly-bear scientists share
their research with the public.
Around 20 residents sat in
folding chairs in a town hall
at one such presentation this
summer in N'Quatqua, the
St'át'imc Nation community
that sits on the southern
end of Anderson Lake. Two

uniformed conservation
officers stood in the back. A
wilderness scene, complete
with a grizzly bear and elk, was
painted on one of the walls of
the room.
N'Quatqua sits on the
border of the South Chilcotin
and Stein-Nahatlatch
Grizzly GBPUs. Bounded
by the Fraser River, Lillooet
and Harrison Lakes, the
Stein-Nahatlatch GBPU is
considered a highly isolated
population that is at risk of
extirpation, its very existence
teetering on the brink. Much
of Coast to Cascades' ongoing
work focuses on drawing
attention to the challenges
facing this GBPU, which they
consider vital to B.C.'s overall
grizzly population.
The presentation was led
by one of the community's
own, Jolene Patrick, conflict
and education specialist with
Coast to Cascades with a
Bachelor of Science in animal
biology and a lifelong (and
infectious) passion for wildlife.
A skilled speaker at ease
in front of crowds (many
were family), Patrick has
helped facilitate an extensive

signage program with Coast
to Cascades. With her help,
the organization has worked
closely with the St'át'imc and
Squamish Nations and the
Squamish-Lillooet Regional
District to erect no-nonsense
signage across the Sea to Sky
aimed at raising awareness
about grizzlies.
"YOU ARE IN GRIZZLY
BEAR COUNTRY!" one reads.
"IT IS ILLEGAL TO SHOOT
THEM!"
In her presentation, Michelle
McLellan, manager of the
Southwest BC Grizzly Bear
Project, explains how the
fractures that separate the
Stein-Nahatlatch GBPU from
the far healthier grizzly bear
population to its north, in
the South Chilcotins, makes
it difficult for bears to move
between the two groups,
contributing to the genetic
isolation of the bears.
Daughter of Bruce McLellan,
a world-renowned grizzlybear scientist who lives in
D'Arcy, McLellan has gotten
to know the Stein-Nahatlach
GBPU intimately over the
years, allowing her to weave

in anecdotes about specific
bears.
At one point, McLellan shows
a startling statistic on cub
survival. It shows that, among
collared bears, the cub survival
rate (past the one-year mark)
was 100 per cent for the
South Chilcotin GBPU and
only 30 per cent for the Stein
Nahatlach GBPU.
While acknowledging that the
Stein-Nahatlatch population
is small, making it difficult
to extrapolate significant
statistical trends, McLellan
theorizes that poorer habitat
quality and the prevalence
of inbreeding are likely
contributing factors to the
declining population.
But she also noted that there
is a "skewed sex ratio"—read:
lack of females—which can
lead to infanticide. Male
grizzlies will sometimes resort
to killing offspring they have
not fathered as a reproductive
strategy. "There are very few,
if any, females available to
reproduce every year," she
explains later. "You could see
where the males would gain
from killing a cub."

Following the presentation,
a woman asked what the
community could do to
help, apart from the obvious
of guarding against bear
attractants. Like the others,
she was hopeful that the
population could recover.
"What do you want from us?"
asks the woman. "What can
we do to help this?"
"There's no plan in place
to say how we are going to
recover this (population),"
Patrick responds. "So
things like pressuring the
government to try to develop
a plan—to put a plan in place
that says exactly what they're
going to do to recover the
populations—is one way you
can contribute."
GRIZZLY HUNT A
CONTRIBUTING FACTOR
According to government
statistics, between 1976 and
2011, an average of eight
grizzlies a year were killed
illegally. But experts believe
that the actual number is likely
much higher.

Edited for length
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Appraisers tasked with putting a value on a community's history
SHERI REGNIER
Trail Times
As with any new asset like the Trail Museum and
Archives - comes the need
to place value, for insurance
purposes, on contents within.
But how does one place a
monetary figure on artifacts
that are priceless and
irreplaceable in Silver City
history?
That is what two appraisers
from Toronto were tasked
with last week as they
combed through vast
collections housed in the Trail
Riverfront Centre or quietly
tucked away at city hall,
and those on display
in the arena’s Sports
Hall of Memories.

The last professional appraisal
was in 2004, when the
collective was smaller and
valued under $200,000.
So it was time for a re-visit,
though a final report is not
expected until the new year.
This was Stephen Sweeting’s
first visit to Trail. His focus of
evaluation was the museum
and sports collections, but it
was the latter that gave him
much food for thought.
“The extent of the focus on
sports, in Trail, is new to me,”
he said. “Most cities don’t
have this sort of focus and
attention, and to be honest
with you, they don’t seem to
have this sort of talent either,
which is remarkable.
“So I am trying to wrap my

head around how such a small
community has been such a
powerhouse,” Sweeting added.

Invaluable as far as history,
but what about for insurance
purposes?

“That, to me, adds a whole
different dimension to it. And
all the attention that has been
paid to assembling things over
time, people keeping artifacts
and making sure they get into
an institution like this, it’s very
important.”

“There are markets where
arrowheads and points
are bought and sold,” he
explained. “So what one
would do is look for similar
types of properties that have
shown up either at auctions
or through dealers that have
been bought and sold, so
there is a sales record.”

As far as placing a dollar value
on any historical antiquity,
Sweeting says it’s all based on
looking at comparable sales.
There’s plenty of websites
that target sports memorabilia
these days. But how could
he, for example, place a price
on First Nations artifacts
found on the shores of the
Columbia River?

From there, adjustments
are made to accommodate
factors such as condition and
rarity of the artifact.
“If it came out of an
important collection you
might bump it up a little bit,”
Sweeting said. “So there is a
combination of objective data

collection, and then something
that is a little more subjective,
which tends to be based on
the appraiser’s knowledge,
experience and sense of how
markets might respond to the
object.”
He says there are big markets
on First Nations artifacts,
mostly south of the border.
“Many of the auction houses
that seem to specialize in First
Nations, what they still call
‘Indian Properties’ in the U.S.,
are in fact in the U.S.,” he said.
“We have some up here, but
not as big a scale as in the
United States. I mean they
really pay attention to their
heritage more than we do, it’s
a bit strange.”
The second appraiser was
Continued on next page
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...Appraisers
Brock Silversides, head of
“Media Commons” at the
University of Toronto.
His focus was the museum’s
archival collection, and records
he describes as “anything nonbook.”
Silversides just happens to be
researching Frederick Steele, a
turn-of-the-century, Canadian
photographer. So he was
pleasantly surprised with the
earliest photographs of Trail
- a collection taken by one
Frederick Steele.
“There is a lot of criteria (in
placing value on archives),”
Silversides said. “Mostly it’s the
rarity or the uniqueness of the
material … also the condition
of the material, and a big one

is the informational value it
has.”

left an indelible impression on
Silversides.

Collections also have to
show something, typical
grip-and-grins aren’t worth
much unless the photo is of a
person who is extraordinary
in some way.

“One collection that so
impressed me is the Trail
Times,” he explained, referring
to the archives’ collection,
which dates back to the
paper’s first issue on Oct. 19,
1895.

“You can have albums full of
photographs but they have
to be showing something,”
he explained. “Albums that
show something like how a
plant or a mine works, are
worth a heck of a lot more
than head shots, unless the
head shots are of people
who are incredibly famous or
important in their field.”
Rare historical photos aside,
there was one collection that

“To have the hard copy,”
he said shaking his head
incredulously. “It’s fabulous,
because for decades now
most libraries and archives
have been microfilming the
newspapers and getting rid
of the originals. Microfilm or
digitization is good for quick
access and research, but
you’re never going to get a
good reproduction of the
printing techniques of tone

photographs, you’ll never be
able to reproduce that on
microfilm,” he added.
“The combination of original
photographs and the original
newspapers, that is probably
one of the best sources of
history for any community.
That’s the only way to
fully understand the bigger
currents and the individual
local currents - those two
together – it’s absolutely
wonderful.”
Sarah Benson-Lord, manager
of the museum and archives,
was thrilled with the reaction
to the archival collection,
specifically the various
photograph collections.
“He was impressed with our

newspaper collection, the fact
we have kept two original
copies, as well as a complete
microfilmed set,” Benson-Lord
said.
“And the process did reaffirm
for us the uniqueness of
our sports collection. Both
appraisers were surprised
with the completeness, for
lack of a better word, meaning
we are able to represent key
sports victories/events/teams/
individuals with rare and
valuable artifacts,” she said.
“Probably none more
important the our collection
of 1939, 1961 and 1963
Smoke Eater memorabilia. We
have a wonderfully generous
community to thank for that.” §

INVES TIG ATI VE J O U R N A LI S M

When parents kill
KERI COLES
Oak Bay News
The unfathomable crime of a
parent taking the life of their
child has rocked communities
to the core.
People are left to wonder why,
and to philosophize about
what kind of a monster could
do such a heinous thing.
But research and forensic
psychiatry paint a more
complicated picture in which
society may not be just a
witness, but an accomplice to
these horrific crimes.
“Each case can be driven by
quite different circumstances
than the next one. One
has to be a bit cautious
about a magic bullet,” said
Dr. Shabehram Lohrasbe, a
prominent forensic psychiatrist
in Victoria. “But I certainly
think there have been
forces operating in society
as a whole that influence
vulnerable people resulting in
this extreme direction.”
Lohrasbe is quick to add
that he is not saying people
shouldn’t be held accountable
for their actions. Of course

they should, he said, but
the urge to punish starts to
subside when one learns
about their struggles.

of the offense, or what their
future risk is to society.

“Because I’m a shrink, I’m very,
very conscious that none of
us choose to become who
we become. The cards are
dealt to us very early in life
through our genetics, early
childhood, etc. The proportion
of people who do horrible
things, but who have anything
like a normal background, is
very, very low,” said Lohrasbe.
“If you spend time in jails
and prisons, you would be
astounded at what these
perpetrators, by and large —
I’m not saying every single one
— but you’d be astounded
by what they have endured in
their own childhood.”

Of Vancouver Island’s five
highest-profile filicide cases
since 2002, Lohrasbe has been
involved in three to varying
degrees.

This is a man that sits down
one-on-one with the killers
and studies their minds.
For 34 years, he has been
assessing and treating accused
and sentenced individuals
for mental disorders. He is
in court regularly testifying
with assessments on whether
individuals are fit for trial, on
their mental state at the time

High-profile cases on
Vancouver Island

Lohrasbe says he has no
reason to believe that
Vancouver Island is particularly
prone to filicide, a statement
backed up by Statistics
Canada data.
Case No. 1 – On or about
Nov. 1, 2002, Laurine Marie
Aune, 26, killed her two-yearold daughter Kyla Aune in
Nanaimo. Aune was charged
with second-degree murder
but was found not criminally
responsible by reason of
mental illness by the Supreme
Court of British Columbia.
Court documents show
that Aune was described as
“somewhat socially isolated;
financially and otherwise
stressed; disorganized as a
single parent, and was having
general coping difficulties.”
She said that she was a victim

of past childhood abuse, had
some history of depression
and experienced episodic
psychotic phenomena and
memory problems since age
13, though she never received
consistent or ongoing
diagnosis or treatment prior
to the killing. Aune said she
felt commanded or directed in
her actions when she cut her
daughter’s throat with a knife.
She stated that her motivation
at the time was to end Kyla’s
pain.

and the mother of children,
Sonya Handel, during which
she mentioned divorce. After
he set the fire, Handel drove
to pick Sonya up and brought
her back to the fire for her to
watch what he had done.

“This finding of altruism –
killing because of concern that
they are suffering – doesn’t
sit well in society as a whole.
It is hard for most of us who
have had kids or loved kids
to fathom how someone
would regard it as something
positive, but that is the reality
– predominantly among
women who kill their kids,”
said Lohrasbe.

Handel strangled two of his
children (Ledia, 2, and Moriah,
6) and shot the other four
(Sebastian, 11; Roxanne, 9;
Martial, 7, and Levi, 4). He was
found guilty on six-counts
of first-degree murder and
sentenced to six life terms,
with no possibility of parole
for 25 years.

Case No. 2 – On March 11,
2002, Jay Handel of Quatsino,
killed his six children and then
set fire to his house with
the children inside. Court
documents show that just
prior, Handel had a phone
conversation with his wife

In excepts from the court
proceedings, Judge P. Doherty
says “it is clear in the letter
that the defendant is feeling
considerably sorry for himself
as well as angry with his wife.
He means to deprive her of
her children and he does.”

Lohrasbe testified at Handel’s
trial, reporting that the man
was severely self-absorbed
with his own pain and
emotions, and that he knew
what he did was wrong, but
that he didn’t care. It was also
noted during the trial, that
Handel had attempted to
Continued on next page
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hang himself when he was 14,
that his father hung himself,
and that as a young teen he
learned that his grandfather
also committed suicide by
hanging.
Case No. 3 – In Sidney on
Sept. 2, 2003, Astrid Margaret
Literski, 34, called a friend,
telling him she was trying to
kill herself. When the friend
arrived, he found Literski
lying on her bed on her side,
curved around her four-yearold daughter Everleigh Rain
Bringsli. Court documents
reveal that they had blood
on both of them and when
the covers were pulled back,
it was revealed that Everleigh
had a cross on her chest and
the fingers of her hand were
interlocked and resting on the
cross. Everleigh was dead.

Literski said she had given
her daughter four sleeping
pills and then held her. She
had been in a bitter custody
battle with Everleigh’s father
Eric Bringsli, in which she felt
there was “an imbalance of
power and control in her
family dispute specifically
and family law generally.” In
her reasons for judgment,
Justice Kirkpatrick states
that, “the custody dispute is
unquestionably a significant
factor in the events leading
up to the senseless murder
of Everleigh.” A note found by
Literski’s bed said, “Please stop
the ADVERSARY FAMILY
LAW SYSTEM in Court
Please take Parent Alienation
serious.”
A search of Literski’s medical
records disclosed nothing

of concern in respect
to Literski or Everleigh’s
physical and emotional
wellbeing. Literski plead
guilty and was sentenced to
life imprisonment with no
eligibility for parole for 12
years. She was granted full
parole in September of 2015.
Case No. 4 – On Sept. 4,
2007, police responded to
a 911 call from a house
in Oak Bay. A total of five
deceased bodies were found
inside. According to the
coroner’s inquest, Hyun Joon
(Peter) Lee gained access
to the family residence of
his estranged wife Yong Sun
(Sunny) Park, and using a knife,
attacked and killed her, their
son Christian, Park’s parents
Kum Lea Chun and Moon Kyu
Park, before killing himself.

YOUR COMMUNIT Y NEWS

Lee had a history of violence.
Earlier that year, on July 31, an
SUV driven by Lee swerved
off the road and struck a
telephone pole. His wife Park,
who was sitting unrestrained
in the backseat at the time,
sustained injuries in the
crash and told medical staff
at the hospital that Lee had
intentionally crashed the car
after she informed him that
she wanted a divorce. Lee
was arrested. He was charged
with aggravated assault and
dangerous driving and was
released under the conditions
that he have no direct contact
with Park, that he not attend
their family residence, not
be in possession of knives,
and that he report to his bail
supervisor regularly. There
were a number of incidents
where Lee was reported to
have breached the conditions
of his bail, but no charges
were laid.
In speaking of this incident,
B.C.’s Representative for
Children and Youth at the
time, Mary Ellen TurpelLafond, stated that “if the
many professionals involved in
Christian’s life had the benefit
of all available information,
a clear picture would have
emerged that this boy and his
mother were in grave danger
without an adequate safety
plan.”

ACROSS WESTERN CANADA
READ AND SHARE YOUR NEWS
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Case No. 5 – On Sept. 16,
2015, Kaela Janine Mehl,
32, fed the sleeping pill
zopiclone mixed in yogurt to
her 18-month-old daughter,
Charlotte Cunningham, and
then smothered her. She also
attempted to kill herself. Mehl
was found guilty of firstdegree murder and sentenced
to life in prison with no
chance of parole for 25 years.

glaciermedia.ca

Mehl and her ex-husband
Daniel Cunningham had been
in a tumultuous custody battle
over the toddler in the weeks
and months leading up to
her death. The court heard
Mehl’s main driving force
keeping her alive now is to
tell her story, that her state
of mind declined, that she

wanted understanding about
the stresses she experienced
in the time leading up to killing
her daughter, and that she
experienced a lack of support
from police and the court
system. It is Mehl’s belief the
courts and police “failed her.”
Dr. Lohrasbe took the
stand in her trial. Lohrasbe,
who assessed Mehl once,
20 months after the child
died, said there was an
“overwhelming likelihood” this
was altruistic filicide. However,
he considered spouse revenge
a possibility because of the
turbulent custody battle
between Mehl and her exhusband, over their daughter.
Lohrasbe’s conservative
estimate was that Mehl had
“adjustment disorder,” which
he described as when “we
may be placed under so much
stress that for a period of
time we kind of go off the
rails. Our emotions get out of
line, ideas become increasingly
unrealistic.”
Motives
A study published in the
Journal of the American
Academy of Psychiatry and
the Law concludes that both
men and women perpetrators
of filicide were experiencing
significant life stressors, socially
isolated with few supports,
and suffered a history of
abuse during their childhood.
Speaking from his experience
as a forensic psychiatrist,
Lohrasbe said mental disorder
is prevalent among parents
that kill their children, but how
that expresses itself can be
different depending on gender,
at least in the cases he has
handled. He also notes that
almost always the individual
who kills their kid or kids is, at
the time, under an enormous
degree of stress, which
intersects with any mental
problems they have. Suicide
attempts are frequent after
filicides.
A classification system for
motives behind this type
of killing was developed by
forensic psychiatrist, Phillip
Continued on next page
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Resnick. Lohrasbe says all of
the cases he has dealt with
could fit into one of Resnick’s
five categories:
•“Altruistic” filicide in which
a parent—almost always a
mother in this category—kills
her child or children as an
extension of a suicide attempt
or to “save them” from a real
or perceived threat.
•“Acutely psychotic” filicide
where hallucinations, epilepsy,
or delirium drive a parent to
kill a child.
•“Unwanted child” filicide,
which includes homicides
in which a parent no longer
wants the child. These almost
always happen shortly after
birth.
•“Fatal maltreatment” filicides
when children die due to
beating or neglect, with the

death not necessarily being
intentional. This includes cases
of shaken-baby syndrome.
•“Spouse revenge” filicides
include cases in which parents
kill their children to make their
spouse suffer.
A single case may also involve
more than one category,
such as a mother killing her
child for altruistic reasons
while experiencing psychotic
delusions.
In one study, Resnick found
that 67 per cent of filicidal
mothers were psychotic and
that significant depression and
schizophrenia or psychosis
were more common in
mothers than in fathers.
Lohrasbe notes similar
experiences.
“With women, outright
mental disorder is much

more prominent. Among the
women that I have assessed
who have killed their children
or child, both altruistic motive
and the presence of mental
disorder is much more in my
face. ‘Saving’ the children from
something worse, is very very
common,” said Lohrasbe.
“With the guys, neither is as
obvious.”
It depends on how you
look at the notion of mental
disorder though, he says, and
one way to think about it is to
scratch out mental disorder
and put in the word instability.
“With men their instability
tends to be more in the realm
of what is called personality
disorder. So they may be
unstable but the kinds of
things that are driving their
instability is often anger,” said
Lohrasbe. “And as a society,

we are very unforgiving with
people who have personality
disorders because they
haven’t crossed that threshold
of what the lay person regards
as craziness.”
The personality disorder can
involve such traits as being
overly reactive, quick to take
offense, and to regard the
other person as at fault. It is
woven into who the person is,
Lohrasbe says.
A 2009 study of filicide
found that while filicide
perpetrators weren’t more
mentally disordered than
other homicide offenders,
they did exhibit emotional
problems and an inability to
handle everyday difficulties.
Financial challenges, separation,
and custody disputes can put
them over the edge and it
can drive them to the point

where, under pressure, they
somehow feel justified in
taking the life of their child or
children.
“The ones that disturb us the
most are the spousal revenge,”
said Lohrasbe. “These are
the ones that inflame us all
and understandably so. The
person may be unstable but
the driving dynamic is to
deprive or punish the parent.
This is something that has
come up with the men far
more frequently than with the
women, in my experience.”
But there are exceptions on
both sides.
The common thread is that
most of the men and women
who Lohrasbe has assessed
who have killed their kids
were highly unstable at that
point in their lives.
Edited for length
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How Sumas Mountain's trails were saved
TYLER OLSEN
Abbotsford News
The snow was fresh and
the early March sun shone
brightly as a four-by-four truck
pulled to a stop in a parking
lot atop Sumas Mountain. The
truck’s doors opened and out
stepped the man who held
the fate of this part of the
mountain in his hands. He was
joined by representatives of
several local recreation groups,
including Steve Bennett.
Six months prior, Bennett
had veered away from the
busiest part of the Sumas
Mountain trail network and
come across a sign touting
an application for a mining
permit to pull thousands of
tonnes of gravel from the
site. For Bennett, a member
of the Fraser Valley Mountain
Bike Association, the idea
of a quarry in the area was
dismaying. And the more he
learned about the proposal,
the more unthinkable it
became. The application was
to extend an exploration

lease, he learned, but the
end goal of that exploration
was to create a mine that
would pull 4,000 truckloads
of gravel annually from the
site for up to 50 years. While
quarries already operate on
Sumas Mountain, most are
on its periphery. But this one
was different: immediately
adjacent to Sumas Mountain
Inter-Regional Park and
situated directly between
Chadsey Lake and much of
the hill’s prime trail terrain
and the parking lot used by
hikers and bikers. The idea
of a quarry at the site wasn’t
new, and neither was local
opposition. First proposed in
2011, the plans for the quarry
had prompted concern from
local governments and Sumas
Mountain residents. In 2015,
Coun. Ross Siemens said the
proposal “seems absolutely
ridiculous,” and the city wrote
a letter to the Ministry of
Energy and Mines stating its
opposition. The Sumas First
Nation had also consistently
voiced its opposition. But

the exploration lease had
nevertheless remained on
the books, and last year the
proponent applied for a
Mines Act Permit to allow the
proponent to ramp up work
at the site.
•••••
Bennett and his family would
once drive to Chilliwack to
hike and bike. Then, they
discovered Sumas Mountain
and its array of trails.
“Abbotsford really started
becoming an amazing place
to live for us,” he said. “The
thought of the trails being
gone was real tough to take
and the thought that our
kids wouldn’t be able to
experience them in the same
way as we have was real
tough to take.” Learning about
the project spurred Bennett
to action. He took to social
media, and organized the Save
Sumas campaign, developing
a hashtag, helping organize
fundraisers, and bringing a
range of groups together,
including the Abbotsford

Trail Running Club and Run
For Water. “A fire was lit
under him,” Run For Water’s
Paul Enns said of Bennett.
Within a month of Bennett
spotting the sign, the group
had got Abbotsford-Mission
MLA Simon Gibson to send
a letter to the provincial
mines minister, confirmed
the opposition of various
government bodies, and
collected thousands of names
on a petition. The activism
culminated last month with
the Chief Gold Commissioner
accepting an invitation to see
the area for himself before
making a final decision.
Bennett, Enns and their fellow
users drove the commissioner
high up the mountain, then
back down to the parking lot
next to the site. They hiked for
an hour through the snow to
a viewpoint overlooking the
Fraser River. The hikers spoke
of the site, but also of their
personal reasons for wanting
the land protected. For Enns,
that meant speaking about
his job as a mental health

worker and the important
part trail running played in
his life. “I trail run, and I was
able to share with him how
important it was to come out
on Sumas and not just take
care of my body, but take care
of my mind,” he said. “It was
a great opportunity to share
what our full concerns were,
and just connect as people
who love the outdoors.”
The group knew a single visit
wouldn’t sway the result of
the decision. But they hoped
seeing the area for himself
would give the commissioner
a better understanding of the
full stakes involved. “They’re
trying to make a decision on
something that’s really hard
to grasp if you’re not standing
where the mine would
happen,” Bennett said.
•••••
By the time they were
notified this week of the
gold commissioner’s decision,
Bennett and Enns both say
they had an inkling the project
wouldn’t be proceeding; in
Continued on next page
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February, the province had
revealed that the proponent
had extended his lease
with an intention of trying
to sell it. Nevertheless, the
confirmation of the victory –
and its scale – was thrilling. “I
was super excited,” Bennett
said. “We had kind of been
expecting it, but when you
see it in writing, it’s real cool.”
There was also jubilation that
the province had indicated
that it was ruling out any
future mining claims in that
area of Sumas Mountain.
Bennett and Enns both say
they would like to think their
trip up the mountain had
some impact on the decision,
but they also note a range

of other factors were at play.
In particular, Bennett cites
the continued opposition
by the Sumas First Nation,
which considers the mountain
sacred. “The role of Sumas or
Sema:th First Nation cannot
be understated,” he wrote
in an email. “They have been
adamantly opposed to the
quarry development from day
one and fought just as hard
as the recreation user groups
to have the project stopped.
Trail users are fortunate to be
able to utilize their traditional
territory for our recreation
and we appreciate them
standing with us to stop the
quarry.” In a statement on
the sent to the Fraser Valley

Regional District, a mines
inspector said several factors,
when considered together,
led to the rejection of the
application. That included
the effect on users of the
trails and nearby park, as
well as the “serious impacts,”
the project could have on
the Sumas First Nation’s
aboriginal title and rights. The
campaign to stop the quarry
may be over, but there are
hopes that the relationships
built through six months of
fighting for the mountain may
help build something larger.
Last month, Run For Water
and the Abbotsford Trail
Running Club hosted their
first Sumas Mountain Film

Festival. Featuring a stirring
introduction by Chris Silver
of the Sumas First Nation, the
event featured films about
trail running. The proceeds,
though, were directed to the
Fraser Valley Mountain Bike
Association, a decision Enns
said was made to recognize
the work that group has done
shaping the mountain’s trails.
Enns and Bennett both hope
the lessons and relationships
forged in the quarry fight
can last for years to come.
While recreational groups
in other areas occasionally
spar about the use of trails,
Enns says the local groups
have been able to build a
unique relationship with each

other and with the Sumas
First Nation. And he hopes
those bonds can do more to
promote recreational uses of
the mountain, and increase
awareness of the reasons
why its upper reaches should
be protected in the years to
come. “The unification we’ve
experienced as a group of
varied trail groups … there’s
a certain common desire to
preserve this area for others
like us,” Enns said. “The beauty
of Abbotsford is that we can
have a playground that seems
remote 15 minutes from most
of our doors.” 		
§

praises the kids to the parents.
I get to hear all that. I’m sitting
50 yards away watching and
listening in. It was amazing.”

– if any of them wanted to
record a message about
Harry, and the response was
overwhelming.

SP OR T S W RITI NG

Thanks to a Coach Who Put Players First
ANDY PREST
North Shore News
“This is my happy place,”
Harry Green says while
standing on a grass pitch with
a soccer ball in hand. “When
I’m out on the field, life just
stands still.”
He’s speaking into a video
camera. The man holding
the camera is Tim Hardy, a
professional filmmaker who
has credits directing, shooting
and producing content for the
likes of the Discovery Channel
and HGTV. This is different
though.
Harry and Tim met a decade
ago when Harry started
coaching Tim’s son Ben in
soccer. They grew close, and
got a whole lot closer four
years ago when Harry came
to the filmmaker with a
request.
“He came knocking on my
door, tears in his eyes, saying
that he’d been diagnosed
with cancer and wanted me
to make a team video,” says
Tim. “A video for his team,
not knowing how long he was
going to live. Totally selfless
– he didn’t want me to
document his death, he didn’t
want me to document his life,
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saves and big goals. That wasn’t the
story. The story was Harry.

hidden motivation was to show the
community that didn’t know him
just how great he was, his approach

and watched in awe as one season
turned into three, as boys turned
into young men all the while guided
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them personally and as soccer
players. … They were genuine.
Many of these kids play other
sports with other coaches.
Harry is not their first coach,
not their only coach, so these
kids, the common thread I had
between all of them was that
they truly believed that he
loved them and wanted them
to become amazing human
beings first and excellent
soccer players second.”
This shines through in the
video.
“I think he really, really cares
about his players,” says player
Matthew Campbell. “That’s
something special.”
“He’s not your typical soccer
coach,” adds Ben Hardy, Tim’s
son. “He’s like a friend to the
players and the parents. He’s
definitely a different type of
guy, he’s not like anybody else
you’ll ever meet. He makes
soccer even more fun than
it already is. I wouldn’t have
played this much soccer if it
wasn’t for Harry.”
On March 15 of this year
Harry beamed as he was
honoured at the North Shore
Sport Awards. He was given
the Spirit of Sport Award for
his coaching with the North
Vancouver Football Club
as well as a tournament he
created.
“The club used to put on a
jamboree at the end of the
year and bring all the teams
in and have a day of short
games,” says David Porter,
a fellow soccer coach who
met Harry through coaching
his son, Curtis Green. “For
whatever reason they stopped
doing it, and so Harry took it
upon himself.”
The event the coach created,
which simply became known
as Harry’s Tournament, was
geared around getting as many
players involved as possible in
a year-end celebration.
“If your team wasn’t going,
it didn’t matter,” says Porter.
“You could come and catch
on with a team that was on
the field. And if a team was
short players, somebody

who had just come off the
field could fill in. You had
a mishmash of teams and
players, and it was great.”
It wasn’t about winning, says
Porter. It was about playing.
“He truly had the players’
interest at heart. … There was
a good vibe to it. It was very
informal, very impromptu and
it was pretty much what it
should have been.”
It wasn’t just the tournament
that put the players above all
else. That was Harry’s whole
philosophy.
“I think coaches today feel
like perhaps the best way
to get through to a kid is
to instruct and to point out
faults and weaknesses. Harry
did the opposite,” says Tim.
“He started and ended with
encouragement. When you
listen to him on the sidelines
it’s praising the kids for
what they’re doing well and
privately pulling them aside
to tell them what they can
improve. … There are so
many negative stories you
read about. Soccer moms and
crazy hockey dads, intense
coaches that forget about the
fun and the joy of sports. I
just love the fact that he was
able to provide my kid, and
hundreds of other kids on the
North Shore, a true sense of
what sport is all about.”

interview with me and he
pulled off his toque – I had
assumed that he was going to
keep it on to hide the hair loss
and the signs of the sickness,
but it was quite the opposite.
He wanted to take it off and
show people, ‘Hey, this is who
I am, this is what I’m going
through. I want to be real.’
There was no hiding.”
Harry opens his statement
by calling himself the “most
blessed and luckiest man in
the world” because of all the
support he’s received from
the community. He talks about
his love for his family, how
proud he is of his son Curtis
and daughter Kaylia, how
lucky he is to have his wife
Christine.
There’s a message for the
players and their parents as

well – the coach still coaching.
“It’s unfortunate what we do
sometimes to a lot of kids,”
he says. “They have so much
pressure these days trying
to find their way. If I could
make one smile and make
one come out to practice
instead of spending their time
in front of a computer, to
me I’ve done my job. That’s
what’s important to me. But I
would like to ask the parents
to spend more time with their
kids and being able to talk to
them.”
Life can change in a minute,
he says. He knows better than
anyone.
“If this is my last message,
you’re the best,” he says to
end the video message. It’s
not clear exactly who he is
speaking to at that moment. I

About six months ago Tim
and Harry met to record the
final monologue for the video.
Harry had just learned that
his cancer was back, worse
than ever. Sitting again on a
soccer field, Harry looks much
more frail than the man he
was when Tim started filming,
racing around the field in
scrimmages with his players.
That was Harry’s choice, says
Tim.
“Harry was well into
chemotherapy and radiation
at the time and did not look
well. He has this signature hair,
this amazing hair, and all of a
sudden does this chemo and
radiation and the hair is falling
out, he’s lost a ton of weight.
He arrived to shoot that final
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like to think he is speaking to
everybody.
“See you on the field again
sometime soon buddy,” he says.
Harry Green passed away on
Monday, April 23.
Thanks to him, there’s a new
generation of North Shore
players who have grown into
young men who all see the
soccer field the same way
Harry did. It’s their happy place.
•••
A Celebration of Life for
Harry Green has been
planned for June 16.
Location and details will be
posted at facebook.com/
coachharrygreen.
To see Tim Hardy’s video
visit vimeo.com/timghardy/
coachharry.		
§
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Glacier Media

CYNTHIA DUNSMORE

DAN EBENAL

LISA FARQUHARSON

DAN FERGUSON

CHRIS FOULDS

NANCY GRAHAM

JEAN HINCKS

ROXANNE HOOPER

RAY JOLICOEUR

JULIE MACLELLAN

DELLA MALLETTE

PETER MCCULLY

SILVER

Abbotsford News

Cloverdale Reporter

Chilliwack Progress

Black Press

Langley Advance Times

Langley Advance Times

Kamloops This Week

Langley Advance Times

Langley Advance Times

Kelowna Capital News

Kamloops This Week

Burnaby Now/
New Westminster Record

Grand Forks Gazette

LAURA MILLSIP

DAN OLSON

SERENA PLATZER-BYRON

TESSA RINGNESS

STEPHANIE STECYK

KELLY ULMER

ALISTAIR WATERS

ALAN WILSON

ROB BROWN

Burnaby Now/
New Westminster Record

Vernon Morning Star

Kelowna Capital News

Kelowna Capital News

Burnaby Now/
New Westminster Record

Kelowna Capital News

Kamloops This Week

Prince George Citizen

Kelowna Capital News

Dawson Creek Mirror

Kamloops This Week

Parksville/Qualicum Beach News

MAURENE ROSS

Peace Arch News

BRONZE

THERESA MCMANUS

Black Press

Paying tribute to those who have served Canada’s news media industry with distinction. The
Gold Quill recognizes distinguished service of 50 years or more; Silver, 25 years or more;
and Bronze, long standing distinguished service.
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100 Mile House Free Press
Abbotsford News
Agassiz-Harrison Observer
Alaska Highway News
Alberni Valley News
Aldergrove Star
Ashcroft-Cache Creek Journal
Boundary Creek Times
Bowen Island Undercurrent
Bridge River / Lillooet News
Burnaby Now
Burns Lake / Lakes District News
Campbell River Mirror
Castlegar News
Chemainus Valley Courier
Cloverdale Reporter
Columbia Valley Pioneer
Comox Valley Record
Cowichan Valley Citizen
Cranbrook Townsman
Creston Valley Advance
Dawson Creek Mirror
Delta Optimist
Fernie Free Press

Fort Nelson News
Fort St. James Caledonia Courier
Gabriola Sounder
Golden Star
Goldstream News Gazette
Grand Forks Gazette
Gulf Islands Driftwood
Haida Gwaii Observer
Hope Standard
Houston Today
Kamloops This Week
Kelowna Capital News
Keremeos, The Review
Kimberley Bulletin
Kitimat, Northern Sentinel
Ladysmith-Chemainus Chronicle
Lake Cowichan Gazette
Langley Advance Times
Maple Ridge-Pitt Meadows News
Merritt Herald
Mission City Record
Nakusp, Arrow Lakes News
Nanaimo News Bulletin
Nelson Star

New Westminster Record
North Delta Reporter
North Shore News
North Thompson Star/Journal
North Thompson Times
Oak Bay News
Oliver Chronicle
Osoyoos Times
Parksville/Qualicum Beach News
Peachland View
Penticton Western News
Pique Newsmagazine
Port Hardy, North Island Gazette
Powell River Peak
Prince Rupert, The Northern View
Princeton, The Similkameen Spotlight
Quesnel, Cariboo Observer
Revelstoke Review
Richmond News
Rocky Mountain Goat
Rossland News
Saanich News
Salmon Arm Observer
Sechelt / Gibsons Coast Reporter

Shuswap Market News
Sicamous, Eagle Valley News
Sidney, Peninsula News Review
Smithers, Interior News
Sooke News Mirror
Squamish Chief
Summerland Review
Surrey Now-Leader
Terrace Standard
The Chilliwack Progress
The Local
The Prince George Citizen
The Tri-City News
Tofino-Ucluelet Westerly News
Trail Times
Vancouver Courier
Vancouver Island Free Daily
Vanderhoof, Omineca Express
Vernon, Morning Star
Victoria News
White Rock, Peace Arch News
Whitehorse, Yukon News
Williams Lake Tribune
Winfield, Lake Country Calendar

Alfie Lau
Jason Lyon
Catherine MacDonald
Jeff MacKinnon
Glen Mazza
Lana Meier
Shannon Miller
Melissa Mills
Kelly Montague
Yumimi Pang
Derrick Penner

Brian Pound
Matthew Ramsey
Matt Rockley
Michael Sasges
Prarthana Sharma
Rick Shaver
John Streit
Dixon Tam
Alissa Thibault
Derek von Essen
James Waugh

THANKS TO OUR JUDGES
Joel Ballard
Les Bazso
Blanca Blandon
BCYCNA Board of Directors
Matthew Borghese
Dean Broughton
Margaret Chapman
Michelle Cook
Colin Corneau
Jim Davidson
Ian Doig

Harry Doupe
Tannis Drysdale
Jock Elias
Neil Gillon
Karen Griffin
Kirstin Hallett
Sherly Ho
Joy Jones
Jordan Junck
Elizabeth Keurvorst
Nancy Lanthier

THANKS TO OUR TEAM
AWARDS GALA MANAGEMENT
& SPONSORSHIP
Kerry Slater

GRAPHIC DESIGN
Kerry Slater

BCYCNA AWARDS GALA CHAIR
Karen Hill

AWARDS GALA TEAM

BCYCNA

Curve Communications Group

9 West Broadway
Vancouver, BC V5Y 1P1
tel: 604-669-9222
toll-free: 1-866-669-9222
info@bccommunitynews.com
www.bccommunitynews.com

BCYCNA GENERAL MANAGER
George Affleck

PRODUCTION & MULTIMEDIA
Devin Jain
AV Strategies
io media
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THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS
TITLE SPONSOR

PRESENTING SPONSORS

AWARD SPONSORS

CANADA’S LARGEST COMMUNITY BUILDER

black

4-colour process
gold + black

white

4-colour process
gold + white

